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Abstract. The development of tropical depressions within
tropical waves over the Atlantic and eastern Pacific is usually
preceded by a "surface low along the wave" as if to suggest
a hybrid wave-vortex structure in which flow streamlines not
only undulate with the waves, but form a closed circulation
in the lower troposphere surrounding the low. This structure,
equatorward of the easterly jet axis, is identified herein as
the familiar critical layer of waves in shear flow, a flow con-
figuration which arguably provides the simplest conceptual
framework for tropical cyclogenesis resulting from tropical
waves, their interaction with the mean flow, and with diabatic
processes associated with deep moist convection. The recir-
culating Kelvin cat's eye within the critical layer represents a
sweet spot for tropical cyclogenesis in which a proto-vortex
may form and grow within its parent wave. A common lo-
cation for storm development is given by the intersection of
the wave's critical latitude and trough axis at the center of
the cat's eye, with analyzed vorticity centroid nearby. The
wave and vortex live together for a time, and initially prop-
agate at approximately the same speed. In most cases this
coupled propagation continues for a few days after a tropi-
cal depression is identified. For easterly waves, as the name
suggests, the propagation is westward. It is shown that in or-
derto visualize optimally the associated Lagrangian motions,
one should view the flow streamlines, or stream function, in
a frame of reference translating horizontally with the phase
propagation of the parent wave. In this co-moving frame,
streamlines are approximately equivalent to particle trajecto-
ries. The closed circulation is quasi-stationary, and a dividing
streamline separates air within the cat's eye from air outside.
The critical layer equatorward of the easterly jet axis is im-
portant to tropical cyclogenesis because its cat's eye provides
(i) a region of cyclonic vorticity and weak deformation by
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the resolved flow, (ii) containment of moisture entrained by
the developing gyre and/or lofted by deep convection therein,
(iii) confinement of mesoscale vortex aggregation, (iv) a pre-
dominantly convective type of heating profile, and (v) main-
tenance or enhancement of the parent wave until the vortex
becomes a self-sustaining entity and emerges from the wave
as a tropical depression. The entire sequence is likened to
the development of a marsupial infant in its mother's pouch.
These ideas are formulated in three new hypotheses describ-
ing the flow kinematics and dynamics, moist thermodynam-
ics and wave/vortex interactions comprising the "marsupial
paradigm". A survey of 55 named tropical storms in 1998-
2001 reveals that actual critical layers sometimes resemble
the ideal east-west train of cat's eyes, but are usually less reg-
ular, with one or more recirculation regions in the co-moving
frame. It is shown that the kinematics of isolated proto-
vortices carried by the wave also can be visualized in a frame
of reference translating at or near the phase speed of the par-
ent wave. The proper translation speeds for wave and vortex
may vary with height owing to vertical shear and wave-vortex
interaction. Some implications for entrainment/containment
of vorticity and moisture in the cat's eye are discussed from
this perspective, based on the observational survey.

I Introduction

The genesis of tropical cyclones, hurricanes and typhoons
is one of the most important unsolved problems in dynami-
cal meteorology (Emanuel, 2005) and climate (Gore, 2006).
As for why the problem remains unsolved, after decades of
research, it is unfortunately true that in situ observations of
genesis are mostly lacking over remote tropical oceans, that
field campaigns are too few while operational efforts gener-
ally target mature storms, that critically important processes
and their multi-scale interactions are challenging to model
and observe. Nature in some cases provides little advance
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warning of these storms and prediction of genesis beyond
48 h is generally too uncertain to be useful. Funding and
technological resources are needed to remedy these deficien-
cies, to the extent they can be remedied, but — to be honest
— it is unlikely that fundamental progress will be made with-
out a quantum leap in theoretical understanding as well. As
will be demonstrated in this paper and the sequels, available
observations on the synoptic scale need to be analyzed in a
manner that is consistent with the Lagrangian nature of trop-
ical cyclogenesis. As a moist diabatic vortex, the tropical
cyclone, through its lifecycle from genesis to intensification,
represents a coherent interaction between potential vorticity
(P ) and moist entropy, both of which are adiabatic invari-
ants, i.e., material properties of a conservative flow. In the
earliest stage of genesis, the fluid motion is mostly horizon-
tal and quasi-conservative, punctuated by intermittent deep
convection, a strongly diabatic and turbulent process. In or-
der to fully appreciate the transport of P and moist entropy
by the flow, their interaction with one another, the impacts of
deep convective transport and protection of the proto-vortex
from hostile influences requires, among other things, an un-
derstanding of material surfaces or "Lagrangian boundaries"
in the horizontal plane. This viewpoint, although used sub-
consciously by forecasters', is invisible to researchers work-
ing with standard meteorological products in an Eulerian or
Earth-relative framework. For tropical cyclogenesis it is nec-

' The elusive but sometimes exposed "low cloud swirls" and
other stratiform cloud or water vapor anomalies represent La-
grangian entities to the extent that they are passively advected by
the flow. Feature-tracking provides instantaneous Eulerian winds
(e.g., I ielden et al.. 1997, 2005), while animation of the accumu-
lated horizontal displacement of cloud or water vapor anomalies
(away from their sources and sinks: viz., deep convection and other
regions of moist ascent) effectively provides a Lagrangian view.
So the geostationary imagery are helpful in this respect, whereas
standard meteorological charts in the Earth-relative frame and in-
frequent snapshots from polar orbiting satellites are not. Surface
winds from scatterometry are indisputably valuable, but it is unnec-
essary for such images (as from i iuikSCAT or ASCAT) to display
a closed circulation in order for a closed circulation to exist in a
Lagrangian sense (see Appendix D). A morphed animation of to-
tal precipitable water from microwave imagery (beginning in 2006)
is proving very helpful for analysis and prediction of moist tropical
waves in the lower troposphere (http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/tropic2) .
Forecasters are now using this product to detect, locate and extrap-
olate the position of wave troughs. By viewing the sequence of
frames, the viewer obtains a sense of Lagrangian horizontal mo-
tions weighted by the vertical profile of moisture, together with the
impacts of convective moistening and horizontal entrainment. Ex-
traction of quantitative Lagrangian information from sequential im-
agery is far from trivial, but a worthwhile goal. When it comes
to closed circulations in propagating waves, the difference between
Eulerian and Lagrangian flow is critically important, as will become
clear in this paper. Forecasters deal simultaneously with both view-
points in their arsenal of observations, yet (to our knowledge) with-
out a clear differentiation between them.

essary to understand the morphology of Lagrangian trans-
port, and it is desirable to know whether, and how, suitable
information for this purpose can be obtained from an intelli-
gent manipulation of Eulerian data.

Compounding the problem is that multiple pathways to
genesis exist. Four plausible pathways identify one or more
of the following as key ingredients: (i) tropical waves, (ii)
monsoon troughs, (iii) extratropical disturbances and (iv) to-
pographic flows'-. For each pathway we can imagine a the-
oretical paradigm that provides conceptual stepping stones
along the path. In tropical waves, a sweet spot for develop-
ment evidently exists along the wave, associated with a re-
gion of low pressure in the lower troposphere. aving such
a sweet spot does not guarantee genesis, of course, because
other environmental factors also play an important role in
deciding whether or not a storm may form. Many individual
wave-troughs occur in a single hurricane season but only a
fraction — approximately X in the eastern and central At-
lantic3 (Frank, 1970) — contribute to the formation of a trop-
ical depression-strength vortex (defined hereafter as "gene-
sis"). Among those disturbances that produce depressions
almost all have a "surface low along the wave" in the fore-
caster's familiar parlance. Few are thought to have a mid-
level cyclonic vortex without the surface signature, a negli-
gible fraction of the original wave count. Mid-level vortices
without a discernable surface circulation are indeed observed
in the tropics, increasingly so as satellite remote sensing im-
proves (e.g., shortwave IR) in regions of frequent deep con-
vection, such as the ITO . Some have suggested that tropical
mesoscale convective systems produce mesoscale convective

'The third and fourth pathways do not represent tropical cyclo-
genesis genesis in the pure sense of the term. The third pathway is
not entirely tropical, and the fourth pathway is not entirely oceanic.
Therefore if one is interested in pure TC genesis, the problem re-
duces to (i) a tropical-wave pathway and (ii) a geophysical turbu-
lence pathway. The latter may be subdivided into quasi-2 -D and
rotating 3-D-convective pathways to highlight the role of horizontal
circulations and deep moist convection in a rotating environment,
respectively. I me can then appreciate the fuzzy nature of the classi-
fication scheme, as waves and turbulence generally coexist (Lilly,
19831 McWilliams, 19841 !McIntyre, 2003). f Iur subdivision of
pathways becomes counter-productive if applied too rigidly Gen-
esis is not a question about which of these mechanisms is acting in
a particular situation, but rather, how much of each, and how they
interact across disparate scales.

3 The percentage estimate is non-trivial: viz., to evaluate the per-
centage of parent African easterly waves that generate named or
unnamed storms anywhere in the Atlantic sector. It's not a question
of where TDs were born rather, about where their precursor waves,
if any, came from. A typical season has 60 waves and 17 named or
unnamed storms. This yields an upper limit of 28 for the average,
noting that in some years the percentage may be much smaller, or in
few years, much larger (e.g., 2005). Arbitrarily allowing 5 storms
from non-AEW (e.g., baroclinic) sources brings the average count
down to 12, or 20f 1. This number matches Frank's (1970) derived
from 3 seasons.
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vortices initially without a cyclonic circulation near the sur-
face (Sister and Emanuel, 1997 Ritchie and ' olland. 1997)
and that this may be a reason why only a small fraction of dis-
turbances become tropical depressions (E. I ipser, personal
communication II !arr and Elsberry, 1996). It will be shown
here that for storms originating in tropical waves, the syn-
optic wave itself plays a vital role in the near-surface circula-
tion. In our proposed tropical-wave scenario the relevant the-
oretical paradigm is the formation of a closed proto-vortex
within the wave in the lower troposphere and subsequent
eddy shedding whereby the vortex, energized further by deep
convective heating, becomes detached from the wave and be-
gins to control its own destiny. In what follows we refer to
this sequence of events as the marsupial paradigm. Central
to our presentation of the marsupial paradigm is a rudimen-
tary understanding of the Lagrangian flow and its dynamical
and thermodynamical properties in the neighborhood of the
developing storm.

ur series on TC genesis, of which this paper is the first,
addresses the tropical wave pathway and variations thereof
(easterly wave propagation, tropical depression disturbances,
instability of the ITC , and trapped equatorial modes) and
the ability of these disturbances to create a closed gyre or

"pouch" and subsequently within the pouch, a proto-vortex
or "embryo" favorable for hurricane formation 4 . We are con-
cerned also with the monsoon trough pathway (e.g., larr and
Elsberry, 1996 Simpson et al., 1997). But for TC genesis,
environmental conditions in the monsoon trough (McBride
and chr, 1981) appear favorable over a larger area, provid-
ing a diverse set of flow configurations in the lower tropo-
sphere (shear line, confluence, gyre Ritchie and olland,
1999) and making the role of tropical waves (with their
sweet spot) more challenging to ascertain — although precur-
sor waves can be seen in many of these cases. Genesis by
spontaneous aggregation (now a popular subject of research:
e.g., Emanuel and Nolan, 2004 'Nolan et al., 2006' eld,
20071 (Borth, 20071 ISchecter and Dunkerton, 2009) may be

4The "embryo" is borrowed from other authors (Emanuel. 1993,
2007, 1M06) so to be consistent with the marsupial paradigm we
might refer to the proto-vortex as a 'Joey". Extending the analogy,
a female joey provides a second "baby pouch" for convective orga-
nization at smaller scales. Little is known about the hierarchy of
clouds and vortices in the pouch, and how they interact. but such
details are crucial for understanding. I ibservations sometimes sug-
gest multiple low-level circulation centers in systems that are still
becoming organized. Forecasters and scientists alike want to know
more about these proto- structures I e.g.. their role in Ekman pump-
ing and convective triggering. For now and the foreseeable future.
the LT in developing environments remains a mysterious realm of=
ten obscured by patches of deep convective cloud and stratif'orm
anvils. Exposed low-cloud swirls are marvelous to behold, but they
were likely hidden by deeper cloud when generated. and will be hid-
den again when new convection erupts. Geostationary microwave
technology, needed to penetrate this environment continuously, is
—20 years away.

regarded as a limiting case of the monsoon trough pathway
in which no particular region is favored, but conditions are
rendered more favorable, e.g., by cranking up the underlying
SST. In the real world, spontaneous aggregation is likely na-
ture's last resorts . En route to storm formation, the tropical
atmosphere almost always provides a sweet spot or more ex-
tensive region favorable to genesis. We believe this fact has
important implications for the study of tropical cyclogenesis
in climate change. Whereas an increase of SST is expected
naively to increase the intensity of mature tropical cyclones,
the effects of climate change on tropical cyclogenesis will be
felt more immediately by modulation of local environments
that are already .favorable .forgenesis in the current climate' I
effects that will be manifested, for instance, in a changed
morphology of tropical waves, monsoon troughs and their fa-
vorable regions, as well as changes of large-scale circulation
and ITCi i that affect storm tracks and environment (Frank

and oung, 2007111 ecchi and Soden, 2007111 entham and
Wang, 2007 , 1! limont and Kossin, 2007 1 'Wing et al., 2007)
possibly directing storms into regions of warmer SST6.

In the study by Montgomery et al. (2006b hereafter M06)
the TC genesis problem was posed as the metamorphosis of
a mid-level mesoscale convective vortex (MCI 1) with weak
cyclonic circulation at the ocean surface into a self sustain-
ing warm-core tropical depression vortex. The initial MCI 1
embryo was assumed to be a by-product (e.g., Emanuel,
1993 Bister and Emanuel, 19971 Raymond et al., 1998)
of one or more mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) that
form and evolve within the trough region of an African east-
erly wave in the Atlantic basin, or monsoon trough in the
western Pacific basin. The problem was examined using
a non-hydrostatic full physics cloud model (RAMS) at 2
km and 3 kin horizontal grid spacing for realistic sea sur-
face temperatures (SSTs) and thermodynamic vertical pro-
files of moist static energy within the low pressure region of

^'ln the "real world" of 3-km simulations performed on Earth
Simulator (Matsuno 2006, 2007) tropical easterly waves play a cru-
cial role in TC genesis, for present-day climate conditions.

6 Genesis depends on the spatial pattern as well as the amplitude
of the underlying SST. and most SST variations are contained in
coupled patterns of atmosphere-ocean variability that oscillate with
time. Even if one could somehow isolate a simple-pattern/secular-
trend of SST variation and study its effect on the general circulation
(as done by Magnusdottir, 2001 for the N 1 I winter season) the effect
on genesis is non-trivial. Consider the following: a horizontally uni-
form change in underlying SST, e.g., the simplest of all changes in
an altered world, would be superposed on the existing distribution
that is a strong function of latitude. This distribution is responsi-
ble. inter alia. for the latitude of the ITC( The impact of a uniform
change is therefore also a function of latitude owing to the strong
nonlinearity of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. With changes in
SST and ITC, come changes in the tropical waves and instabilities
(hence, hurricanes) that depend, directly or indirectly, on the struc-
ture and stability of circulations associated with the ITC 1 l Such
changes impact the hydrological cycle on a global scale, with re-
gional consequences (IPCC, 2007).
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a tropical disturbance. M06 obtained new insight on con-
vective and mesoscale processes operating within such an
idealized pre-genesis environment. In the absence of hos-
tile influences, such as strong vertical wind shear or dry air
intrusions, M06's high-resolution simulations demonstrated
an upscale cloud/mesoscale mechanism for building the in-
cipient tropical storm vortex. This mechanism was shown to
operate on realistic time scales and, equally important, to pre-
cede the wind-speed/evaporation feedback believed to gov-
ern the intensification of an already formed tropical depres-
sion strength surface vortex (Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987n
Emanuel, 1989).

Within the convectively unstable and eye Ion ic-vorticity
rich environment of the initial MC I I embryo, horizon-
tally small-scale warm-core updrafts possessing intense cy-
clonic vorticity in their cores ("vortical hot towers"I Jf_I I ITS)
emerged spontaneously as the dominant coherent structures.
As often observed in real developing storms, the most promi-
nent ' ' Ts were triggered at a finite radius from the proto-
circulation center, consistent with the expected radial de-
pendence of Ekman-like pumping in a geophysical vortex
boundary layer (Smith, 19681 Eliassen and Lystad, 1977).
Concurrent with this low-level vortex spin-up process are
localized downdrafts and spreading gust front boundaries.
Minima in equivalent potential temperature occur in asso-
ciation with localized downdrafts that import low equiva-
lent potential temperature from the middle troposphere into
the surface boundary layer. Unlike warm season continen-
tal or maritime mesoscale convection that often favors lin-
ear propagating structures (squall lines), the spreading gust
front boundaries were confined laterally, to some extent, by
the near-surface cyclonic circulation and the low-level inflow
generated by the mean latent heating in the vortex towers.
M06 showed that this low level inflow was reasonably well
captured by the axisymmetric Eliassen balanced circulation
(Shapiro and Willoughby, 1982 'Wirth and Dunkerton, 2006)
driven primarily by the mean (temporally and azimuthally
averaged) heating rate of the vortex towers. The rotational
confinement of these gust front boundaries appears impor-
tant for sustained deep convective activity within the MC
embryo and surface spin-up. Even when gravity waves and
gust fronts are not fully contained, they can be expected to
play an important role in convective triggering along devel-
oping vortical boundaries in the proto-storm.

The numerical experiments of M06 demonstrated a plau-
sible vortex assembly process that can occur within a fa-
vorable environment possessing a small but finite cyclonic
surface circulation, . et to be answered, however, is how
this "embryo" and its surrounding circulation are created in
the first place and whether the initial proto-vortex can sur-
vive long enough in realistic environments (e.g., with ver-
tical shear or dry air intrusions) to enable the transition to a
self-sustaining warm-core vortex. The numerical problem, as
posed by M06 and others, specifies environmental conditions
and a seedling disturbance according to their observed rela-

tionship (Gray, 1998) but explains neither of them, nor their
association. What is special about a tropical wave trough , I

What latitude along the trough axis is favorable for storm de-
velopmentiJ What characteristics of a monsoon trough are
important for genesis Where do storms form in relation to
the monsoon trough, and whyl I These questions transcend
the local processes considered by M06, and require a connec-
tion to be drawn between the proto-vortex environment and
synoptic-scale flow. Because of the strongly helical nature of
the 

1
1 ' ITs, another aspect not yet investigated concerns the

role of helicity (Moffat, 1969) in stabilizing the upscale cas-
cade (Lilly, 1986a,bL-1i lerring and McWilliams, 1989 Weis-
man and Rotunno, 20001 iKurgansky, 2006), a process that
occurs generically within the MC , parent synoptic wave,
or monsoon trough. A major objective of our research is
to explain the generation and maintenance of the hurricane
embryo within its parent synoptic-scale wave or monsoon
trough environment. Another is to advance beyond M06 and
understand more completely the role of moist convective (he-
lical) turbulence that operates within the embryo.

The tropical wave pathway to genesis involves

the familiar easterly waves of the Atlantic (e.g., Carlson,
1969 iBurpee, 19741-Reed et al., 1977, Shapiro, 1977,
1980! IThorncroft and I lodges, 2001) and Pacific basins
(Chang et al., 1970' Molinari et al., 1997' Raymond et
al., 19981 ]Molinari and ! lallaro, 20001 (Molinari et al.,
2000) LI

2. the less familiar (mixed) Rossby-gravity waves of the
central and far eastern Pacific I Iceans (I endon and
Liebmann, 1991 _ Dunkerton, 19931_, Dunkerton and
Baldwin, 1995 Dickinson and Molinari, 2002 (Moli-
nari 2004)l and

the so-called "tropical depression" disturbances of the
western tropical Pacific (Liebmann and tendon, 1990
Lau and Lau, 1990! Takayabu and Nitta, 19931 Dunker-
ton, 1993 Dunkerton and Baldwin, 19951 - Wheeler and
Kiladis, 1999, Sobel and Bretherton, 19991 (Wheeler et
al., 2000).

These wave types comprise a range of ground-based peri-
ods from 2.5-9 days. Slower waves such as moist Kelvin
waves (Dunkerton and Crum, 1995 , 'Wheeler et al., 2000),
equatorial Rossby waves (Molinari et al., 2006) and Madden-
Julian oscillation (Maloney and i artmann, 2000) also mod-
ulate tropical waves and tropical cyclogenesis (Maloney and
Dickinson, 20031 Aiyyer and Molinari, 2003, 2008). Tropi-
cal waves in the 2.5-9 day band may originate from convec-
tive coupling (. layashi, 1970 Lindzen, 1974), lateral forcing
(Wilson and Mak, 1984' Randel, 19921'' hang and Webster,
1992), hydrodynamic instability of the ITC ( 'ack et al.,
19891 Schubert et al., 19911 (Wang and Magnusdottir, 2005,
2006) or frilly developed TCs and their associated "Rossby
wave wakes" (McWilliams and Flied, 1979 Montgomery et
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al., 1999 Ritchie and olland, 1999). The role of equatori-
ally trapped waves in tropical cyclogenesis requires knowl-
edge of their latitudinal structure and cross-equatorial sym-
metry, while that of TD disturbances requires that we ac-
count for a significant meridional component of propagation.
These wave types are examined separately. Excluded from
consideration in our first three papers are

tropical storms originating from extratropical upper-
level Pi I anomalies in a moist baroclinic environment
(Montgomery and Farrell, 1993) and/or stalled frontal
zones in the subtropics (the so-called "tropical transi-
tion" pathway: e.g.. Davis and Bosart, 2004) and to-
pographic effects ( ehnder et al., 19991 Chang et al.,
2003).

Neither of these pathways (TT or topography) are purely
tropical and oceanic. A key ingredient of TC genesis — for-
mation of a closed recirculation region — pertains, nonethe-
less, to many examples of subtropical development in the
central and western Pacific that we have encountered in our
preliminary survey. A fourth paper will examine these cases.

Local instability of the ITCI ' as a pathway to genesis
is possible, although more commonly, the waves produced
thereby propagate downstream into regions more favorable
to genesis: e.g., with warmer water or larger absolute vor-
ticity. Storms generally do not originate within the locus of
ITC' I convection, but cause poleward distortion or obliter-
ation of the ambient ITC! i (Dunkerton, 2006). Significant
storms in the historical record affecting coastal regions of
the southeastern US and Gulf states originated from tropical
waves in the eastern and central Atlantic (the "main devel-
opment region" or MDR) notwithstanding a few spectacu-
lar storms originating in the western Atlantic and the Gulf
of Mexico. wing to their quasi-monochromatic nature and
relative simplicity, we begin our genesis study in the context
of Atlantic easterly waves (Kiladis et al., 2006 all et al.,
2006) and their eastern Pacific extension. The papers to fol-
low will extend this line of research to other types oftropical
waves and instabilities relevant to other ocean basins (Bessafi
and Wheeler, 2006 Frank and Roundy, 2006 Molinari et al.,
2006). To isolate key elements of the various sub-types of
tropical-wave cyclogenesis cited above, we begin our dis-
cussion in Sect. 2 with a conceptually simple scenario in
which hydrodynamically neutral waves emerge from an un-
stable source region upstream, propagate westward into the
domain of interest, and create regions favorable for genesis
regions which may, in turn, maintain or enhance the neu-
tral waves via convective heating against dissipation while
propagating across the basin. This scenario is most rele-
vant to the Atlantic sector, wherein easterly waves generated
by moist hydrodynamic instability over Africa (that is, over
land, where TCs cannot form owing to surface friction and
absence of sustained latent heat fluxes) or by other means
propagate westward into a warm ocean, providing seedlings
for possible genesis. It is also relevant to other basins, such
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Fig. 1. Critical layer for waves in latitudinal shear, showing stream-
lines (solid), bounding streamline (thick solid) and Trough/Ridge
axes (thin solid). If the deeper shade of pink represents higher ab-
solute vorticity, the wave acts on a stable meridional gradient of
zonal mean PV, with initial vorticity maximum poleward of the crit-
ical latitude (CL). In an unstable configuration, with higher vortic-
ity represented by the lighter shade, the first cycle of overturning
entrains higher vorticity from equatorward of the CL axis. The lat-
itudinal shear is negative in either case. Adapted from Andrews et
al. (1987).

as the eastern tropical Pacific or mid-Atlantic, but we recog-
nize that in such regions (over ocean, where surface friction
is relatively small and latent heat is plentiful), instability of
the ITCZ may sometimes lead directly to genesis (Hack et al.,
1989; Schubert et al., 1991; Wang and Magnusdottir, 2005,
2006). Some of the events occurring in our time period of
interest may belong to this category; they are more akin to
instability than the neutral wave propagation imagined in our
ideal scenario. Hydrodynamically unstable waves have dis-
tinct topological characteristics for a time, but once reaching
finite amplitude they are equally good candidates for genesis,
occurring within a critical layer, as neutral waves.

What follows is primarily an observational study preceded
by formulation and presentation of three new hypotheses
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for tropical cyclogenesis in tropical waves. Three indepen-
dent datasets are used for meteorological analysis ( RA-40),
satellite-derived precipitation (TRMM) and storm history
(i IHC best-track data). Section 2 outlines the basic theoret-
ical concepts underlying our analysis. Section illustrates
the morphology of waves and convection in relation to the
mean ! bw and embedded critical layers, in two representa-
tive cases, and summarizes key properties of al I storms exam-
ined, while Sect. 4 affords a closer look at the - structure
and evolution of the critical layer, closed material contours,
and diabatic vortices in one of these cases. etails of our
analysis method, additional cases, streamline topology and
the view from scatterometry are discussed in Appendices A-

, respectively. Two contemporary viewpoints of TC genesis
and climate change, contrasting the roles of off-equatorial
circulation and moisture supply, are noted in Appendix (_L
The time period of interest encompasses the peak hurricane
seasons of 1998-2001 when the two primary datasets used in
our study (' RA-40 and TRMM) overlap.

q q m=®®qqm m®m®q q ®13 ®fig q

Whether hydrodynamic instability plays an immediate role in
TC genesis (as sometimes observed in the eastern Pacific and
mid-Atlantic) or excites waves that later become instrumen-
tal in genesis downstream (as in the African/Atlantic sector)
there is a I uid dynamical situation arising in both scenarios
that is relevant to genesis for reasons to be enumerated below.
This situation involves the familiar critical layer of waves in
shear' ow, wherein parcels experience irreversible displace-
ments and trapping about the wave s critical level, viz., the
location where mean bw and wave phase speeds are equal.
In the so-called cat s-eye of the critical layer where trap-
ping of parcels takes place, the ttid becomes isolated from
its surroundings on either side of the critical layer as parcels
outside the cats eye are advected in opposite directions. The
Lagrangian mean . ow is asymptotically discontinuous on the
edges of the critical layer and its horizontal profile consists
of three components! -'two are in opposite directions on ei-
ther side, while the middle is stationary with respect to the
cat s-eye pattern (Andrews and McIntyre, 1978). The latter
is equivalent to a statement that the Lagrangian mean ' ow in
the critical layer is zero in a frame of reference moving with
the critical layer itself i.e., at the phase speed of the waves.
Here we take the Lagrangian mean to be a spatial average in
the direction of the ulerian mean I bw, which we also as-

7 The critical level is generally a surface in three dimensions, but
the word level or line has been used in the literature to represent any
of these dimensions, e.g., latitude or altitude.

8 1n latitudinal shear, the cat s eye of the critical layer is uniquely
where a wave-centric view is Lagrangian, in the sense described in
our response to an Interactive Comment. In the marsupial paradigm.
a storm-centric view is approximately equivalent to a wave-centric
view, for as long as proto-storm and parent wave move together.

Fig. q Idealized profile of an easterly iet U north of the equator, on
which stable easterly waves propagate westward having their criti-
cal latitudes ust outside the et s in ection points where the gradient
of absolute vorticity q or I effective P I lis zero. ! Instable waves may
be imagined to have their critical latitudes !ust inside the latitude of
in! ection points.

sume to be the direction of wave propagation, as shown in
ig. 1. This simplifying assumption will motivate our dis-

cussion of the role of the critical layer in TC genesis, but it
should be borne in mind we are always concerned with the
actual direction of wave propagation in relation to the mean
I ow, regardless of their azimuthal directions, and will de-
fine the critical level generally in terms of the locus of points
where the wave intrinsic frequency goes to zero.

0.1 qq i qFM	 FM

To fix ideas, consider a zonally uniform easterly let at trop-
ical latitudes off the equator. or simplicity, assume a
barotropic et structure as depicted in I ig. 2. There is cy-
clonic shear equatorward of the easterly et maximum, and
anticyclonic shear poleward of the maximum. I quatorward
of the .et core the cyclonic shear vorticity is enhanced by
the planetary vorticity, while poleward of the et core, the
anticyclonic shear vorticity and the planetary vorticity tend
to compensate. The absolute vorticity poleward of the let
core is therefore weakly negative or close to zero. Since the
meridional gradient of the absolute vorticity changes sign
both poleward and equatorward of the et core, the mean
I ow satisfies one of the necessary (Rayleigh) conditions for
barotropic instability. It has been long recognized in the lit-
erature that the African easterly et (Al !! ) is unstable to dis-
turbances which might be described as a moist barotropic
instability or mixed barotropic/baroclinic instability 9 . More

9 Thc critical level plays a central role in such instabilities, en-
abling phase-locking of counter-propagating Rossby waves in ad-
lacent regions of opposite meridional IN gradient (Hoskins et al.,
1985; Heifetz et al., 1999) or, in linear ray theory, as the locus
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recently it has been suggested that synoptic-scale instability
by itself may be too slow to explain easterly wave distur-
bances in the African sector (Hall et al., 2006). In either
event, if we assume that the locus of wave instability or ex-
citation lies upstream, i.e., that the region of interest is stable
with respect to exponential growth, it may be inferred that
the phase speed of waves generated upstream lies outside the
range of mean ow speeds in the region of reversed PV gra-
dient, as depicted in i ig. 2. The alternative — a critical level
within the zone of reversed gradient — would likely cause un-
stable growth. or an easterly let north of the equator, the
critical level (hereafter, critical Ilatitudel ) therefore resides
a bit south of the southernmost latitude where the effective
beta is zero.

A second critical latitude exists north of the 'et axis, north
of the northernmost latitude where the effective beta is zero
again, on the opposite side of the iet. As already noted, how-
ever, the shear vorticity of the mean ow is cyclonic south
of the et and anticyclonic to the north. If a critical layer
of finite width were to form at the location of either criti-
cal latitude as a result of wave propagation into the region
of interest, the sense of rotation in the cats eye would be
the same as that of the mean relative vorticity. or TC gen-
esis we are obviously interested in cyclonic rather than an-
ticyclonic vorticity in the lower troposphere and therefore
regard the southern, not northern, critical layer as a possi-
ble locus of TC formation. Moreover, we should not imag-
ine that actual wave disturbances and the critical layers they
generate are exactly symmetric or antisymmetric about the
et axis 10 . or the case of an idealized unstable easterly et,

Thorncroft and Hoskins (1994a) showed that the most unsta-
ble wave disturbance south of the l et is centered equatorward
of the southernmost latitude where the effective beta changes
sign. Their maximum amplitude is near the critical latitude,
in accord with our propagating-wave scenario (as might be
expected from consideration of linear parcel displacements,
which maximize at the critical latitude or level). This asym-
metry of wave amplitude about the axis of the et, favoring
the southern or equatorward side, also emphasizes the cy-
clonic critical layer at the expense of the anticyclonic one.

Or the case of an exponentially stable et ow, discrete neu-
tral or slowly decaying quasi-model wave packets (Reasor

of wave overrei ection (Lindzen and Tung, 1978: Lindzen et al..
198 ! ). ither of these mechanisms leads to wave growth if certain
conditions are met. In barotropic instability, one of these conditions
is the existence of a critical level within the zone of reversed PV gra-
dient. The latter requirement is not universal. however. When 13i 0
the 1 varicose mode i Ifor a symmetric et has a critical level at the in-

' ection point. More generally, when the interior PV is everywhere
uniform, as in the popular ady model, the reversal of interior PV
gradient is moot.

10, lorth-south symmetry of the basic state about the et axis is
broken by mean absolute vorticity, which is asymmetric, and a
meridional gradient of moisture, if one exists. urther asymmetry
may arise from wave sources upstream.

and Montgomery, 2001; Schecter et al., 2002) — stimulated,
perhaps, by mesoscale processes within the trough region of
the wave envelope (I lerry and Thorncroft, 2005; Hall et al.,
2006) — should possess similar phase speed and wave max-
ima characteristics as their unstable counterparts. l ur im-
mediate concern is not with wave sources, which lie outside
the scope of this paper, but with downstream propagation of
neutral waves on an easterly et as depicted in I ig. 2.

q . q q qFM qm qm®® FQg EMI Dg ®q q ®
ELEI0 q

The formation of a tropical depression in a tropical wave crit-
ical layer is plausible only in a cyclonic I !elvin catls eye, not
an anticyclonic one. Therefore we selected the southern, not
northern, critical layer as the locus of interest. i ormation of
a tropical cyclone also requires convective heating in order
to achieve the desired levels of potential vorticity and con-
centration of PV substance( - 100 times ambient values, in a
mature storm. In the ideal critical layer of I_ig. 1, PV anoma-
lies within the catls eye are symmetrically distributed (i) in
physical space about the centerline and (ii) in a statistical
distribution about the mean value, which is cyclonic here,
because we have chosen the southern CL on the A iU Pas-
sive roll-up of cyclonic mean vorticity in the southern critical
layer does not lead directly to genesis, because local extrema
of PV anomalies are preserved by a dry adiabatic rearrange-
ment, in ideal and real-life wave scenarios. It does so indi-
rectly, in the sense that this coherent structure) of cyclonic
vorticity (created at ril scale by a synoptic ] I wave) pro-
vides one or more seedlings for amplification by mesoscale
convective processes (M06) which, as we now argue, might
occur preferentially in the critical layer. As shown in I ig. 1,
the longitudinal center of the cat's eye corresponds to the
trough of the wave, a region favorable for deep moist con-
vection in observations. (i) i ormation of a I lelvin cads eye
by critical layer development at meso-a or synoptic scales,
and (ii) convective enhancement and up-scale aggregation of
cyclonic vorticity from meso-y to meso-^ scales, is a plau-
sible outcome of the neutral wave propagation depicted in

ig. 2. The order of enumeration is importanti the cabs eye
is a result of wave propagation into the region of interest,
while convective amplification and aggregation is aided sub-
sequently by formation of the cabs eye. Causality is deter-
mined, in part, by the arrow of time) Iwhat follows tempo-
rally (item ii) cannot be a cause of what came before (item i).
This idea was expressed clearly in theories of the ideal dry
Rossby-wave critical layer (I lillworth and McIntyre, 1985,
and references therein) wherein the cabs eye precedes (log-
ically and chronologically) the redistribution of PV within.

I I I ollowing convention, 2.5-9 day moist tropical waves relevant
to TC genesis occur on synoptic spatial scales (2000-8000 km or so)
while cats eyes and closed recirculation regions develop at meso-a
(200-2000 km). Proto-vortex development occurs at meso-/3 (20-
200 km) involving deep moist convection at meso-y (2-20 km).
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and the advecting ' ow does not depend to leading order on
the redistribution itself. The reader may consult our inal
Response at the ACP1 website for further discussion, cita-
tions and quotations regarding this point. These considera-
tions do not exclude the possibility that upscale mechanisms
may have created the easterly wave in the first place (as seen
over the African Highlands) or that new Rossby waves may
be excited in the wake of a mature storm (as seen in western
Pacific T disturbances) as noted in the Introduction. Lor
do they preclude thermal forcing of the parent wave by the
developing proto-vortex within. The proper sequence is ap-
preciated most clearly in our neutral wave scenario on a par-
allel shear ow, without the clutter introduced by secondary
phenomena.

Important to this sequence of events is that the easterly
et is located in the lower, not middle, troposphere and that
lower tropospheric vorticity is organized by the i elvin catis
eye in this layer, and subsequently amplified by convective
processes in the cats eye. In real life the waves and their
effects are more complicated than in our ideal scenario; ac-
tual waves are local, episodic, and vary from one trough to
the next. This variability, in fact, is so important to genesis
that !HC/TPC forecasters (for better or worse) in their on-
line discussion regard each individual trough as a tropical
wavei 

'
We do not expect a uniform train of cyclonic cabs

eyes but rather a zonally nonuniform pattern of cyclonic ed-
dies — eddies which, in some sense, are shedl from the A' 'i
as a result of the wave propagation and interaction with the
mean i ow at the critical latitude. lur first hypothesis con-
cerning the role of the tropical wave critical layer in TC gen-
esis is therefore

q 1. Proto-vortex cyclonic eddies instrumental in TC
formation are intimately associated with the parent
wave s critical latitude in the lower troposphere. The
critical layer and elvin cats eye within, formed as
a result of the waveis finite-amplitude interaction with
its own critical latitude, contain a region of cyclonic
rotation and weak straining/shearing deformation in
which synoptic waves and mesoscale vorticity anoma-
lies, moving westward together, amplify and aggregate
on a nearly zero relative mean bw. This multi-scale in-
teraction provides a dynamical pathway to ' bottom-upi I
development of the proto-vortex from below.

The notion of bottom-up development (Halverson et al.,
2007) is advanced as a counterpart to the more familiar top-
downl 'scenario advocated by ister and I Manuel (1997) and
Ritchie and Holland (1997), respectively; see also Ritchie et
al. (200 ). (This perspective was in vogue when M06 was
written. The two scenarios are not mutually exclusive, as
emphasized by Halverson et al.; see Iossary.) The top-down
pathway begins with a recognition of the top-heavy , nature
of moist convective heating profiles in the presence of com-
bined convective and stratiform precipitation processes. A
top-heavy heating profile in a rotating environment necessar-

ily leads to the conclusion that cyclonic vorticity is first con-
centrated in the middle troposphere by the induced vertical
profile of convergence and must therefore find a way subse-
quently to burrow downward into the lower troposphere in
order to provide the surface development needed for warm-
core TC genesis. This pathway is inefficient (Tory and Mont-
gomery, 2006) and invites a more direct route to genesis if
one could be found, particularly in sectors where develop-
ment is marginal to begin with. bservational findings of the
top-down school were biased to the western Pacific warm
pool, but in light of forecaster'g experience we are inclined
to regard this pathway as largely irrelevant to the Atlantic
and eastern Pacific sectors outside the ITCZ I '-. The gene-
sis of depressions in this region of the world is almost al-
ways associated with a surface low along the wave (see Rea-
sor et al., 2005, for a case study); examples of mid-level
cyclonic vortices in developing tropical systems, without a
corresponding cyclonic signature near the surface, are evi-
dently rare. 'ottom-up development is inextricably linked
to column moistening, which favors convective over strati-
form heating as the leading contribution to the vertical heat-
ing profile. Column moistening, in turn, is naturally favored
in a cyclonic critical layer. 	 ur next hypothesis expands on
this themel7

q q The critical-layer cats eye of the parent wave pro-
vides a set of quasi-closed material contours inside of
which air is repeatedly moistened by convection, pro-
tected to some degree from lateral intrusion of dry air
and impinging vertical shear, and (thanks to its location
near the critical latitude) able to keep pace with the par-
ent wave until the proto-vortex has strengthened into a
self-maintaining entity.

This hypothesis is a coin with two sides,' 'combining the no-
tion of repeated column moistening with the equally impor-
tant notion that the elvin cat s eye is protected from lateral
entrainment of air — air which, in the case of the Aui L, is of-
ten dry and dusty if associated with the Saharan Air Layer in
the lower free troposphere (Thorncroft et al., 2001 ; I'union
and Velden, 2004; Wong and Llessler, 2005). Hypothesis 2
also adds the notion of rapid vertical transport by convection
to what otherwise has been, in our discussion thus far, a de-
scription of moist barotropic or shallow-water disturbances
superposed on an easterly off-equatorial Idt. These quasi-
2 -1_1 disturbances organize the ,_ ow laterally via parcel dis-
placement and create kinematic boundaries to lateral mixing;
they also organize moist convection that lofts moisture into
the free troposphere. Such convection, of course, is ubiqui-
tous in the tropics and represents the primary mechanism of
vertical transport that is rapid in comparison to other verti-
cal motions such as isentropic up-glide along frontal zones

'-Although the single developing system (1 luillermo) observed
during TI II M 11 -1 was originally thought to contain a low-level anti-
cyclone in its earliest stage, subsequent analysis revealed a cyclonic
circulation all the way to the surface (Raymond et al., 1998).
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and diabatic subsidence in the Hadley circulation caused by
radiative cooling. In cases where the ambient cyclonic vortic-
ity and moisture are positively correlated above the boundary
layer, gyre formation is accompanied by horizontal entrain-
ment of moisture, shortening the time required to approach
column saturation. The quasi closure of streamlines or tra-
ICctories in H2 conveys two important caveats that will ap-
ply in all of the discussion to follow (i) there is always a
temporal development of the closure, as local wave ampli-
tude grows and parcels become irreversibly entrained in the
gyre, and (ii) there is often a nonzero divergent component
of motion across the outer edge of a 1. closed  igyre as defined
by the bounding contour of (nondivergent) stream function.
We have greater confidence in the rotational component of
motion than the divergent part, quantitatively speaking, and
therefore attach greater significance to the appearance of a
closed gyre in stream function. This is not to say that the
analyzed divergent wind is unreliable; its sign usually agrees
with the expected in' ow (out! ow) of mass in the lower (up-
per) troposphere in the neighborhood of a developing storm.
At lower levels the divergent component of motion therefore
contributes to the entrainment of vorticity and moisture as
does the temporal development of the rotational component.

We do not limit deep convection to the critical layer O
but advance the notion that convection within the I lelvin
cats eye is likely to create a vertical profile of diabatic heat-
ing with a lower- to mid-tropospheric maximum (Tory et
al., 2006a, b, 2007) instead of the more widely observed
! top-heavy! !heating profile of canonical mesoscale convec-
tive systems (Houze, 1989; Mapes and Houze, 1995). The
canonical profile represents a combination of convective and
stratiform effects in which evaporative cooling in ad acent
stratiform anvil regions offsets the low-level heating in deep
convective cores. These two components superpose con-
structively in the mid- to upper troposphere. A top-heavy
profile is important to the tropical general circulation (Hart-
mann et al., 1984), the mature phase of M I ii i (Lin et al., 2004)
and generation of stratospheric gravity waves (! 1. 1 rtland,
personal communication) but inimical to tropical cyclogen-
esis. The argument favoring a convective heating profile in
TC genesis rests on an inference by Tory et al. (2007) that
simulated storms initialized in actual environments (real-life
examples) are accompanied by such a profile when develop-
ment ensues, and vice versa. This profile also can be inferred
indirectly from the observed divergent circulation response
(Sect. 4.i ) or i directly from TRMM retrievals in the re-
circulating gyre (I unkerton et al., 2009a). The heating pro-
file is coupled to column moistening, and vice versa. As a re-
gion of re-circulating quasi-horizontal ow, the 1 lelvin cat s
eye is bounded by closed material contours — a Lagrangian
concept that provides a more general definition of the TC
pouch !in cases where a critical layer is not well defined or

consists of a solitary shed vortex (as illustrated in 1 ig. ; for
further commentary on this figure see Appendix A5). The
cat s eye is expected to trap, that is, to contain moisture or

moist entropy lofted by convection. The net heating and
its vertical profile depends, in turn, on the amount of mois-
ture lofted. Lower tropospheric air close to saturation is less
likely to experience evaporative cooling, and the cads eye
(for purely kinematic reasons) favors maintenance of nearly
saturated conditions, especially if there exists a concentrated
and sustained population of shallower I tongestusHtype con-
vection in such a region, as suggested by some recent obser-
vations. or low-level mass convergence and vorticity ampli-
fication, a convective type of heating profile in the lower tro-
posphere (LT) critical layer — without significant stratiform
heating/cooling, or with less stratiform component than typ-
ical elsewhere — favors bottom-up development (M06) and
concentration of upward mass I ux in the lower troposphere
(Raymond and Sessions, 2007). This is not to say that mid-
level spin-up might not also occur in such cases, but to sug-
gest that a low-level scenario is plausible in which the mid-
level spin-up is unnecessary or of secondary importance to
TC genesis' This theoretical notion and its implications
agree with the common observation by forecasters of a i sur-
face low along the wave _i in the development of a tropical
depression.

Routine inspection of satellite water vapor imagery sug-
gests that genesis is always associated with a relatively moist
free troposphere as observed in the 6.7 micron band. There
are many mechanisms governing the distribution of moisture;
formation of a closed gyre in a tropical wave critical layer is
but one of these. !uasi-stationary tropical features and extra-
tropical disturbances also play a role. A developing gyre en-
trains whatever moisture exists nearby and experiences self-
moistening via deep convection within. !nce moistened, it
is desirable that the gyre (or some portion of it) remain so in
order to facilitate TC formation. A key property of the proto-
vortex required for subsequent development is its resilience
to lateral intrusions of dry air which are common throughout
the Atlantic during the hurricane season and at other times
and places. The proto-vortex of a nascent TC, however, lacks
a strong transport barrier (cf. McIntyre, 1989, 1991 ; Mont-
gomery and allenbach, 1997; assom and Hilbert, 1999;
Moulin and lor, 2005) and is vulnerable to dry-air intru-
sion and vertical shear (e.g., Reasor et al., 2004). It therefore
needs help from the parent wave. The protective kinematics
of the i elvin cat s eye (moving with the wave at its criti-
cal latitude) implies a reduction of dry air intrusions from
outside (Tuleya and I lurihara, 1981) and a tendency for the
heat released by cumulus convection to be retained in the co-
moving frame (1 rishnamurti et al., 1994). The observation
by i rishnamurti et al. is incorporated in a third hypothesis
below.

11 1 1
 IRA-40 data examined here suggest, for what it is worth, that

mid-level convergence resolved by the analyses occurs in develop-
ing systems but is secondary to low-level convergence chronologi-
cally as the proto-vortex develops upward.
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Fig. q Total streamline structure of a point vortex with cyclonic circulation r immersed in a constant mean zonal ' -bw Ub . In the frame of
reference displayed here (with zonal translation speed equal to zero) the vortex is spatially and temporally fixed at the origin. The total 1_bw
is given by the superposition of a constant background zonal wind and a circularly symmetric i ow induced by the point vortex. This I bw
is an exact steady solution of the 2 1 uler equations. As noted in the text, identical streamline patterns are obtained in a resting basic state
when the vortex translates zonally at speed Cp = —Ub. The numerical value of F is based on the gyre circulation analyzed for pre-I-lebby
in August 2000. Three cases are sketchedL] q 00b 1 4 ms-1 (moderate westerly i ow over the vortex), qMqUb I 0 (zero background I bw)
and ®Ub1 —4 ms — 1 (moderate easterly I bw). Light solid curves denote streamlines. The black dot denotes the stagnation point located
at m,Y,)' (0, r/27rUb); the uid velocity vanishes there. The thick solid curve denotes the dividing streamline that divides the I ow into
three distinct regions) la core region near the vortex, upper outside region and lower outside region. As the magnitude of the imposed Lbw
increases, the distance from the vortex center to the separatrix decreases and the amount of uid isolated within the core region decreases.

According to the marsupial paradigm, the critical layer
guarantees some measure of protection from intrusion.
' l ut actual ow fields are transient and contain mesoscale
finestructure, making the Lagrangian kinematics rather
messy. A group of smaller vortices, e.g., will entrain the
surrounding air more readily than a single larger vortex14.
As for how these smaller vortices are created in the first
place, there are essentially two possibilitiesll(i) upscale ag-
gregation of mesoscale convective vortices associated with

MCSs and/or VHTs, and (ii) eddy shedding that works its
way to smaller scales via a fonvard enstrophy cascade, such
as might be associated with wave breaking at the critical
layer. Tropical cyclogenesis evidently represents a kind of
process in which the inverse energy and forward enstrophy
cascades (originating respectively from cloud system and
synoptic scales) collide in spectral space at some interme-
diate scale to form a diabatic vortex larger in horizontal scale
than the vortices associated with individual cloud systems but
substantially smaller in scale than the mother pouch created
by the synoptic wave. This 11 II 1 aspect is perhaps the most
fascinating and daunting of TC genesis; one that has not yet
been fully explored (owing to limitations of horizontal res-
olution in observations or models) but may be advanced as
a framework for understanding the multi-scale nature of the
problem. i if relevance to H2 are the following considera-

14 Relevant to this discussion are two studies outside the atmo-
spheric literature. The effects of entrainment on the buoyancy of
rotating enard convection were discussed by ulien et al. (1999).

rganization of deep ocean convection by mesoscale eddies was
examined by Legg et al. (1998).

tionsi 1(i) A group of cloud-system vortices at meso-y may
delay saturation of the column by a single master VHT, by
mixing drier area within the pouch with moister air lofted by
the VHT. (ii) A group of mesoscale vortices (resulting either
from dry or moist processes at meso-P) may entrain drier
air from outside the pouch via chaotic advection, partially
offsetting the cumulative moistening of this area by persis-
tent deep convection. Requirements for horizontal resolution
differ depending on which of these mechanisms is more rel-
evant; they are less stringent for chaotic advection than for
upscale aggregation.

A third hypothesis is motivated by the fact that the ielvin
cads eye of a critical layer is where local sources or sinks
of momentum and entropy are amplified owing to the fact
that parcels spend a considerably longer time in such regions
compared to those well outside the critical layer. In linear
theory the net effect of fixed sources and sinks is inversely
proportional to intrinsic frequency. This response, as noted
by Held and Ting (1990), contrasts sharply with topographic
wave excitation in which the response is proportional to the
mean I -bw speed relative to the obstacle. It exists for purely
kinematic reasons and is entirely independent of any pre-
sumed relationship between the wave and induced sources or
sinks. In fact, since the wave trough is a preferred region for
diabatic heating in tropical waves (or close to such; see i ii-
ladis et al., 2006) and its longitude is at the center of the catlsi
eye ( ig. 1) the effect of diabatic heating due to deep moist
convection is doubly amplified in this region of the critical
layer. (i) The heating is stronger here (owing primarily to
mesoscale processes that favor convection in the trough) and
(ii) its rectified effect on the wave is also stronger owing to
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the kinematics of parcel motion in the critical layer. Hence
we propose that

1111  The parent wave is maintained and possibly en-
hanced by diabatically amplified eddies within the wave
(proto-vortices on the mesoscale), a process favored in
regions of small intrinsic phase speed.

This hypothesis, incidentally, agrees with the common obser-
vation that a tropical wave is weakened or eliminated when
the diabatic vortex leaves the pouch, having acquired its own
identify and propagation characteristics independent of the
parent wave. A typical scenario 15 is that a westward propa-
gating wave carries its proto-vortex for a time, and if a de-
pression ensues, the strengthened and enlarged vortex ac-
quires a poleward component of propagation while its zonal
component begins to slow relative to the phase speed of the
parent wave. The parent wave continues its westward mo-
tion at more or less the same speed it originally had, but
with severely diminished amplitude. In the Atlantic sector
the wave speed is typically 4-6° per day westward, while the
vortex speed is ^2° per day west-northwestward. Individ-
ual cases may resemble this scenario or differ considerably;
nevertheless, the basic description is robust.

The observed combination of westward moving tropical
wave and proto-vortex within evokes a marsupial paradigm
for TC genesis, as charmingly illustrated in the popular on-
line encyclopedia 16 . In contemporary argon the marsu-
pial paradigm combines elements of a diabatic Rossby wave
(Wernli and i Ienzelmann, 2006) with those of a diabatic
Rossby vortex (Moore and Montgomery, 2004, 2005, 2006).
We suggest that the diabatically activated easterly wave is a
hybrid wave/vortex structure, particularly in cases leading to
formation of  tropical depression 17.

q . q qqq®m®®®

A mysterious and sometimes counter-intuitive element of the
marsupial paradigm is the role of mean vertical shear in TC

15 Sometimes two or more visible proto-vortices are involved, a
scenario that may be more common in the western Pacific monsoon
trough environment (I dson and Lander, 2006).

16httpi/len.wikipedia.org/wiki/MarsupiaI
17 1t is noteworthy that most tropical depressions become named

storms, although the reasons arc unclear. The cumulative experi-
ence of forecasters is evidently important in assigning depression
status and in knowing at what formative level further development
is virtually assured. This property of tropical depressions suggests a
finite-amplitude instability for cyclogenesis above a certain thresh-
old amplitude (e.g., manual, 1989). As to what the relevant crite-
ria are, they likely include some measure of tangential circulation
strength, persistence of deep convection near the center, and a (pos-
sibly sub active) sense of closed circulation. Such criteria, in any
case, must be invariant under a I alilean transformation, that is, La-
grangian properties of the ow. A coordinate-dependent 1 ulerian
measure (e.g., westerlies south of center, in the resting frame) is
inadequate.

genesis. It is widely appreciated, especially by forecast-
ers, that strong vertical shear is inimical to genesis. This
fact is thought to account for the reduction of Atlantic hur-
ricanes in warm _ISi_I events, as the eastern Pacific -rearm
pool forces upper-level westerlies over the Caribbean (I Tay,
1984a, b; 'oldenberg and Shapiro, 1996). Although reasons
suggest themselves, none are entirely convincing. Vertical
shear in the upper troposphere (UT) is sometimes imagined
to ventilate deep convection, but since the water content is
very small at these altitudes, thermodynamic consequences
arising from the phase change of water in the I T are likely
to be very small as well. Similarly, the clear-sky radiative im-
pacts of water vapor redistribution in the 11T are probably too
slow to affect genesis on time scales of 1-2 days, although
their effects on longer time scales (e.g., Mtlfl) may be sig-
nificant. An indirect effect of vertical shear, if westerly, is
an implied wave duct for quasi-stationary waves of midlat-
itude origin in the tropical upper troposphere. This dynam-
ical opening between tropics and extratropics (Webster and
Holton, 1982) is responsible for the appearance of synoptic-
scale troughs sometimes observed to penetrate the tropics in
the hurricane season. If such I troughyI I' ow persists over a
substantial part of the season it may ostensibly suppress gen-
esis in some years (e.g., Atlantic 2006). The extratropical
disturbances themselves may enhance genesis (TT pathway
I avis and osart, 2001; Hendricks at al., 2004; Hidalgo,
2007) or suppress it (via dry air intrusion or cyclonic ow
aloft) so their net effect is not obvious and may be sensitive
to the iuxtaposition between upper- and lower-level distur-
bances ( avis and osart, 2004; osart, 2006).

It is well-known that vertical shear can be detrimental to
hurricane intensification, the strongest and most circularly
symmetric storms have little environmental shear or shear
tendency. It is precarious, however, to take whatever mech-
anisms are responsible for the effects of shear on hurricane-
strength vortices and assign them to the pre-depression stage.
Whereas in a mature system, vertical shear interacts with
a single large vortex, in genesis, the shear is interacting
with one or more deep convecting elements, rotating or not
( rank and ' ohnson, 1969; 1 !entry at al., 1970, Hendricks
at al., 2004; M06; Hendricks and Montgomery 2006). At
this stage, the effects of shear are more likely to be felt
in convective organisation rather than via the dynamics of
a single large vortex. We speculate that strong shear in
the genesis stage (i) may lead to linear rather than circu-
lar organization, and that (ii) longitudinally radiating grav-
ity waves or density currents coupled to convection are more
likely to be excited when the LT shear is strong (LeMone at
al., 1998). Mechanisms of convective organization in ver-
tical shear were studied by Corbosiero and Molinari (2002)
and Molinari et al. (2004, 2006). orecasters experience
notwithstanding, there is no reason to think that genesis is op-
timized in exactly zero vertical shear. If it were, the fact that
easterly-wave amplitudes maximize near the altitude of Ai 11 1
maximum (^-600 hPa) would be convenient to the marsupial
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paradigm because wave I - ] mean vertical shear is zero at this
altitude, by definition. We suspect that the role of vertical
shear in the marsupial paradigm is more subtle and may (in
some cases) facilitate refraction of the waves, without affect-
ing adversely their embedded deep convection.

q q ®qEDFg q m q ®mq qq gmm q i q ®®®
©m®

Sixty-one named storms formed over the Atlantic (including
the Caribbean Sea and ulf of Mexico) and eastern Pacific
during August and September 1998-2001, almost one-half
of the 1 l 6 (named or numbered) tropical depressions that
formed during all four hurricane seasons within these two
ocean basins and their ad scent seas. ifty-four (88' i ) of the
61 named storms fell into the I monochromic easterly wavef 1
category based on the criteria described in Appendix A i In
the remaining (seven) cases, either a multiple-wave interac-
tion was involved, or easterly waves were not well-definedlx.
Among the 54 storms in the monochromatic category, many
formed from African easterly waves; others over the east-
ern Pacific formed from wave disturbances originating in the
ITCZ. Although unstable ITCZ disturbances have a differ-
ent morphology from African easterly waves, as explained in
Appendix C, they support the marsupial paradigm; genesis
is found once again to occur in the i ielvin cat 5 eye of the
wave s critical layer. In addition to the 54 cases from the At-
lantic and eastern Pacific, we include a single case from the
central Pacific lust east of the ateline (178° ), bringing the
total number of named storms in the monochromatic easterly
wave category to 55. or each event a zonal phase speed
was determined as a function of height in the lower tropo-
sphere, as described in Appendix A4. ley to the following
analysis is our visualization of the horizontal i Ow (stream-
lines and stream function) in a frame of reference translating
westward with the parent wave, at its speed of zonal phase
propagation, as explained in Appendix A5.

q .l 1111	 11

The time of TC genesis, [at/Ion location and accompanying
wave phase speeds at 850 and 600 hPa for the 55 monochro-
matic easterly wave !cases are summarized in Table 1, to-
gether with the uncertainty of the phase speed estimate, and
various properties of the ,_ow in which the proto-storm devel-
ops, such as (i) the area of the surrounding closed gyre in the
co-moving frame, (ii) orientation of the separatrix or divid-
ing streamline that bounds the gyre, as defined by the direc-

18 jur selection of quasi-monochromatic easterly wave cases
highlights the role of incident waves in the lower, not upper, tro-
posphere. Various I T phenomena such as midlatitude baroclinic
waves, westward subtropical Rossby waves, and erosion of vertical
shear by deep moist convection can play an important role in gen-
esis, but are disregarded in the selection criteria which emphasize
tropical waves in the LT.

tion of its saddle point (1 hyperbolic point[) relative to gyre
center, and (iii) two measures of recirculation time about the
proto-storm center, to be discussed in Sect. 4.1. 1 br most of
these quantities the median of the distribution is shown at the
bottom, together with one-half the inter-quartile range, repre-
senting the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles,
divided by two.

Phase speeds are similar at the two levels, though slightly
larger in median at 600 hPa. About 60 . of the members have
larger phase speed at 600 hPa, a bias that seems somewhat
more prevalent in the eastern Pacific. A physical interpreta-
tion is that some of the waves in question are not modes with
fixed vertical structure, but a sheared disturbance or quasi-
mode with vertical alignment that varies with time. vident
in the resting frame is that waves faster than — 7 ms -1 west-
ward are found only in the Atlantic sector, although slower
waves are found here, too, similar to those of the eastern Pa-
cific. The ratio of 600 to 850 hPa phase speed is generally
larger for slower waves than for faster waves.

The uncertainty of phase speed was obtained performing
a least-squares fit on the Hovmoller diagram in up to four
ways fitting the positive and negative lobes of band-pass
meridional velocity anomaly individually, either (i) 1 days
prior to genesis, or (ii) (2 days prior) i i (I day after) gen-
esis. The latter contingency allows a reliable estimate in a
few cases where a well-defined wave did not exist more that
48 h before genesis. We are naturally reluctant to use wave
properties after genesis to estimate gyre kinematics before
genesis because the wave morphology and propagation be-
gin to change when a tropical depression is born, and signifi-
cantly so, once the 1 loey leaves the pouch' ! ! or this reason
the phase speed estimates and uncertainty thereof were based
primarily on the pre-genesis behavior of the waves.

yre properties such as size and orientation vary widely
among the 55 cases selected for study, whereas the estimates
of recirculation time occupy a much narrower range, proba-
bly because (as explained in Sect. 4.1) they are derived from
dynamical information closer to the center of the gyre. It
should be kept in mind that gyre size, as displayed here, is a
metric of area e.g., the value 25 is approximately equivalent
to a 5 x 5 array of grid points, the side of each grid box equal
to ^1.125°. A linear metric would reveal a narrower range,
to be sure, but the range of gyre areas is impressive nonethe-
less (varying by a factor of 200). liven that the Atlantic and
eastern Pacific storms are usually modest in extent (unlike
western Pacific typhoons of the tropical depression category)
relative to the larger gyres observed in these two sectors, a
reasonable preliminary conclusion is that, beyond a certain
size, a very large gyre area is not relevant to storm develop-
ment. Regarding separatrix orientation, a pronounced dearth
of angles occurs near —90° (due south) — a key observation
for identifying the Lagrangian ow around the proto-storm
and the air mass from which environmental properties have
been entrained. We emphasize this point in the examples to
follow.
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qEEM1. Statistics of the 55 storms during August-September 1998-2001. The left four columns show the storm names (highlighted cases in
red), genesis time (I ITC-day-month-year), genesis latitude (Lat) and longitude (Lon). ther columns list the phase speed (C,,) of the easterly
waves, its standard deviation iI based on 2-4 estimates, the gyre size (in terms of grid points in T106 ' CMWI (data), the angle of the
separatrix, and recirculation time r f and r, ( units) 'days) at 850 hPa and 600hPa. I indicates an undefined value. The phase speed and its
standard deviation are derived from the Hovmoller diagrams (see Appendix AI for details). The orientation of the separatrix is defined as the
angle between the line from the gyre center to the nearest saddle point on the gyre ' s bounding streamline and the east direction (90 indicates
that the saddle point is due north of the gyre center, 180 indicates due west of the gyre center, and so on). The recirculation time r^ is defined
as

__ 471r^	 /Zmax

where ^ma, is the maximum vorticity within the gyre. The recirculation time r,,,,, is defined as

47r/Tow = OW

where OW is the average of positive	 Ikubo-Weiss in the regions with cyclonic vorticity within the gyre. If a gyre does not exist, (max and
OWare defined as vorticity and I ikubo-Weiss at the genesis location, respectively. I or negative ^maxor OW, the recirculation is undefined.
The gyre is based on the 1 6-h pre-genesis average of stream function in the co-moving frame of reference. ( see Sect. 4.1 for details). Values
at genesis time are substituted where the	 6-h gyre does not exist ( magenta). The median and one-half inter-quartile range of phase speed,
gyre size and recirculation time are shown in the bottom two rows.

850 hPa 600 hPa
name genesis time Lat Lon Cp (ml dCp (m/s) gyre size sibrix angle r, (day) rr,,,. (day) Cp (m/s) dCp (I gyre size slilix angle t, (day) rna, (day)

l eanne 06Z 21 Sep 1998 9.6 -17.4 -4.1 1.7 11 8 IA 2. -11.5 - 611 -2 2.1 4.0
Alberto 18Z OI iAug 2000 10.8 -180 -84 11 2 6 6.4 9.4 -11.1 10 21.1 18 4.7 8.5
Cindy OOZ 19 Aug 1999 1'..5 -189 -7.8 1.4 14 -70 54 8.9 -6.5 0.6 185 165 2.0 7 71
Isaac 12Z 21 Sep 2000 115 -211.0 -8.7 0.9 9 54 2.4 4.4 -6.11 0.4 109 7 2.9 5 
1 lert 12Z I I Sep 1999 12.6 -24,2 -8.5 0.6 87 56 2.4 4.4 -8.6 0.5 78 170 i0 5.4

1 ieorges 12Z 15 Sep 1998 9.7 -25.1 -61 0.2 25 55 411 6.8 -6.11 1.4 9 -55 5.2 8.9
Ivan OOZ 19 Sep 1998 1114 -26,6 -44 2.1 21 57 2.1 114 -4.6 0.7 18 -[1 110 611
1 blix 18Z 07 Sep 2001 1119 -284 -5.5 0.8 22 170 1.5 110 -6.6 1, q 75 158 2.9 5.4
16yce 12Z 25 Sep 2000 11.2 -29.6 -6.6 0.9 - - 10.1 - -6.6 0.7 - - IM 1,17

1 ianielle 06Z 24 Aug 1998 1:14 -114.11 -8.11 1.0 9 56 5.2 76 -8.5 0.4 115 98 118 8.2
[Yin 18Z 0  Sep 2001 115 -114.11 -10.7 0.9 - - 5.4 64 -11.1 0.5 15 114 4.4 6.9

Chantal 18Z 14 Aug 2001 12.8 -117.0 -T5 4,1 1 -5 2.6 110 -10.2 0,65 -7 45 8.2
ebby 187_ 19 Aug 2000 12.0 -44.5 -10,0 0.6 111 16 118 6.6 -9.1 0.Ll 120 56 4.0 7.4

mesto 12Z 01 S ep 2000 14.8 -45.2 -8.1	 1 0.1 4 29 5.4 8.0 -6.1 - 15 14 7.2 11.9
11oyd I8Z 07 Sep 1999 14.6 -45.6 -T11 0.4 65 70 1111 5.11 -6.9 0.1 60 -4 q I 5.7

nonnie 12Z 19 Aug 1998 14.7 -48.1 -8.0 0.7 114 9 2.9 5.2 -8.11 0.2 79 124 116 6.0
Chris 12717 Aug 2000 14.2 -51.9 -9.1 1.1 - - 5.9 7.8 -8.5 0.5 q 711 4.8 7.5

Helene 12Z 15 Sep 2000 14.9 -512 -10.2 0.2 - - 9.0 12.1 -8.7 0.1 1 -6 12.2 15,6
I Ynily 06Z 24 Aug 1999 11 .5 -511.6 -4.11 01 9 17 112 6.7 -4.1 0.5 9 CIl q4 6.8

Humberto 12Z 21 Sep 2001 25.1 -641 -4.5 1.0 12 125 41 6.6 -11.11 0.2 [ 1 81 5.11 7.2
1 l ean 12Z 22 Aug 2001 179 -64.11 -5,0 0.2 - - 25.6 - -8.4 1.6 - - - -

Ilennis 00Z 24 Aug 1999 215 -67.7 -11.7 0.9 9 -119 11.2 4.9 -4.5 14 15 -1112 11.1 4.7
l lorence I8Z 10 Sep 2000 1 1 -70.9 -I9 0.6 411 -1:14 2.7 4.8 -11.0 0.0 6 45 2.4 4.01 lam 12Z 02 Aug 2001 25.7 -84.8 -2.4 0.2 5 -96 1	 1.1 1	 ]	 I -7.7 4.4 19 94 4.0 118
I Jordon 12Z 14 Sep 2000 19.8 -8711 -2.5 1.2 7 -171 4.8 7.8 -11.8 0,0 16 -174 TO 7. El

Hermine 12Z 17 Sep 1998 26.9 -90.11 -2.8 0.6 14 180 110 4.2 -1-19 0.1 71 147 2.9 5.4
l eliette 06Z 21 Sep 2001 12.6 -91.1 -7.0 10 76 98 4.5 10.6 -T9 01 78 -171.1 11.11 6.7
Charley 06Z 21 Aug 1998 25. -9211 -4.1 0 . 5 66 -19 4 . 1 6,171 -6.5 L0 loll 68 4.5 7.7

cry) I 8 I I IAug 2000 22.5 -91.1.5 -" 8 2.8 to 50 117 4.6 -11.1 0.8 25 62 4.2 5.1
art 12Z	 I Aug 1998 21.6 -911.5 -2.5 0.9 68 -177 1.9 11.1 -5.6 LO 42 155 17 4.11
ret 18Z Mug 1999 19.5 -94.4 - - 1 58 14.0 - -R11 1.0 17 -1[ 17 4.[	 1 7.4

trances I8Z 08 Sep 1998 25.5 -94.5 -5.5 - 47 151 2.9 4.6 -171.2 1.0 211 119 2.2 si q
No 12Z 10 Sep 2001 14.8 -98.9 -6.6 0.5 - - 8.6 - -6.9 2.2 7 162 ! IS 7.8

1 ;or. OOZ 06 Aug 1999 12	 1 -100,9 -2.9 O. i	 I 22 5 1.9 110 -4.5 1.0 611 160 ' 17 8.1
Lane OOZ 05 Sep 2000 15.4 -102.2 -4.0 L I 24 1	 8 1.2 1.8 -1	 1.11 0.5 24 155 1.6 2.6
Ileana I8Z I I IAug 2000 17 .1 -104.0 -49 05 11 105 :2 4.7 -4.7 0.1 25 -174 1.9 11.6

leg 12Z 05 Sep 1999 18.6 -105.1 -2.8 0.2 .5 90 1.5 2.7 -[].I 1 0.6 142 1511 1.9 4.4
l iilma OOZ 05 Aug 2000 150 -105.2 -11,7 0.8 18 157 L9 1 A -4.1 0.7 I8 1511 1.9 1111
Hector 18Z 10 Aug 2000 17.8 -106.6 -5.1 0.1	 1 15 105 6.5 6.8 -6.1 0.9 216 156 114 7.7
l avier 12Z 06 Sep 1998 17.8 -106.8 -I 1.0 0.11 47 102 2.5 43 -5.0 0.4 ID 172 2.2 4.6
Hilary 06Z 17 Sep 1999 15.2 -107,1 -2.6 0.4 2' 171 1.0 1.8 -21 0.1J 54 -11 1.8 111.1
Miriam 18Z 15 Sep 2000 19.2 -107.4 -1 1.2 0.0 685 5.0 8.0 -11.9 0.7 99 11 I I8 6.7
1 lossie 06Z 26 Aug 2001 19.1 -108.5 - - I I t7 - 14.8 -50 0.6 221, 66 110 5.4

Henriette 12Z 04 Sep 2001 16.9 -108.8 -28 0.5 88 1: 6 1.1 2.1 -4.11 1.11 20 -176 1.9 11.0
i g eorgette OOZ I1 Aug 1998 11.0 -108.9 -5.8 1.4 6 125 L9 116 -7.1 0.2 6 211 119 6.2

Isis 007 01 Sep 1998 18.11 - 1091 -1 12 1.1 79 91 1.6 2.5 - 0.9 1.6 88 -172 L8 11.4
I Yank 12Z 06 Aug 1998 16.7 - I 1 1.5 -4.2 0.11 89 82 I	 I 7,11 -5.8 1.6 120 164 q 1 51

Jarnanda 06Z 17 Aug 1999 12.4 -1111.1 -5.1 0.7 47 154 1A 4.5 -5.11 0.2 76 -1011 2.9 5.1
lI 12Z 011 Aug 2000 16.4 -1171.6 -11.7 0.5 78 65 1.5 2.8 -11.8 0.6 64 -8 1.4 2.9

liko 18Z 21 Sep 2001 15.6 -116.1 -5.8 0.7 80 119 1.5 Ill -5.0 0.6 85 -20 2.1 4.0
ILgene 06Z 06 Aug 1999 12.2 -119.9 -11.5 0.4 18 97 110 5.4 -5.8 1.2 611 92 qq 6.6

!	 lit 06Z 04 Sep 2001 154 -122.6 _11A 0.9 41 176 16 5.6 -2.4 0.8 5 4 12 117
1 Iristy, OOZ 1 Aug 2000 110 -1111.4 -11.2 1.0 25 -9 2.1 118 -2.1 0.9 11 6 2.6 4.4
IAhn 06Z28 Aug 2000 14.9 -1117.4 -11.I 0.11 27 -167 1.7 111 -2.7 0.11 26 178 2.4 4.5

Shanshan 18Z 15 Sep 2000 15.1 -182.0 -2.8 0.11 70 -171 16 4.9 -5.7 2.8 16 152 110 4.9

median -41A 25 11.1 4.7 -5.11 19 11.1 5.6
II IR/2 1.9 18 1.4 1.8 1.5 12 0.8 1.5
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oting a wide range of sizes at both levels, the 600 hPa
gyres are systematically larger, but with a proportionately
larger range. There are several examples of late-developing
gyres (magenta). Allowing for inclusion of these cases to
fill gaps left by the 6-h statistics, all but two of the storms
have closed translating gyres at 600 hPa. This number is re-
duced to one (I ean) for reasons explained in Sect. 111 land
footnote 24. There are several storms with no apparent gyre
at 850 hPa — still a smal I fraction of the total — which seems
consistent, at least, with the tendency for gyres to be smaller
at this level and therefore more vulnerable to fall below the
finite horizontal resolution of the analyses. A few gyres
(mostly at 850 hPa) contain only one grid point; for these
cases a x grid box was substituted for the purpose of cal-
culating gyre averages as described in Sect. 4.1 !

The time and longitude of events provides an important
clue regarding the possible role of hydrodynamic instability
in tropical cyclogenesis which may be expected to give birth
to paired systems within a short time interval ( erreira and
Schubert, 1997). There are 4 paired events in Table 1 (1 in
the mid-Atlantic, I_ in the eastern Pacific) where both depres-
sions were declared within 24 h, and 15 paired events where
both were declared within 6 days — all such events occur-
ring within 20° longitude of each other. Amazingly these
events (whether combined or segregated by basin) can be
modeled by a linear regression of longitude vs time sepa-
ration with slope (phase speed) of —4.2 to —4.6 ms — i and
Y-intercept (zonal wavelength) of 17.1 to 17.6° longitude,
with extremely high R-' values (0.88 to 0.91). iut whereas
this model seems to explain the paired systems of the eastern
Pacific quite well, most of the Atlantic waves in the paired
group have phase speeds about twice as fast as the model es-
timate. Pairing does not suffice to prove instability; it simply
indicates that a wave packet had two ad acent gyre-troughs
favorable to genesis. In theoretical terms the question is
whether the ITCZ supports ! absolutel !instability that may
occur in situ without an upstream stimulus (Pierrehumbert,
1984). We cannot answer this question here. evertheless,
the observed pairing of genesis events strengthens the mar-
supial paradigm by showing that large-scale organization of
rotating convection spans more than a single wavelength of
incident waves.

All 55 wave/genesis events have been examined, and our
conclusion is that in most cases (i) persistent convective pre-
cipitation occurs in a quasi-closed recirculating gyre in the
co-moving frame, and (ii) the tropical storm develops near
the intersection of the critical latitude and the trough axis. To
illustrate our basic results, five representative storms during
August 2000 were selected; the evolution of easterly waves
and convection (as measured by TRMM accumulated pre-
cipitation) before TC genesis are discussed in detail for these
cases.

q . q ®®m®® q L'g q®m® qID

Hovmoller diagrams of 2.5-9 day bandpass meridional ve-
locity at the best-track genesis latitude for each of the five
highlighted cases are shown in ig. 4 at the 850 and 600 hPa
levels. The large dot near the center of each panel indicates
the longitude and time of genesis according to the best-track
data, while filled squares trace the storms longitude subse-
quent to genesis, at 6-h intervals. (The latitude of the storm is
not shown here; it is listed in Table I and shown in the maps
to follow.) I ach storm originated between a negative and
positive meridional velocity anomaly to the west and east,
respectively, a region of anomalous cyclonic vorticity. In
the first four examples, easterly waves at the two levels were
aligned almost perfectly in the vertical, while in the remain-
ing case (Shanshan) an eastward phase tilt with height can
be detected. The tilt diminishes approaching genesis time
as the 600 hPa wave (with approximately twice the phase
speed [Table 1) catches up with the 850 hPa wave. In such
cases an improving vertical alignment of the wave is part of
the pre-genesis sequence. Characteristic of these examples
and almost all of the events in Table 1 is that easterly wave
anomalies (i) are present prior to genesis time, (ii) are reason-
ably monochromatic for at least the two preceding days, and
(iii) become well aligned vertically in the lower troposphere
below 500 hPa before genesis occurs. The fact that wave
anomalies appear vertically aligned does not imply, however,
that the ow kinematics are identical at 850 and 650 hPa, as
will be evident in some of the cases highlighted.

if the ten panels shown in ig. 4, only the first two dis-
play a reasonably uniform pattern of wave amplitude and
zonal phase propagation across the entire longitude range and
time period spanned by the figure. It turns out that pictures
like ig. 4a, b are the exception and not the rule. Most of-
ten we find one or more of the following in the Hovmoller
plots of meridional velocity anomaIyl I(i) a group of wave
phases originating to the west (east) of the genesis location,
followed by eastward (westward) apparent group propaga-
tion across the diagram (the eastward scenario is preferred
and nicely illustrated in ! abio and Shanshan); (ii) abrupt am-
plification of the wave packet near the genesis point (as in

eryl); (iii) diminution of wave amplitude towards the end of
the storm track (in all panels except Shanshan 850 hPa) and
(iv) a pronounced wave packet in the upper right quadrant of
the Hovmoller diagram (in all cases highlighted) indicating
either that the incident wave is maintained for a time by di-
abatic processes operating within the proto-vortex (note that
the vortex remains in the trough of the wave for a few days
in each of the examples shown) or that new waves are ex-
cited by the vortex as it develops into a full- edged tropical
storm, and these waves subsequently propagate as a group
to the east. In order to understand the last feature it proves
necessary to examine the wave/vortex structure in four di-
mensions. Most aspects of the subsequent wave radiation.
— if this is the correct way to think of it — are not relevant to
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Fig. q Hovmoller plots of band-pass meridional velocity component at 850 hPa (left column) and 600 hPa (right column) in a longitude-time
plane for the five cases of summer 2000 highlighted in the text) 1 0 qHlurricane ebby; qMfropical Storm Chris; QIDTropical Storm I leryl;
®qTropical Storm i abio; ®Super Typhoon Shanshan. I flack circles indicate the best-track longitude and time of genesis, while black
squares indicate subsequent best track locations at 6-h intervals. Red line denotes the Hovmoller estimate of zonal translation speed Cp.

genesis and will be discussed elsewhere. n the other hand,
the transition of wave structure from equivalent barotropic in
the LT to a deep quadrupole 19 or first baroclinic mode pat-
tern spanning the depth of the troposphere in the longitude-
height plane (along the genesis latitude, at nearby longitudes)

"A quadrupole structure describes the appearance of meridional
velocity anomalies in a longitude-height plane intersecting the ver-
tical axis through a developing storm. with cyclonic (anticyclonic)

ow at lower (upper) levels.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

represents a key signature of genesis process insofar as this
structural transition indicates deep convective mass transport
coupled to the incident wave and generally precedes the best-
track genesis time by a day or more. This transition will be
discussed further in Sect. 4. . A first baroclinic mode struc-
ture was found to be dominant in the western Pacific during
boreal summer ( l unkerton, 199 ) and probably character-
izes the tropical depression disturbances that populate this
region. It is noteworthy that a similar structure appears in
basins marginal for development (e.g., Atlantic and eastern
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Pacific) lust prior to TC genesis. The quadrupole pattern
is apparently responsible for the subsequent radiation of a
Rossby-like wave which, to our knowledge, has not been dis-
cussed previously in the literature but may have important
consequences for the T/LS.

A monochromatic wave, with discrete ground-based fre-
quency and zonal wavenumber, would necessarily look like

ig. 4a, b... from which it is obvious that most incident
waves are not perfectly monochromatic and therefore contain
a modest spread of wavenumbers and frequencies in spec-
tral space. The zonal -wavenumber bandwidth (Ak) of inci-
dent waves can be estimated from Heisenbergis qncertainty
Principle AkAx 2n or equivalently Ak/k^- I /Nwhere N
is the number of full cycles observed in the wave packet
in the x-direction. A similar estimate applies to frequency
bandwidth using the number of full cycles in the t direc-
tion. .udging from ._ig. 4 one might infer a typical value
N 1— asterly waves, like most tropical waves, are lo-
cal and episodic in physical space (' -I unkerton, 1991). The
term i intermittency I(Mandelbrot, 1974) has been used in
recent years to describe (i) waves that come and go, having
peak quadratic uxes (of momentum, heat or constituents)
much larger than their time-averaged value (Alexander and

iunkerton, 1999); or (ii) turbulence that is inhomogeneous
in space or time, containing coherent structures that disrupt
the self-similar character of the inertial subrange (I risch,
1996). As noted in the Introduction, we believe it is nec-
essary to invoke wave and turbulence concepts in order to
understand tropical cyclogenesis. In the real world, nonethe-
less, there is usually a natural order to genesis such that
waves precede turbulence in a logical and chronological
sense. Since we are considering many wave/vortex events as
individual events, not as part of a time-averaged spectrum of
geophysical turbulence, it would be better to say that I waves
precede vortices. ' i Jne could then regard the proto-vortex
and resulting storm as a coherent structure arising from the
wave and interacting with it for a time before acquiring a
separate life of its own. The typical sequence of events will
become evident in the examples highlighted.

q . El. 1 0 E =11L ] qqm®qq ®q

The sloping lines in ig. 4 represent the mean phase speed
derived from the linear regressions of the southerly (solid
lines) and northerly (dashed lines) meridional wind anoma-
lies, as described in Appendix A, The Hovmoller diagrams
for ebby, shown in ig. 4a, b, suggest that the wave has an
equivalent barotropic structure in the lower troposphere, as
noted in the preceding discussion; the difference of the phase
speeds at 850 hPa and 600 hPa is less than I ms -1 . The simi-
larity of phase speeds is consistent with the barotropic struc-
ture evident over the entire diagram.

igures 5 and 6 show the relative vorticity (representing
time scales longer than —2.5 days) at the 850 and 600 hPa
levels at 6 h intervals, before the genesis of ebby, from

12'00 Z 18 August to 18100Z 19 August 2000. As discussed
in Sect. 2, the Lagrangian mean ow in the critical layer is
zero in a frame of reference moving at the phase speed of
the wave (Jg. 1). Alternatively, the streamlines of a steady
vortex are advected by the basic ow (j ig. ). To illustrate
motions relative to the wave and its associated proto-vortex,
the streamlines of 2.5-day low pass ! ow in a wave-centric) 1
co-moving frame of reference are also shown.

At 850 hPa, the best-track genesis location for 'ebby coin-
cides almost perfectly with the center of a closed gyre in the
co-moving frame. The thick curve passing through the center
of the gyre denotes the isopleth of zero zonal velocity in the
co-moving frame. Along this curve the translating stream-
lines are oriented meridionally by definition. The thick curve
is bracketed by two adlacent curves representing the uncer-
tainty in our phase speed estimate. Ad acent to the center of
the gyre, approximately 800 km to the i i[ i! b is a saddle point
or hyperbolic point! of the translating streamlines. A divid-
ing streamline intersecting the saddle point can be imagined
to surround the genesis point, spanning a distance of about
700 km north to south. Streamlines passing near the saddle
point are shown in red. wing to a small but nonzero diver-
gent component of horizontal motion, the dividing stream-
line is not exactly closed, but converges towards the center
of the gyre in the latter part of the sequence. Significant cy-
clonic vorticity exists not only within the closed gyre but in
a wider area to the south. This additional region of vorticity
is less associated with the gyre (as curvature vorticity) than
with the yet itself (as shear vorticity). We return to this point
in the next example when discussing an alternative measure
of vortical ow, the so-called !kubo-Weiss parameter.

At 600 hPa, the best-track genesis location likewise coin-
cides with the center of a closed gyre which is much larger
in horizontal extent than the gyre at 850 hPa. Ince again the
principal saddle point is located about 800 km to the east. A
secondary saddle point is seen at both levels about 1400 km
to the 1W. Three gyres arrayed along an approximately zonal
axis from W W to & can be imagined to comprise a series
of cat s eyes along the critical latitude for this wave. Strictly
speaking, the thick curve in both figures denotes the effec-
tive center of the critical layer, not the critical latitude of
the wave itself. Supposing that a mean ow as seen by the
wave should be represented by a modified low-pass filter (pe-
riods >9 days) excluding the period of the wave itself (' +-4
days), we find that a critical latitude — defined as the locus
of points where this low-frequency zonal wind matches the
zonal phase speed of the wave — again intersects each of the
gyres arrayed zonally in igs. 5 and 6 (last panel of each). In
other words, the critical layer has formed more or less at the
critical latitude of the incident wave, as expected from lin-
ear theory. This is useful knowledge for wave dynamics but
we caution that what actually matters for mesoscale develop-
ments is the critical layer with its !_lelvin cats eye, and their
subsequent role in TC genesis.
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Debby: Zeta (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. q Streamlines of horizontal (rotational ' [divergent) bw at 850 hPa, as seen in 1 IRA-40 data, for six consecutive analyses leading up to
the best-track genesis time of Hurricane ebby (2000). Shading indicates relative vorticity (units) 110 -5 s-1 ). The sequence of frames trans-
lates westward at the zonal propagation speed of the parent wave at 850 hPa as estimated from the Hovmbller method (-10.0±0.6 ms -1 ) and
streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame: note that relative vorticity itself is invariant with respect to the translation.
Isopleths of zero relative zonal bw are shown (purple) together with thcir uncertainty. In the final panel of the sequence the critical latitude
of the parent wave is also indicated (red) corresponding to isopleths of zero relative zonal I bw in low-frequency data with periods longer
than 9 days. The waveis trough axis is shown for reference (black). The genesis location is indicated by the black dot in the final panel.
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Fig. q Streamlines of horizontal ow for the genesis sequence of Hurricane t lebby as in r ig. 5. but at 600 hPa. Shading indicates relative
vorticity (units 10 -5 s -1 ). The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa
(-9.1±0. ms-1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

The importance of the co-moving frame and its specifica-
tion of gauge for bw potentials (Appendix A6) becomes
clear when comparing the translating streamlines to those of

a resting frame. igures 7a, b illustrate the latter at genesis
time only. At 850 hPa there is a closed gyre with principal
saddle point misplaced to the SW of the genesis point by
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Debby: Zeta (2.5—day LP, resting)
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Fig. q Streamlines of horizontal -1w at q q8.50 hPa and LML600 hPa
at the genesis time of Hurricane I iebby, in the resting frame. Shad-
ing indicates relative vorticity (unitsi i 10 -5 s—I ) which is invari-
ant with respect to translation, therefore identical in co-moving and
resting frames (cp. final panels of i igs. 5, 6).

about 700 km. This pattern seems to have little relation to
the distribution of vorticity, even though the choice of gauge
in this instance (zero everywhere) is — like any other choice
— completely consistent with the vorticity itself. In the I arth-
relative frame a substantial part of the motion exists simply
to translate the vorticity pattern westward without changing
its shape, thereby obscuring the distributive effect of motions
within the critical layer. In the translating frame streamlines
and isopleths of vorticity are approximately parallel while
curving around the southern boundary of the gyre (not un-
like the ideal nonlinear critical layer of ig. 1). At 600 hPa in
the resting frame there is no closed gyre at all. Although we
do not claim that the choice of translation speed and result-
ing streamlines in igs. 5, 6 provide an exact picture of the

ow kinematics in this case, the translating frame is clearly
superior to the resting frame from a vorticity advection point
of view20 . The near perfect coincidence of a closed gyre in
the translating frame with the actual location of TC genesis is
also striking. In the resting frame they are far apart. i ebby
is by no means unique in this respect. We find an actual
or probable closed gyre in the translating frame surrounding
the genesis point in almost all of the cases in Table l (see
Sect. ). ote that an optimum overlap of streamlines and
vorticity isopleths maximizes elvin'9 circulation around the
translating gyre as calculated along the bounding streamline.

Streamlines in the co-moving frame plausibly explain the
distribution of moisture in the free troposphere above the

20 ' br nondivergent barotropic I bw the horizontal advection of
vertical vorticity is described by the ! acobian of stream function
and its Laplacian (all quantities and operators defined in a horizon-
tal plane); translation of the coordinate system with the wave mini-
mizes this quantity by eliminating unsteadiness due to wave propa-
gation. Vorticity advection as viewed in the resting frame primarily
causes the pattern to propagate in the direction of the wave. It is
desirable to eliminate (via translation) this dominant contribution to
the tendency in order to expose more clearly the evolution of the
synoptic ow pattern and mesoscale features embedded therein.

T. I J I lunkerton et aLFTropical cyclogenesis in tropical waves

boundary layer (as represented by the saturation fraction'-
averaged from the surface to 500 hPa, shown in ig. 8) and
of deep moist convection (as represented by the TRMM (-^
hourly accumulated precipitation, shown in ig. 9). Their
role is plausible in the sense that moisture and persistent

deep moist convection are located within the translating gyre;
a specific role for entrainment of moisture into the develop-
ing gyre is less certain (in this case, at least). It is clear from
the evolution of saturation fraction that horizontal advection
alone cannot explain its distribution. While advection might
account, in part, for the wrapping of moist air around the
northern side of the gyre, and its transport eastward out of
the domain, the entire moistened area in the southern half of
the gyre creeps steadily westward against the prevailing ow
(with the wave) as if to suggest that the precipitation cells
in this region (i ig. 9) are supplying moisture to the gyre. A
symbiotic relation between convective moistening and closed
gyre circulation evidently exists in this sequence. Convection
moistens the free troposphere, the moisture is subsequently
contained by the gyre, which favors further deep convection
in the gyre. Seeing how some of this moisture is able to
escape to the east, we regard the closed circulation as criti-
cally important to depression development to the same ex-
tent that moist thermodynamic processes are important in
the gyre. Progressive saturation of the column (in a single-
column point of view) is arguably important to genesis (Ray-
mond and Sessions, 2007; ' manuel, 2007). 1 iur description
of the approximately two-dimensional, equivalent barotropic
I ow kinematics and dynamics in the co-moving frame adds
a critical (no pun intended) dimension to the single-column
model (SCM) viewpoint while preserving the essential ele-
ment of deep convective moistening and its consequences.
Without the quasi-2-I 1 kinematics and dynamics. the SCM
viewpoint has no context within which to explain tropical
cyclogenesis.

q . q . q qqqqm qmOEDDi® FQD q

The evolution of vorticity and translating streamlines in the
development of I abio is shown in 1 ig. 10 at 850 hPa, while

ig. I I shows the corresponding pattern at 600 hPa. In the
latter, an alternative measure of vortical ow is provided by
the I kubo-Weiss parameter—'2

21 Saturation fraction represents how much water vapor is in the
column relative to the maximum that the column might hold, given
the observed temperature as a function of pressure (Raymond et al.,
2006). A similar quantity was defined by i lretherton et al. (2004).
It is equivalent to the vertical integral of relative humidity weighted
by saturation mixing ratio.

22 1n geosciences the ! ikubo-Weiss parameter is used frequently
in physical oceanography and two-dimensional turbulence; a few
atmospheric applications have been reported (Lukovich and Shep-
herd, 2005; Rozoff et al., 2006). An improved definition of the
parameter for transient Low was developed by Patrice i. ilein and
co-workers (Lapeyre, 2000).
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Debby: SF (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. U Streamlines of horizontal ow at 850 hPa for the genesis sequence of Hurricane I 'ebby as in ' ig. 5, with high values of -RA-40
saturation fraction indicated by shading (unitsi percent). The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation speed of the
parent wave at 850 hPa (-10.0±0.6 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

Debby: TRMM (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. n Streamlines of horizontal , ow at 600 hPa for the genesis sequence of Hurricane I Iebby as in Ag. 6, with high values of TRMM I ^h
accumulated precipitation indicated by shading (units mm/day). The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation speed
of the parent wave at 600 hPa (-9.1±0. Ims-1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

OW=S2—.S2—Sz=(Ur—U^)2—(UX—V^•)z—(y'+U,.)2 (1)

Patterns of saturation fraction, precipitation and vertical
shear in the lower and upper troposphere for this event are
shown in I igs. 12-15, respectively. At both levels, closed
streamlines formed near the intersection of the critical lat-
itude and the trough axis, delineating a critical layer of fi-

nite width. Strong cyclonic/rotational vorticity, high satura-
tion fraction and weak vertical shear coincide simultaneously
within the critical layer and provide a favorable sub-synoptic
scale environment for tropical storm formation. TRMM data
suggests that convective activity is present near the critical
latitude 0 h before genesis was declared by the forecast-
ers. I lear the critical latitude the convective activity becomes
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Fabio: Zeta (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 1 Q Streamlines of horizontal (rotational divergent) I ow at 850 hPa, as seen in I RA-40 data, for six consecutive analyses leading
up to the best-track genesis time of Tropical Storm abio (2000). Shading indicates relative vorticity (units( ! 10 -5 s -1 ). The sequence
of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation speed of the parent wave at 850 hPa as estimated from the Hovmoller method
( 1LO.5 ms — I ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame; note that relative vorticity itself is invariant with
respect to the translation. Isopleths of zero relative zonal ow are shown (purple) together with their uncertainty. In the final panel of the
sequence the critical latitude of the parent wave is also indicated (red) corresponding to isopleths of zero relative zonal I bw in low-frequency
data with periods longer than 9 days. These data were also used to estimate the zero contour of absolute vorticity gradient or effective 01 1
(blue). This quantity is negative in the zone lust north of the genesis latitude, bracketed by the blue curves (diagonal hatching). The waver
trough axis is shown for reference (black). The genesis location is indicated by the black dot in the final panel.
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Fig. 11. Stream function of horizontal I ow for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm abio as in ig. 10, but at 600 hPa. Shading indicates
the : ,kubo-Weiss parameter (units 110 -10 s -2 ) as defined in q. (2). This quantity, like vorticity, is invariant with respect to translation,
therefore identical in co-moving and resting frames. The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation speed of the parent
wave at 600 hPa ( if0.8 ms-1 ) and stream function is calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame. Red and blue lines in the final
panel show the wave s critical latitude and isopleth of zero effective P as estimated from low-frequency data with periods longer than 9 days.
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Fabio: SF (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 1 Q Streamlines of horizontal ow at 850 hPa for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm I Abio as in I- ig. 10, with high values of FRA-40
saturation fraction indicated by shading (unitsi ipercent).The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation speed of the
parent wave at 850 hPa (— .2EO.5 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

Fabio: TRMM (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 1 Q Streamlines of horizontal ow at 600 hPa 1'or the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm abio as in 1 ig. 11. with high values of TRMM
i i-haccumulated precipitation indicated by shading (units Imm/day). The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal propagation
speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa (— iAL0.8 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

sustained, and more focused, while the convective activity
away from the local critical latitude dies out. It is striking
that genesis eventually occurs very close to the intersection
of the trough axis and the critical latitude (as true for the
other cases highlighted). Also striking is that the eventual
location of TC genesis lies ust within a wet zone delineated

by a strong north-south gradient of moisture, as depicted by
the color shading in I ig. 12. This configuration is expected
in cases where genesis occurs poleward of, but close to, the
ITCZ. : xpansion of the closed gyre during the pre-genesis
sequence exaggerates the weak undulation of moisture rib-
bon that was present at the start. With a fully developed
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hurricane nearby, the amplified pattern indicates a severe de-
formation or demise of the original ITCZ (' 'unkerton, 2006)
although this is not yet apparent in the final panel of I ig. 12.
i_y this time, however, deep convection has become notably
absent in the dif went region (lower right corner) in the final
panel of ig. i I i ' arther east, deep convection has become
invigorated in a second closed gyre.

The genesis of abio, over the eastern Pacific, may be
more closely related to the ITCZ than the other storms high-
lighted thus far in the sense that cyclonic vorticity, convec-
tion and high humidity all have a zonally elongated pattern
prior to genesis. The actual storm, however, is located north
of the ITCZ, and is associated with a break in the zonally
elongated pattern. As noted by unkerton (2006), it is com-
mon for tropical storms to displace poleward or to obliterate
the ambient ITCZ. The role of the ITCZ in such cases is not
obvious. Although hydrodynamic instability yields a simi-
lar outcome, as instabilities become nonlinear and detached
from their source (viz., an unstable strip of PV along the orig-
inal ITCZI See, e.g., I ig. 5 of Wang and Magnusdottir, 2005)
it is plausible that neutral easterly waves propagating paral-
lel to the ITCZ have a similar effect in cases where gene-
sis ensues. In abio, the easterly wave exists ahead of time
(as shown by the Hovmoller plots) and the original critical
latitude and isopleth of zero PV gradient (blue curve) were
nearly coincident. It appears that the wave prior to genesis
was nearly neutral (according to the Rayleigh criterion) or at
most, marginally unstable2'.

A final point is that the best-track genesis location does
not coincide with the minimum vertical shear as measured
by either of our two metrics (lower to mid- or upper tropo-
sphere, as shown in ' igs. 14-15, respectively). It is clear
from this case and others, and from our modeling study, that
the horizontal distribution of vertical shear is not the decid-
ing factor in where a storm will form. As will be shown later,
shears of this magnitude do not prevent development, so it is
not surprising that abiols origin does not coincide with the
location of minimum shear. J if more importance is that ver-
tical shears in the neighborhood of the genesis point are not
extremely large (much greater than 10 ms-1 ). It should be
noted that vertical shear over the depth of the troposphere is
in( uenced by deep moist convection and unrelated synoptic
activity in the T, as discussed in Sect. 4, not by easterly
waves alone.

Maps for the three additional highlighted cases are de-
scribed in Appendix 1 II (Chris (noted for early detection of
closed streamlines in the co-moving frame prior to gene-
sis), eryl (noted for interaction of easterly wave and frontal
boundary) and Shanshan (noted for its evolving vertical wave
phase tilt).

2'' The marsupial paradigm embraces the hydrodynamically un-
stable pathway insofar as the critical layer (relevant to TC forma-
tion) is an essential part of the synoptic-scale instability itself, as
noted above.

I 'ur diagnoses of the 55 named storms in Table 1 and the
five cases highlighted herein support the hypotheses (H1—
H2) that the critical layer containing the surface low of the
parent wave, and lelvin cat s eye within, is a preferred re-
gion or sweet spot for TC genesis. The intersection of (east-
west) critical latitude and (north-south) wave trough corre-
sponds to the center ofthe iJelvin cats eye of nonlinear criti-
cal layer theory ( ig. 1). Such features correspond to regions
of closed Lagrangian circulation which, on the southern side
of the Al II )axis, have cyclonic vorticity and abundant mois-
ture.

An obvious closed gyre in I_RA-40 data is found at
600 hPa in the translating frame within 0 h prior to genesis
in 5 r! of the 55 cases; in one of the remaining cases (! 6yce)
the gyre is probable and in another (i lean) possible 24 . At
850 hPa the statistics are almost as good1J50 of 55 are ob-
vious, 1 probable, -]possible, and 1 unlikely. A closed gyre
implies one or more saddle points in the vicinity. Inspec-
tion of the 55 selected cases reveals a remarkable result that,
whereas this point is usually located to the south of the gyre
center in the resting frame, it is almost never located directly
to the south in the co-moving frame (Table 1). Meteorologi-
cal charts displaying 1 arth-relative streamlines are a standard
tool in the forecasting industry, but generally provide a mis-
leading picture of actual ow kinematics, or Lagrangian dis-
placement of air, in propagating tropical waves. These maps
typically display an upright omega pattern in the lower tropo-
sphere straddling the wavels trough axis. In fact the omega
pattern is often upside-down in the translating frame, with
separatrix orientation to the north. In other cases, the separa-
trix is oriented to the east or west (or both). To the extent
that horizontal advection explains the topology of stream-
lines, and therefore indicates where air in the closed gyre
has detached from, it is firmly established in our 55 cases
that air at 600 hPa is not derived from or being exchanged
(by resolvable motions) with distant points to the south. or
the most part, this is also true at 850 hPa. Rather, it is com-
ing from (or previously associated with) air to the east, north
or west of the gyre center. This result is probably the most
important take-home message for operational purposes and
weather briefings.

24 1n oyce, the estimate of zonal translation speed in Table I is
exaggerated owing to a northward component of wave propagation
that is not accounted for by this analysis; a closed gyre at 850 hPa
is found at slower translation speed (-4 to —5 ms —t ; not shown).
In 'ean, storm formation occurred at the separatrix of a cutoff an-
ticyclone on the SW side of the I iermuda High, a narrow trough
whose kinematic features are partially attenuated by the RA-40
reanalysis and possibly by our 2.5-day low-pass filter. A northward
component orpropagation is evident in this event also. All orthese
challenges (and others not mentioned) make the identification of
Lagrangian boundaries more difficult in such cases.
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Fabio: UV500—UV850 (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 1E1 Streamlines of horizontal ow at 850 hPa for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm! abio as in I ig. 10, with i RA-40 850-500 hPa
vertical shear (magnitude of shear vector, units' 1 ms — I ) indicated by shading. The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal
propagation speed of the parent wave at 850 hPa (— .'&0.5 ms-1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

Fabio: UV200—UV850 (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 1E1 Streamlines of horizontal bw at 600 hPa for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm abio as in ig. 1 I, with RA-40 850-200 hPa
vertical shear (magnitude of shear vector, units ms —I ) indicated by shading. The sequence of frames translates westward at the zonal
propagation speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa (— AL0.8 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

sing the concept of I translating closed gyre the statis-
tical properties of dynamical fields (e.g., vorticity, kubo-
Weiss parameter and vertical shears) and thermodynamical
fields (e.g., saturation fraction, deep convective precipitation)
relevant to TC genesis can be evaluated within the observed
gyres — fields that were illustrated for representative cases in

the preceding figures. Rather than display these statistics in
obscure tabular form, we summarize the results pictorially in

igs. 16-17 for the 850 and 600 hPa levels, respectively. We
focus here on the simplest of all statistics the mean. Vari-
ous spatio-temporal averages were constructed by selecting
from two choices of spatial average (horizontal expanse of
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Fig. III Spatio-temporal average of dynamical and thermodynam-
ical fields in the neighborhood of the best-track genesis location
and time immediately preceding. The storms are arrayed west to
east, from left to right. in the reverse of Table I. The spatial av-

erage corresponds either to that of (i) the translating gyre (red)
or (ii) a x[ jmatrix of I_RA-40 grid points surrounding the point
X (t ) =.V0 — Cp•(t — to) where x is longitude, t is time, C p is the
speed of translation and the subscript 0 refers to the location and
time of genesis (green). The temporal average corresponds either
to (i) the genesis time (single analysis, filled circles) or (ii) the 1 6-
h interval preceding and slightly overlapping genesis time (average
of six consecutive 6-hourly analyses ending at genesis time, open
circles). hack circles denote climatological) ivalues for August—
September 1998-2001 at the various gyre or grid box locations.
The data shown in the figure were derived using gyre properties
and translation speeds at 850 hPa q 00turation fraction averaged
from 1000-500 hPa (units' I percent), ®qTRMM deep convective
precipitation (units[ tnm/day), ®vertical shear from lower to mid-
troposphere (850 to 500 hPa, units' ims —I ), ®qvertical shear from
lower to upper troposphere (850 to 200 hPa, units ins -1 ), rela-
tive vorticity at 850 hPa ( units) 110 -5 s-1 ), q q Ckubo-Weiss param-
eter at 850 hPa (units 110 -10 s—Z ). Please refer to footnote 25 for
important information regarding the climatology of vertical shear
and i Ikubo-Weiss.

the translating gyre versus a b< I 1 matrix of LIRA-40 grid
points moving at the wave phase speed and ending at the gen-
esis location) and two choices of temporal average (genesis
time versus a 6-h average preceding and slightly overlap-
ping genesis time). To put these average values in context,
they are compared to climatological' 'values defined simply
as the August-September 1998-2001 average at the location
of each gyre or I_x I array. The climatological values are
independent of time by definition, but depend on spatial po-
sition; the variety of observed gyres effectively samples the
climatology in many different ways, depending on gyre lo-
cation and extent, and optimum translation speed Cp. It is
important to note that what distinguishes this analysis from
all previously published studies of the genesis environment
is that we include in our menu of averaging operators a zonal

translation of the array of selected points; that is, a spatial
array that is a function of time, owing to wave propagation.

Space precludes a detailed discussion of each storm. Apart
from a small number of oddballs, the message is clear' the
observed storms formed in relatively moist, precipitating en-
viromnents with large values of vorticity and I_ Ikubo-Weiss
parameter. This is true for gyre and local averages alike,
but the local average contains some exceptionally large val-
ues of precipitation and I Ikubo-Weiss parameter, suggesting
that (i) the TRMM satellite has observed enhanced precipi-
tation associated with the developing storm, concentrated at
the best-track location rather than distributed throughout the
gyre, and (ii) 1 _CM W I I analyses have pinpointed the loca-
tion of the developing vortex within the gyre and identified
its vorticity as predominantly rotational rather than deforma-
tional, i.e., not deformed by strain or shear. The persistence
of TRMM precipitation in the 101 I h preceding genesis is
evident — the translation of coordinate system is crucial for
proper alignment — and the same can be said for relative vor-
ticity and Ikubo-Weiss. A null hypothesis for oddball cases
(exceptions to the pattern) is that they represent a failure of
the analysis to capture the actual circulation or moisture, not
a freak development.

Although vertical shear is not necessarily small in devel-
oping environments prior to genesis, values are either com-
parable to (at 850-500 hPa) or somewhat less than (at 850-
200 hPa) the climatological shears 25 . The local shear is
often smaller than the gyre-wide shear, especially for 600 hPa
gyres which can be expansive. This suggests that the center

25 Climatological shears were obtained by first calculating the
modulus of the shear vector, then averaging together to form the

climatology. In storm development regions, vertical shear of the
climatological wind velocity is small (^- Ims -1 , not shown). ;e-
veloping systems generally form in shear that exceeds the shear of
the climatology[ ]but is comparable to or less than the i climatology
of the shearLJ The climatology of l Ikubo-Weiss parameter was ob-
tained in a similar way, by first calculating the quadratic products
and then averaging. f leveloping systems generally form in environ-
ments with Clkubo-Weiss parameter well above its climatological
range.
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of the gyre (or proto-storm location) is already a favorable

spot for genesis, relative to the gyre as whole. ote that the
average shear as defined here represents the average of a pos-
itive definite quantity (modulus of the shear vector at each
point within the gyre) and therefore disallows any cancella-
tion of opposing shears in different parts of the gyre. The
average indicates, rather, a typical vertical shear that might
be seen by convective elements in each grid-box column, re-
gardless of shear vector orientation. Storms are evidently
able to form in environments containing a wide range of
shear values from 11-12 ms —t . These values admittedly are
not huge, and as forecasters are aware, local shears in hos-
tile environments can be much larger, exceeding 20ms—I.

or developing storms, as displayed in igs. 16-17, vertical
shears in the Euierian •frame are comparable to the differ-
ences in optimum phase speed Ct, between the lower and
upper troposphere (Sect. 4. ). either of these quantities ex-
ceed lOms -1 , except on rare occasions, so it is likely that
the Lagrangian shear seen by the developing vortex is small
as well. The last remark is intended to expose a point eas-
ily overlooked if a pouch were tilted against a modest shear
initially, but made erect by the shear over several days (re-
quiring wave phase speed to vary with height), deep moist
convection reaching the upper troposphere in an hour or less
could then occur in upright fashion throughout the depth
of the pouch, favoring storm development. Larger vertical
shear, on the other hand, might sti e vortical organization by
shearing the clouds themselves, favoring linear organization.

nee formed, the storm may help to maintain small shear,
to the extent that it can. ivergent out ow originating above
the storm center ensures that modest vertical shear will con-
tinue to exist off-center (even when the environmental shear
is negligible) while remaining small on-center. Hendricks
and Montgomery (2006) suggested that deep convection as-
sociated with vortical hot towers can erode vertical shear,
as suggested by Molinari et al. (1995). This mechanism is
important in tropical transition, where vertical shear owing
to the T cyclone upstream (to the W of the developing
low-level center) is unfavorable for further development and
must be kept at bay (I 'avis and I iosart, 2004). Similar vul-
nerability to adverse shear may exist for storms originating
in the M iR when troughy iconditions prevail aloft. In the
next section the vertical structure and evolution of waves and
their associated critical layer is described in more detail for
Hurricane ebby (2000). In this case the divergent outi ow
becomes visible prior to genesis, and is weakly anticyclonic.

The relation of wave (as defined by the band-pass merid-
ional velocity anomaly) and cortex ](as defined by the best-
track location following genesis) in the 55 storms is sum-
marized compactly in Table 2. After genesis, the average
best-track location moves from its initial location near the
trough axis (zero phase) to a somewhat negative phase; i.e.,
east of the westward-moving axis. The drift is much larger
in cases where the best track drifts eastward in the arth-
relative frame later in the sequence ( eastward-also ). In

www.atmos-cheni-phys.net/9/5587/2009/
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Fig. 17. Spatio-temporal average of dynamical and thermodynami-
cal fields as in Fig. 16, but for 600 hPa gyres and translation speeds.
Vorticity and Okubo-Weiss parameter from the 600, rather than
850 hPa level are shown in panels (e, f).

each category, the relative drift or lack thereof is statisti-
cally significant. Average wave amplitude declines following
genesis, but the variability among cases is large. A longer
time interval following genesis is evidently required in order
to witness a significant amplitude decline. Conversely, one
could argue that maintenance of wave amplitude during the
time period shown supports H3, although quantitative proof
of the hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper.

Three-dimensional structure and evolution of a tropi-
cal wave critical layer

Two observations are evident from the historical record of TC
genesis and early intensification over the Atlantic and eastern
Pacific for events having a clear signature of tropical waves
prior to genesis. (i) A "surface low along the wave" is a nec-
essary, but not sufficient, condition for genesis of a tropical
depression. (ii) In all but a few cases, genesis of a tropical
depression is a sufficient condition for further intensification
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Tape q Peak-to-peak wave amplitude (band-pass meridional velocity anomaly, ms- 1 ) from genesis time to the end of the Hovmoller
sequence (i. 3 days) and variation of vortei 'phase relative to wave trough (degrees) over this time interval. i _legative relative phase is located
to the east of the trough. The normali I ed distance from trough to ridge is 180° by definition. For wave amplitude (vorte! (phase) the average
(median) and standard deviation (one-half inter-quartile range) of initial and final values are displayed in the first and second rows of each
pair, respectively.

850 hPa wave amplitude
initial	 final	 change

600 hPa wave amplitude
initial	 final	 change

850 hPa vorte 'phase
initial	 final	 change

600 hPa vorte! )phase
initial	 final	 change

all events 155f 1 4.3 3.8 -0.5 3.9 3.5 -0.4 8 -8 -16 21 -21 -42
2.0 2.0 - 1.7 1.5 - 25 37 - 26 39 -

all events, Atlantic 	 31 4.3 3.8 -0.5 3.8 3.4 -0.5 3 -30 -33 8 -26 -35
1.8 1.8 - 1.5 1.5 - 20 27 - 21 27 -

all events,	 Pacific 23 4.5 3.8 -0.7 4.0 3.7 -0.4 35 21 -14 30 -15 -45
2.2 2.3 - 1.9 1.6 - 29 38 - 29 62 -

wwd only 1401 4.7 4.1 -0.7 4.1 3.8 -0.3 0 0 0 0 -15 -15
2.1 1.9 - 1.8 1.5 - 26 33 - 23 39 -

wwd only, Atlantic 22, 4.8 4.0 -0.7 4.0 3.6 -0.4 0 -10 -10 -4 -18 -14
1.8 2.0 - 1.6 1.5 - 21 26 - 19 28 -

wwd only,	 Pacific	 17 4.8 3.9 -0.9 4.2 3.9 -0.3 23 21 -2 23 -7 -29
2.4 1.9 - 2.0 1.7 - 27 25 - 31 53 -

ewd also 115[1 3.3 3.3 -0.1 3.4 2.7 -0.7 25 -45 -70 36 -50 -86
1.2 2.2 - 1.4 1.3 - 29 26 - 20 41 -

ewd also, Atlantic 191 I 3.2 3.1 -0.1 3.3 2.7 -0.7 18 -51 -69 36 -50 -86
1.4 1.2 - 1.3 1.4 - 20 16 - 17 41 -

ewd also, t 1 Pacific 161 1 3.5 3.5 OA 3.5 2.8 -0.7 45 15 -30 47 -65 -112
0.8 3.3 - 1.5 1.2 - 35 43 - 34 59 -

to named storm (tropical storm and possibly hurricane). Our
definition of"genesis" in Sect. I is equivalent to the develop-
ment of a depression-strength vorte ! not to any subsequent
intensification. From the results reported above, the develop-
ment of a critical layer in the lower troposphere is evidently a
necessary condition for genesis (and further intensification)
by statistical association (Table 1) and by physical reasoning
as outlined in the three hypotheses of Sect. 2.2. It is obvi-
ously desirable to find conditions, in addition to the e istence
of a critical layer, that would be sufficient for a tropical de-
pression. Here "sufficient' could mean either that (i) in an
ensemble of reali ^ ations, a tropical depression forms in most
cases, or (ii) in a single reali ation, such development is guar-
anteed. The latter definition is more strict and arguably im-
practical for the chaotic dynamics of geophysical turbulence
as it would require observations on all relevant scales, accu-
rate and fine enough to overcome (with predictive capability,
too) the uncertainties of vorte) laggregation and triggering of
deep moist convection ( l 061 - Van Sang et al., 2008 Scheeler
and unkerton, 2007). The rela, ed definition of sufficiency
opts instead for a statistical measure, e.g. of variances or
co-variances of mesoscale fields, when considering possible
conditions for up-scale development and formation of a trop-
ical depression.

nfortunately even a statistical measure is difficult to ob-
tain, as it is impossible to calculate mesoscale (co-)variances
either from analysis data, which are too coarse in hori ontal

resolution, or from field campaigns, which are too brief to
provide good statistics. It seems that modeling studies are
needed for this purpose (1_1 ontgomery et al., 2009). We can,
however, dig a little deeper into the available observations to
define conditions that come closer to sufficiency for tropical
depression formation. In this section we provide additional
details that may be relevant for this purpose as well as for
quantitative evaluation of the three hypotheses outlined in
Sect. 2.2. We provide a partial but incomplete evaluation,
for the fundamental reason mentioned above. Our analysis
will focus on the kinematics of parcel motions, the vertical
structure of the hurricane embryo, and the vertical structure
of waves that create its environment. For this purpose our
discussion will highlight aspects of lebby (Atlantic 2000)
that are broadly typical of the cases listed in Table 1.

4.1 qomparison of streamlines and trallictories, 1®
qq B qa

In Sect. 3, streamlines in the co-moving frame were used as a
surrogate for parcel tra ectories to delineate the critical layer.
Although tr&ectories and streamlines generally differ for un-
steady ow, we demonstrate in this section that the trans-
lating streamlines so constructed serve as a reasonable first
approi imation within a few days of genesis. Only the hor-
i ontal (isobaric) component of motion is considered here.
For a circular vorte. moving at a constant speed Cp, the
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Fig. 1 q Streamlines and tra l ectories of horn ontal (rotational ' divergent) I ow at (a, CA 600 hPa, (c, d) 850 hPa, and (e, f) 1000 hPa as
seen in I H IA-40 data, for the average of si l consecutive leading up to the best-track genesis time of Hurricane I lebby (2000). As in Fig. 5.
the streamlines (shown in panels a. c, e) are calculated and displayed in a frame of reference moving westward with the parent wave.
Translation speeds estimated from the Hovmoller method at the three levels are —9.1±0.3 ms — ' (600 hPa), —10.0±0.6 ms — 1 (850 hPa) and
—10.1±0.6 ms — 1 (1000 hPa). ' ikewise the stream function of non-divergent ow (thin solid) and tralectories (shown in panels b, d, f) are
calculated and is displayed in the co-moving frame. The contour interval for stream function is 0.5 x 10 6 m2 s—f . The genesis location is
indicated by the black dot in each panel. ote that owing to the translation of sequential frames used to construct the time average when
Cp 71- 0, the longitude labels on the -a' is pertain to the final analysis time only.

relationship between the local curvature of the streamlines
(r,.) and the local curvature of the tralectories (rt ) is

Cp cos y
rs =rt( I —	

V	
)	 (2)

(Holton, 2004) where V is the hori' ontal wind speed in a
natural coordinate (not lust the onal component), and y
is the angle between the streamlines and the direction of
the vorte translation. For a cyclonic vorte moving west-
ward (eastward), the curvature of the tra ectories is stronger
(weaker) than that of the streamlines south of the center of
the vorte and weaker (stronger) north of the center. For a
vortel iembedded in and advected by a constant mean ow,
the tra ectories are corkscrew in shape due to rotation and
translation of the vorte' I In a frame of reference moving
at the hori! ontal speed Cr, XL = (XL, yL ) T = X — X,. rep-
resent the cardinal coordinates moving with the vortei d and

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

X,. = (x,., 0) = (Cr (t —to), 0) is the center of the vortel . Parti-
cle tra ectories in this frame of reference satisfy the following
equations

`tom—dx—dx,=U—C,.dt — (It	 dt	 (3)
du ff —dy_U
dt — dt

As illustrated in Fig. 3, if Cr = C p streamlines in the co-
moving frame are stationary and coincide e actly with hor-
i ontal tra ectories. if the westward phase speed is un-
derestimated (overestimated) the curvature of tralectories is
stronger (weaker) than that of streamlines south of the center
of the vortel and weaker (stronger) north of the center. Here
we will use the formation of Hurricane 1 lebby to e Amine
the three-dimensional structure and evolution of the critical
layer.
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Figure 18, left column, shows streamlines at 600, 850 and
1000 hPa in a co-moving frame averaged over the 36-h period
leading up the genesis time of Hurricane I !ebby. Also shown
is the stream function obtained from the hori ontal veloc-
ity components by a Helmholt decomposition. Streamlines
and stream function contours are nearly parallel at 850 hPa,
indicating a non-divergent ow, e cept near South America
where air I ows into the gyre from the west. The 600 hPa nw
is almost non-divergent as well. The Helmholt decomposi-
tion is linear, so that transient divergent ows are eliminated
by time averaging, or if they are small to begin with (as true
at these two levels for the individual analyses used in the
time average) the divergence remains small when averaged
in time. The e act location of ow separatri and its hy-
perbolic point(s) is evidently sensitive to the small divergent
component, because the horil ontal wind speed vanishes at
this point (by definition) whereas for stream function alone,
the critical point is located where the nondivergent compo-
nent of hori ontal wind speed is dro. ' 'ote that, despite this
error, the separatril linferred from stream function is within
100-300 km of the separatri (inferred from streamlines. I_In-
like the first two levels, the 1000 hPa level displays signifi-
cant convergence into the gyre from the north and west, and
into a onally elongated ITC! )in the eastern half of the figure,
from north and south. This feature is described in Sect. 4.3.
The ow entering the gyre from the north makes little ef-
fort, as it were, to avoid the center of the gyre by turning
to the west, as at the other two levels. Although the gene-
sis location (black dot) is 100 km south of the gyre cen-
ter at all three levels, the e act latitude of center is sensi-
tive to our choice of C,,, moving ^-80 km southward for each
I ms -1 increase of C,, towards dro (I lenerally this depends
on vorticity or circulation. A weaker circulation implies a
stronger sensitivity to C,,). Values of C,, -8 to —9ms -1

place the 1000 hPa closed gyre precisely over the genesis
location. These values are outside the range of uncertainty
based on the Hovmoller method, but are optimum for steadi-
ness of ow in the translating frame, as described in Sect. 4.2.
Steadiness in the translating frame implies that streamlines
and tra ectories should be similar in this frame. To settle the
question of which translation speed is best, streamlines and
trajectories can be compared.

Figure 18, right column, shows 2 -1- I parcel tra ectories su-
perimposed on the stream function averaged over the same
time interval. The tra ectories are calculated in the co-
moving frame, as shown in q. (3). The red curves are
one-day forward tra ectories from day 0 to day L'1, and the
blue curves are four-day backward tra dctories from day 0
to day —4. (Tra ectories are not shown outside of the do-
main.) The gyre at 600 hPa, indicated by closed stream func-
tion contours, is quite a pansive. Si particles are picked,
five of them (A ) inside the gyre at the genesis time, the
other one (F) lust outside of the gyre. The particles moved
counterclockwise around the gyre center, and their tra ecto-
ries are nearly parallel to the stream function contours from

day —2 to day 1.11. Since the ow is non-stationary, the tra-
ectories are different from the stream function contours or

streamlines from day —4 to day —2, but it nevertheless con-
firms our hypothesis that particles inside the critical-layer
cat's eye tend to stay inside. Compared to 600 hPa, the gyre
at 850 hPa is less e' pansive. The evolution of the streamlines
(not shown) showed that the wave at 850 hPa propagated on
the northern ank of the Al Mover West Africa. It turned
southward and merged with the wave on the southern ank
(ma imum at 600 hPa) off the west coast, and meanwhile the
closed circulation e l tended to the surface. A tropical depres-
sion formed within the wave about two days later. Si parti-
cles are picked at 850 hPa particles A—C are inside the gyre
and —F outside the gyre. Particles —F moved from west to
east in the co-moving frame, and stayed outside of the gyre.
Particles A—C also came from the west. They took a small
loop, and entered the gyre around day —2. This is consistent
with the formation of the gyre at 850 hPa around day —2,
as shown by the evolution of the streamlines. The trajecto-
ries of all the sil ! particles are nearly parallel to the stream
function contours from day —2 to day t J. At 1000 hPa, the
gyre is much more confined. Particle A is picked near the
genesis location, I close to the gyre center, and C—F outside
of the gyre. Particles A—! I came from the north, and parti-
cle F, which is far from the gyre center, moved from the west,
which suggests that the closed circulation near the surface is
directly related to the northern wave.

To test the robustness of this result, we increased the sam-
ple si e by el amining the tra ectories of 40 particles inside or
ust outside of the gyre at each of the three vertical levels (not

shown). Similar to what is shown in Fig. 18, the particles in-
side of the gyre tend to stay inside from day —2 to day Ill,
and all the tra ectories are nearly parallel to the stream func-
tion contours during this time interval. This suggests that the
stream function in the frame of reference moving with the
wave serve as a reasonable first appro , imation within about
2 days of genesis. From the tra ectories, we can also estimate
the recirculation time of a parcel inside the C._; or the eddy
turnaround time, which is about 2-3 days and close to the
tropical storm development time scale. This is also the length
of time that streamlines, stream function and trajectories are
roughly equivalent near the gyre center. Table 1 includes
two estimates of gyre recirculation time, one derived from
the ma imum vorticity in the gyre, the other from the aver-
age Okubo-Weiss parameter in the cyclonic vorticity region
only. The ma imum vorticity estimate (typically 2-5 days) is
shorter than the O-W estimate (typically 3-8 days) because
the latter pertains to a broader region of the pouch, and sub-
tracts the contributions from straining and shearing deforma-
tion. Actual recirculation times probably fall between these
two e tremes. I lote, however, that hori ontal convergence in
the boundary layer shortens the recirculation time as the ef-
fective radius of traldctory curvature contracts while parcels
begin their ascent near the proto-storm center.
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4.11 qertical structure and evolution of the mother
pouch

The need to translate the coordinate system bnally for an op-
timum view of agrangian ow kinematics has been stressed
throu ghout the paper. Towards this end, a method for de-
termining the optimum translation speed was devised using
bandpass meridional velocity anomalies in time-longitude
Hovmoller diagrams ust prior to genesis. The purpose of
the translation is to render ow streamlines appro imately
equivalent to trajectories, as demonstrated in the preceding
subsection. If one were to instead measure a plicitly the tem-
poral variance of the 1 ow in a coordinate system translating
onally at an arbitrary speed, it would be found that tem-

poral variance in the vicinity of the developing storm is in-
deed minimii ed at a phase speed close to that selected by the
Hovmoller method. The reason is that when one chooses an
incorrect phase speed for translation, the wave s phase prop-
agation contributes significantly to the temporal variance in
the incorrectly translating frame. When the proper transla-
tion speed is selected, this temporal variance is mostly elim-
inated. The proper speed pertains to that of the "co-moving"
frame as defined herein. We have applied the alternative
method to stream function (as opposed to streamline) which
represents a field, that is, function of space and time (unlike
particles whose location is simply a function of time). e-
cause the ow is dominated by the rotationa1 26 component,
stream function in the co-moving frame nicely illustrates the
structure and evolution of the parent wave s "pouch". i lepre-
sentative e amples of stream function for the mother pouch
of ebby were shown in Fig. 18. The definition of a-
grangian boundary in steady ow can be made precise by lo-
cating the saddle point nearest (in psi) to the gyre center and
equating the gyre boundary with the value of stream function
intersecting that point.

In regard to the vertical structure of ebby s pouch, two
salient features emerge with other interesting details. (i) A
closed gyre is found at all levels from 1000-500 hPa for at
least 30 h prior to genesis, for westward translation speeds in
the range —8 to —10 ms -1 . The signature of this disturbance
decreases abruptly in amplitude above 500 hPa. (ii) Above
the mid-troposphere is a second closed anticyclonic gyre
having somewhat larger spatial a tent and located slightly to
the east of center, but a significantly slower range of possi-
ble westward translation speeds in the range —3 to —7 ms-1.
Close inspection of gyre properties, such as the steadiness
of pattern, stationary center location and minimum tempo-
ral variance near the center (all evaluated in the translating
frame) establishes a pair of optimum westward translation

26 The rotational component is larger in most places a cept, e.g..
the upper branch of the local Hadley circulation, where the diver-
gent component is comparable in a relatively shallow layer near
200 hPa ( Iunkerton. 1995) and in the lower branch of this circu-
lation, or boundary layer.
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Fig. 1 q Streamlines of horn bntal I bw and stream function of non-
divergent I bw at 200 hPa calculated and displayed in a frame of
reference moving 5 ms -1 westward, at the genesis time of Hurri-
cane ebby. ivergence contributing to anticyclonic out bw can
be seen by comparing streamlines with stream function. The gen-
esis location is indicated by the black dot(- T qU U precipitation is
outlined in blue.

speedsl —9 ms — I in the lower troposphere and —5 ms -1 in
the upper troposphere. Streamlines and stream function at
200 hPa in the —5 ms —I gauge at genesis time are shown in
Fig. 19. The two signals (-5 and —9 ms -1 ) are found to have
a common origin in the convective are-up at 36-38° W at
30 h before genesis (Fig. 9a) el plaining why the upper tro-
pospheric signal is located to the east of the storm center at
genesis time. The I T wave continues its westward propaga-
tion near —9 ms-1 , reaching the genesis location 30 h later,
while the T anticyclone drifts westward about half as fast,
reaching 40-42° W as shown in Fig. 19. Stream function is a
reasonably good pro y for streamlines over the left and up-
per halves of the figure, but misses completely the strongly
divergent out ow above the proto-storm center as well as the
local Hadley circulation out ow (along the ITC _ to the east)
directed back to the quator.

can vertical shear over the troposphere is relatively light
in this case. The I bw speed in the upper troposphere near
300 hPa is about —4 ms — 1 , so that when the coordinate sys-
tem translates westward near this speed, most of the et struc-
ture disappears, leaving an anticyclonic gyre slightly to the
east of the genesis location, with other meridional meander-
ings elsewhere. As a result, weak southerly I bw (3 ms — I )
occurs over the depression at genesis time, in the co-moving
frame as shown in Fig. 19. (The meridional component, of
course, does not depend on the choice of translation speed,
or gauge, when the translation is onal. It is the vanish-
ing of onal component in the co-moving frame that makes
the ow appear southerly in this frame, rather than west-
southwesterly as in the resting frame.) The ! T gyre may
be significant for development by providing favorably light
winds above the proto-storm. The developing storm itself
may have had a role to play in carving out the I IT anticyclone
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as a result of a convective event at 36-38° W (ne t sub-
section). Averaged over the 36 h (6 consecutive analyses)
prior to genesis, the structure of relative wind speed (mod-
ulus of vector q minus C,,Ql for two values of C,, (-9 and
—5 ms-1 for i T and T, respectively) is shown in Fig. 20a,
b. The temporal standard deviation of wind speed over the
same time interval is also shown (c, d). Contours indicate a
onal-temporal average over a 30° longitude interval even-

tually centered at the genesis point and translating i onally
prior to this time for 30 h at speed C,,. These wave-centric
views illustrate in appro' imate fashion the structure of the
mother pouch in a latitude-height cross section. Superposed
as shaded pi els are wind speed and its temporal standard de-
viation within the boundaries of the translating closed gyres
in each frame, as defined by their tria l imum e' tent in this
longitude/time interval. As already noted, the purpose of the
translation is to minimi e the temporal variation of stream-
lines in the translating frame, rendering streamlines appro -
imately equivalent to tra'dctories. Comparison of Fig. 20c,
d indicates that the temporal variation of wind speed within
the gyre over 36 h is considerably smaller in the X when the
translation speed is set at —9 ms-1 (0.3 -0.7 ms-1 ) than at
—5 ms-1 (0.7-1.6 ms-1 ) whereas a value of —5 ms -1 is su-
perior for steadiness of the I iT anticyclone (a closed a/c gyre
at these altitudes does not appear at all at —9 ms-1 ). When
the translation speed is set at —9 ms — 1 , relative wind speeds
in the ' T are smaller inside the gyre (1.4-3.4ms -1 ) than
over all longitudes (4-6 ms — 1 ), whereas at —5 ms — 1 , these
values (4—Ems -1 ) are comparable. The moral of the storyLl
the slower translation speed is inappropriate in the lower tro-
posphere, and its effect in reducing the relative ow or vari-
ation thereof inside the T gyre is inconsequential. It is easy
to understand why the temporal variation is minimi ed at
—9 ms-1 , because the wave s phase propagation has been ac-
counted for. This translation speed closely appro imates that
of the ' T wave, while the slower speed does not. The reason
why the gyre s relativeflow is reduced is more subtle. pike
the hyperbolic point on the separatri. the gyre center is a
stagnation point where the relative ow is weak, albeit rotat-
ing cyclonically in such a way as to make a complete revo-
lution about gyre center in a few days or less. loth choices
of translation speed yield a closed translating gyre, implying
a stagnation point either way, so why is the faster transla-
tion speed ostensibly superior in the metrics of Fig. 201 'The
"secret of success" at —9 ms -1 is that the gyre keeps perfect
step with the wave and is not too large in hori ontal a tent.
In the 5 ins -1 gauge the gyre is much larger and includes
a peripheral region of stronger relative I ow. This periph-
eral I _ow is so strong, in fact, that the gyre-average relative

ow (shaded pi eis in Fig. 20c) is stronger than that of all
longitudes (contours)I We emphasi e, however, that small
relative ' ow per se is not necessarily significant. It will be
noted (Fig. 20b) that a small relative ow (1-2 ms -1 ) is also
observed at 400 hPa near the genesis latitude when the trans-
lation speed is set at —5 ms — 1 . There is no closed gyre at this

levell_rather, the selected translation speed is similar to the
onal i ow speed here. Translation eliminates the onal com-

ponent of relative I bw at 400 hPa, leaving weak meridional
meanderings at this level which have little, if any, importance
dynamically — other than to ensure weak relative ow above
the proto-storm.

In regard to temporal evolution, a closed 1 T gyre in the
co-moving frame can be found all the way back to 54 h be-
fore genesis time. The traveling gyre emerges from a quasi-
stationary gyre near the west coast of Africa, presumably a
monsoonal feature. The e act time of gyre closure is a func-
tion of altitude and translation speed Cp. A closed surface
circulation a ists at least 60 h prior to genesis in the —5 ms— I

gauge, but as already noted, this speed is inappropriate for
the I T wave27. In the properly co-moving frame (-9 ms -1 )
the surface circulation closes at 18100 LI on 17 August, 48 h
prior to best-track genesis. There is an implied delay (al-
beit short) between the formation of a closed circulation in
the lower free troposphere relative to the surface. It remains
to be determined whether downward burrowing of a closed
gyre to the surface from above is a universal behavior in all
55 cases the largest and/or earliest translating gyres can be
found at any of the analy 6d ! T levels (1000-600 hPa) de-
pending on the storm. A closed surface circulation, nonethe-
less, is present in most cases together with a modest vertical
shear e tending to the I ;T and other environmental stimu-
lants as identified in Figs. 16-17. These observations confirm
H1, establishing that the locus of gyre formation and organi-
ation of deep convection is in the lower half of the tropo-

sphere, while leaving some important details (e.g., commu-
nication between the lower free troposphere and boundary
layer) for future study. On balance, conditions throughout
the depth of the troposphere in this event seem very favor-
able for tropical cyclogenesis via the tropical wave pathway.
I ut as already noted, —lebby was not unique in this respect.
Similar conditions are found in most of the cases selected for
the "quasi-monochromatic easterly wave" category.

4.0 6gnatures of wave and diaEhtic vorte q prior to
genesis

A distinct signature of the parent wave and diabatic proto-
vortel I lust prior to genesis can be seen in Iebby and in other
cases elamined, that is, a set of defining characteristics that
help to discriminate these two entities. ecognition of how
these characteristics evolve in the day or two immediately
preceding genesis may prove useful for diagnosis and predic-
tion of incipient storm development. The vertical structure of

271 i onsoon circulations (tied to stationary land surfaces) [ Uctu-
ate slowly in time, implying a non- ero bandwidth in frequency.
Closed monsoon gyres are therefore e: pected in a modest spread of
translation speeds, as observed in this case. I I onsoons do not give
birth to tropical depressions, but tropical waves and monsoon de-
pressions do. For genesis it is not the translation speed of monsoon
circulations that is important, but that of waves.
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Fig. m HoriI Ontal wind speed in two co-moving frames averaged
over the si I !consecutive analyses leading up to the genesis time of
Hurricane ebby. The range of longitudes x used to construct the
average is given by the speed of translation beginning at the gen-
esis longitude (xp = 44.5° W) and going eastward (backward) in
longitude (time) from the genesis point according to the formula
x(t) =xp -Cp•(t -tp) where to is the best-track genesis time. The
hori i ontal wind speed in each co-moving frame is given by I q-Cly 1P

where q is the hori ontal vector wind, Cp is translation speed and
Cls the unit vector in the x-direction. The quantity contoured repre-
sents a onal average within f 15° longitude of the center longitude
as given above, including regions inside and outside the gyre. (a,

C) Cpl ^-9 ms- t l 1(q d) Cp -5 ms- t (negative values are west-
ward). These values correspond approi imately to the i onal compo-
nent of disturbance propagation in the lower and upper troposphere,
respectively. The ma imum e tent of closed stream function gyre
in each frame of reference is also shown by superposing (as shaded
pi  cis) the gyre-average values of I q -CpQI where they a ist. Here,
"gyre average" refers to a onal average over longitudes within a

closed gyre as delimited by a bounding contour of stream function
V,, intersecting the nearest (in Vi) separatril , The lower panels show
the temporal standard deviation of hori ontal wind speed in each
co-moving frame. The quantity contoured once again represents
a i onal average over the entire domain, while shaded pi cis indi-
cate gyre-average values. For modulus and standard deviation, their
onal average was obtained by first summing the squares and then

taking the square root of the sum.
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wave and vortel lseem especially important in this regard. As
noted in the preceding subsection, the parent wave of I lebby
translates westward at about 8-10 ms-1 , with little vertical
phase tilt up to the mid-troposphere and abrupt decrease

of amplitude above. I 1 eanwhile, an a tensive anticyclonic
gyre develops in the upper troposphere and propagates west,
but with slower phase speed than the wave, about 5-6 ms - t
westward. It is thought that the LIT anticyclone may have
originated from diabatic forcing by deep moist convection at
36-38° W about 30 h prior to genesis time. Figure 9 indicates
that persistent convection was seen by TLI1_^ LI during this
sequence, aligned well with the translating gyre, especially
at the beginning. _ emarkably, the i iiA-40 stream function
and velocity potential, when a amined together, seem to con-
firm these two signatures - noting the important caveat that
the analy ed divergence is driven in part by the model is cu-
mulus parameteri ation and is therefore uncertain. Velocity
potential in the upper troposphere indicates a strong diver-
gence anomaly in the upper troposphere propagating west-
ward during the 30-h sequence from 36-38° W to the el ^
act location of genesis at genesis time, accompanied by a
convergence anomaly in the lower troposphere propagating
westward in parallel, I or 2° south of this track as shown in
Fig. 2la-d . The vertical alignment of these anomalies of
opposite sign is similar to the "first baroclinic mode" struc-
ture of tropical depression disturbances in the western Pa-
cific (' lunkerton, 1993) but very different from the vertically
trapped, -equivalent barotropic structure typical of Atlantic
easterly waves that are not diabatically activated. We con-
ecture that a vertical dipole of velocity potential (accompa-

nied by a 'T anticyclone and vertical quadrupole of merid-
ional velocity anomaly) indicates activation by one or more
diabatic vortices and their associated deep moist convection
within the mother pouch of the wave. In iebby and in other
cases, e citation of a divergent I IT anticyclone above the I T
disturbance provides a spectacular early warning signal in the
dynamical fields that seems to corroborate well with convec-
tive precipitation retrieved from Ti_h_i II measurements.

Forecasters consider in advance various signatures of TI 
genesis , for some of them, the upper tropospheric i bw plays
a role, as in vertical shear, upper-level dif uence or diver-
gence, and of course, deep convective cloud-top temperature.
It is often impossible to distinguish cause and effect, since
one could 'ust as well interpret their presence as indicating
that a tropical depression already el fists, but has not been of-
ficially recogni ed. The main hurdle in identifying a Ti (-
stage disturbance is the inability to see a closed rotational

ow in the lower troposphere in visible or infrared imagery
when obscured by clouds aloft. In this respect it is worth-
while to recogni e the often crucial role played by the up-
per tropospheric ow in identifying conditions which either
are favorable to development or indicate that development is
already in progress. Owing to improvement in the assimila-
tion of cloud and water-vapor winds in operational analyses
over the last two decades (e.g., Velden, 1997, 2005) the free
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Fig. q . Velocity potential of divergent ow, as seen in _A-40 data. at (a, c) 925 hPa and (q d) 200 hPa leading up to the genesis time of
Hurricane i iebby, at (a, b) 30 h before genesis and (c, d) genesis.

troposphere IJow is well-represented on the synoptic scale
(a compliment that e eludes the tropical tropopause layer or
TT , and the lower stratosphere, due to insufficient cloud
coverage or water vapor content, and lower troposphere in
regions where thick clouds obscure). To the e tent that both
lower and upper troposphere hori ontal winds are captured
faithfully by the analyses on the synoptic scale, it is possi-
ble to identify T -like conditions in the parent wave from
the vertical structure of wind anomalies) specifically, a "first
baroclinic mode" structure or stacked arrangement of I T cy-
clone and T anticyclone.

Such features — as one might a pect us to say — are best
revealed in a frame of reference translating with the parent
wave. ut in the case of ebby and more generally, there
is no need for the optimum translation speeds to be iden-
tical throughout the depth of the troposphere. One reason
(noted in Sect. 3 and quantified in Table 1) is that the phase
speed of the parent wave may vary with height, from lower
to mid-troposphere. Another (noted here) is that the proto-
vorte l may translate slowly with respect to its parent wave
while its deep convective signature el tends to the upper tro-
posphere'- $ . The definition of "properly co-moving frame"
therefore depends precisely on what the "co" refers to. In-

28 i fleets of the diabatic proto-vorte Ion the upper troposphere
may be separated into a near field response with anticyclonic out-
I ow aloft (relevant to TC genesis within) and afar-field response
communicated by secondary I lossby waves (relevant to ad acent
troughs and TC genesis therein).

deed, it is likely that a trapped I T disturbance propagates at
a slightly different speed than adiabatically activated Ti IT
dipole. There are multiple reasons, the simplest being that
gross moist stability is reduced by the latent heating associ-
ated with deep moist convective precipitation, causing wave
phase speed of moister waves to be slower than that of drier
waves. In the language of tidal theory it could be said that
the equivalent depth of the proto-vorte l land its induced I bw
is smaller than that of the original parent wave, which sees a
larger area and more dilute distribution of precipitation than
the proto-vortel I itself and its upper tropospheric signature.
We therefore el pect a diabatic I lossby wave and diabatic
I lossby vortel Ito propagate at slightly different speeds, the
speed of the wave depending, among other things, on the de-
gree of convective heating seen by the wave, via the gross
moist stability. Also possible is that the two entities respond
differently to vertical shear. An isolated vortel is a pected
to propagate at the speed of the local mean ow (e eluding
the effects of unbalanced motions, if any) which, as noted in
Sect. 2, matches the phase speed of the wave at the critical
latitude. There are kinematic reasons for the parent wave and
proto-vortel to remain together, at least within some ma: i-
mam distance as determined by the dimensions of the trans-
lating gyre. ut they do not necessarily walk in lock step.
The marsupial paradigm evidently allows some "slop" in the
e act position of the vortel i relative to the wave trough, i.e.,
slightly different propagation speeds which (as in I Iebby and
other cases) are measurably different. ley to the success
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of the marsupial mechanism is that the respective hori ontal
velocities not differ too much either in speed or a imuthal
direction.

roadly speaking, for diagnostic purposes and short-term
prognosis, we conclude that (i) stream function in the lower
to mid-troposphere suitably illustrates the incident wave
structure, along with velocity potential in the lower free tro-
posphere above the boundary layer, while (ii) velocity poten-
tial in the boundary layer and upper troposphere, along with
stream function in the upper troposphere, depicts the diabatic
vorte ! and/or modification of wave structure once diabatic
activation has occurred.

q qonclusions, new visions and directions

The genesis of tropical cyclones was described by manuel
(2005) as one of the remaining "great mysteries of the trop-
ical atmosphere" The persistence of the mystery over many
decades underscores the difficulty of the problem (like the
conquest of I i ount 1 verest, a formidable "ascent" from ob-
servational, numerical and theoretical directions. Some of
the processes involved in genesis occur at hori ontal scales
which are very small and unresolved by analyses such as
i II A-40 on a — I degree grid. umerical models need much
finer resolution than this in order to capture the mesoscale
construction of the incipient PV monolith in a realistic man-
ner (e.g., 1 106). i iut the mystery also e ists owing to im-
perfect theoretical understanding and visuali ation of uid
dynamics and thermodynamics that comes from working in
an ulerian or arth-relative framework. We have produced
and advocated in this paper a agrangian or wave-centric
view for the study of tropical cyclogenesis and have cho-
sen the simplest of all scenarios to present the fundamental
concepts of genesis in a tropical wave critical layer. These
events were associated with quasi-monochromatic easterly
wave disturbances which account for the ma ority of trop-
ical cyclones in the Atlantic and eastern Pacific sectors (if
we allow in some cases for hydrodynamic instability to ac-
count for the waves themselves). To the ei tent that the phase
speed of waves is reasonably constant over their life cycle,
the coordinate system may be translated westward to match
the phase speed of the incident wave. y e amining stream-
lines in the co-moving frame a wave-centric picture of the
1 ow is obtained in which tra ectories and streamlines are
nearly equivalent over a time span of a few days. ecause
the divergent component of hori ontal bw is small relative
to the rotating component, with certain ei ceptions, stream-
lines in the translating frame are closely appro imated by a
stream function with the appropriate "gauge" (in this case, a
scalar harmonic function) added corresponding to the speed
oftranslation. This device enables us to identify appro , imate

agrangian boundaries in the ow in lieu of performing tra-
ectory calculations. To confirm inferences from streamlines
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in the co-moving frame we calculated back-tra!ectories from
within the closed gyre (Sect. 4.1).

The marsupial paradigm provides a convenient and
self-consistent framework for the coupled dynami-
cal/thermodynamical processes that are essential to tropical
cyclogenesis. Our analysis has highlighted the role of trop-
ical wave critical layers as preferred loci for the formation
and aggregation of diabatic vortices which represent moist
coherent structures on the mesoscale. The critical layer is
where the mean ow (in the direction of wave propagation)
and wave phase speed are similar, implying that cutoff
vortices will be able to travel with the wave (in this case,
westward) for a time. The coherent relationship that a ists
between the wave and vortel I serves to preserve both. It
preserves the vorte i ' because the hgrangian boundaries
formed by the wave at its critical layer remain in the same
phase of the wave. These boundaries appear stationary
or slowly varying in the co-moving frame. Also, diabatic
heating associated with the spawned vortices acts coherently
to maintain the wave to the a tent that these vortices are able
or inclined to keep step with the wave, as implied by the
preceding argument. This phase locking, however, does not
persist indefinitely, and when a vorte"becomes sufficiently
strong29 it may acquire its own propagation characteristics
which usually involves some degree of meridional prop-
agation that the wave did not have originally as well as
a slower hori bntal speed. The vorte' is then no longer
propagating with its parent wave. This sequence of events
we have described as the marsupial paradigm because the
wave is providing a pouch or sweet spot for cyclonic vorte,
development, up-scale aggregation, convective moistening
and diabatic amplification. This process has a finite gestation
period. Once the vortel (leaves, the wave is often observed to
weaken or die when viewed in I iHC/TPC surface analyses.

ulti-dimensional visuali ation of 1 ILIA-40 data suggests
also a subsequent radiation of waves, either from the
genesis region itself or from the new translating vorte(_! that
introduces new variance in the upper troposphere.

Our third hypothesis (1-13) is consistent with these obser-
vations' quantitative proof is outside the scope of this paper.
Phase-locking of wave and proto-vorte! for f3 days about
the best-track genesis time is more prominent in stronger
waves than in weaker waves, the latter seeming to e ert less
in uence on the direction of vorte' propagation. As for the
effect of vorW I on wave, there are numerous instances in
which the speed of onal phase propagation is reduced af-
ter genesis, although this behavior is not universal. i odel
results (to be reported separately) confirm that a diabati-
cally activated easterly wave is slowed, by about 20' , rel-
ative to its initial speed prior to vortel i development. Ob-
servations from i i iA-40 indicate a prominent signature of

29 0ur modeling study establishes that vortel !merger and convec-
tive am hlification play equally important roles in the selection of a
dominant vorte' Iin the pouch (I i ontgomery et al.. 2009).
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diabatic activation in the upper troposphere above the de-
veloping storm, as seen by a quadrupole structure of merid-
ional velocity anomaly in the longitude-height plane. Simi-
lar structure comprised the leading mode of meridional ve-
locity variance in the western Pacific during boreal summer
( 'unkerton, 1993). Its occasional presence in Atlantic and
eastern Pacific sectors, uniquely associated with TC gene-
sis in these regions, may prove important in diagnosis and
short-term prediction. Forecasters show keen interest in an-
ticyclonic outl ow in the T when it e' fists prior to inten-
sification. f Iivergence and anticyclonic rotation above the
proto-storm adds a piece of information to the marsupial
paradigm and supports the notion that the mother gyre and
child vorte have different personalities, i.e., contrasting ver-
tical structures and slightly different horil ontal propagation
speed and/or direction.

These ideas provide a road map for e ploration of

synoptic-mesoscale linkages essential to tropical cyclogen-
esis, an e' citing area of research in the years ahead. For
tropical cyclogenesis in tropical waves, our analysis begins
to close the gap between observationally resolvable scales
(synoptic, meso-a) and cloud scales (meso-y) that require
numerical models. To recap the formation, aggregation and
amplification of preferentially cyclonic anomalies by convec-
tive heating in the Jelvin cats eye of a critical layer com-
prise the principal pathway for tropical cyclogenesis in trop-
ical waves (H 1). A key concept derived from theories of the
nonlinear critical layer is that the catl^ eye e l ists prior to or-
gani ation and does not depend, structurally or otherwise,
on the details of organi ation until TC intensification be-
gins. The formation of closed streamlines implies that the air
within the materially closed space is protected, to some de-
gree, from lateral entrainment of dry air (1-12). Therefore the
closure serves not only to concentrate vorticity by the afore-
mentioned mechanism but may also account for the accumu-
lation of moist entropy and saturation of the tropospheric col-
umn by persistent deep moist convection in the pouch — the
same convection that facilitates growth of cyclonic anoma-
lies. This containment has a very important effect in allowing
a convective type of heating profile to dominate the closed re-
gion with a relatively lesser contribution from stratiform pre-
cipitation that is otherwise common in meso-scale convective
systems (Tory and ontgomery, 2006). The ma' lmum heat-
ing in the immediate region of interest occurs at a lower alti-
tude than normal for organi' ed tropical convection, favoring
surface convergence and rapid spin-up of one or more low-
level vortices. We con ecture that this process, representing
a "non-advective" transport of PV (Haynes and clntyre,
1987) by hot towers in an environment of large saturation
fraction (e seeding ^801 ) provides a direct "bottom-up"
pathway to tropical cyclogenesis more or less independent
of the mid-level transport of PV by typical mesoscale con-
vective systems in the tropics.

Persistent deep convection in the gyre and its signature in
the upper troposphere observed prior to official T. declara-

tion suggests that anomalous diabatic processes are already
operating in this region' anomalous with respect to tempo-
ral duration, vertical profile of heating and the resulting pro-
files of vorticity and divergence. How these anomalies trans-
late into TC formation remains something of a mystery be-
cause the mesoscale processes most relevant to storm devel-
opment are uncertain, while available observations lack suf-
ficient resolution. For this reason, we cannot establish that
gyre formation in the co-moving frame is completely suffi-
cient for tropical depression formation. 'onetheless, a criti-
cal role for a closed surface gyre is supported by these obser-
vations. We have associated (i) gyre depth (equivalently, ver-
tical alignment) and (ii) anomalous dynamical and thermo-
dynamical properties within the gyre, with developing sys-
tems, and have used contemporary meteorological analyses
and satellite data for this purpose, notwithstanding their lim-
itations. Further insight into mesoscale processes that link
gyre formation to ensuing developments will help to estab-
lish how far the forward enstrophy cascade penetrates the
mesoscale before cloud-system processes trigger the inverse
cascade and ultimately dominate the intensification phase via
upscale aggregation. ! umerical models will be brought to
bear on this aspect of the problem. With a hgrangian frame-
work for '_bw kinematics (relevant to the forward cascade)
and a cloud-system resolving model (needed for the inverse
cascade) a direct assault on mesoscale processes leading to
tropical cyclogenesis at meso-^ is now feasible. We have
brought the necessary materials to base camp, so to speak,
and the summit of the mountain is within reach.

The multi-scale problem ust described would be compli-
cated enough if confined to a hori' ontal plane, but nature
provides a vertical dimension, or degree of freedom, absent
from the 2-1 1 model. We have attempted to draw some pre-
liminary conclusions from the vertical structure of waves,
proto-vorte' and mean ow (Sect. 4) but most of the work
on this aspect of the problem remains to be done. Identifi-
cation of a gyre boundary in the co-moving frame enables
a quantitative estimate of vertical shear seen by the devel-
oping storm, in addition to its intrinsic properties (vorticity,
moisture, deep convection and recirculation time' 'Table 1,
Figs. 16-17). It seems that genesis is favored in regions
of weak vertical shear when measured over the depth of the
troposphere. The shear need not be identically ero, nor as
smal I as the "shear of the climatology", but the typical 850-
200 hPa shear at the genesis point observed in our survey
of events is modest (<12 ms—t ) in agreement with previous
studies. ero shear throughout the gyre would imply that the

ow kinematics at any two levels are the same. Of course
this is never el actly so. Horil ontal transports of cyclonic
vorticity and moisture are therefore somewhat different in all
cases, but they are seldom radically different. or would it
be correct to regard TC genesis in these basins as resulting
from little more than "stratified turbulence" in which hori-
I ontal i ows at different levels overlap randomly. Incident
waves are usually observed at both levels (600 1 850 hPa)
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with similar amplitude and phase. In regard to the vertical
structure of hori i ontal transport (of vorticity and moisture)
the marsupial paradigm, with its appro, imately equivalent
barotropic structure of lower-tropospheric waves, provides a
much more realistic picture of tropical cyclogenesis than the
stra4fied turbulence paradigm. The latter may describe bet-
ter the relation of upper and lower troposphere, the upper
levels often in uenced by intrusion of el tratropical anoma-
lies uncorrelated with the lower tropical troposphere.

Vertical alignment of the marsupial pouch as a favorable
condition for TC genesis helps to mitigate the deleterious ef-
fect of vertical shear on the nascent storm's

"A ma yor inhibitor of genesis is the presence of vertical
wind shear, defined as the change in direction and/or speed of
the wind with altitude... if there is no wind shear, a nascent
tropical system l ust moves along with the wind (which, in
the absence of shear, has the same speed and direction at
all altitudes). o air ows through the storm. ; ut if wind
shear is present, the storm tries to move along at an average
wind speed, and at some altitudes wind must blow through
the storm. This storrnrrelative ow can import dry air from
outside the cloud cluster, destroying the humid column of
air that is needed for genesis. For this reason, wind shear
is inimical to genesis" (from Divine Wind: The History and
Science of Hurricanes by I erry manuel, 2005, p. 97).

Although additional reasons were noted in Sect. 2, con-
cerning effects of vertical shear on convective organil ation,
two aspects of the marsupial paradigm were anticipated in
14nanuel l s reasoning[ the need for weak storm-relative i bw
and some protection from dry-air intrusion. The role of the
critical-layer cats eye in helping to provide these conditions
was formulated in our second hypothesis (H2). ater in the
same chapter, the author describes the transition from a sub-
tle surface signature of easterly-wave passage, to a more ro-
bust closed surface circulation! i

"We observe that occasionally, especially in late summer
and early fall, the amount of convection associated with a
particular wave increases, and winds near the surface evolve
from a typical wavy pattern of an easterly wave into a closed
circulation. A tropical depression is born." (ibid., p. 99).

We would go, of course, a step further and identify a closed
cyclonic circulation in the co-movingfi •ame as the critical in-
gredient for depression formation (see Append[ ). The au-
thor, nonetheless, recogni es the apparent need for a closed
gyre at or close to the surface, a feature which by no means is
present in all waves, but clearly e ists in the developing cases
considered in this paper. As to why the surface gyre forms,
and why it is important to genesis, we are left to speculate
that (i) diabatic activation 30 of the wave by deep moist con-
vection is needed to amplify the effect of an otherwise "dry"

30 1t is clear from I lerry and Thorncroft (2005) that the amplitude
of waves emerging from West Africa is not a good indicator of fu-
ture development. ei cept near the coast.

critical layer3l (H3) while (ii) kman pumping from the trop-
ical boundary layer is needed (or desirable, at least) to orga-
ni e convection in a ring-like pattern about the proto-vorte
( liassen and i ystad, 19771 Van Sang et al., 2008). In a rotat-
ing environment such pumping is sensitive to the radial gradi-
ent of absolute vorticity (Ooyama, 1969 Hack and Schubert,
1986). The role of boundary-layer forcing in a co-moving
frame was studied in the classic paper by Shapiro (1983) for
mature hurricanes. Wind speeds in the proto-vortel -fare con-
siderably less, but (as in a mature system) surface drag varies
quadratically with wind speed for speeds greater than a few
ms-1 but less than 25 knots. Therefore, w imuthal asymme-
tries of I forcing are relevant to tropical depression forma-
tion.

Perhaps the most impressive and humbling aspect of these
observations is the great variety of i bw configurations seen
in the 55 cases selected for study. Although generally sim-
ilar and tending to support the marsupial paradigm, no two
events are e actly alike. Their similarities prevent us from
labeling TC genesis as an entirely turbulent process, thanks
to the underlying synoptic wave structure and its implications
for ow kinematics when superposed on the ad!acent easterly
'et. In the co-moving frame, the region of closed circulation
displays a preferred, non-random orientation with respect to
the let al is and its associated gradients of vorticity and mois-
ture. The basic state represents a "coherent structure" in the
lingo of contemporary FIF[ 1 , lust as the tropical depressions
that form on it, and grow for a time within their parent waves.
So the real world of TC genesis is not a story about quasi-2-

turbulence nor a moist generali ation thereof — not a elu-
sively, at least. I lonetheless, differences from one event to
the ne' t compel us to recogni e the disordered and variable
nature of the sub-synoptic dynamics, a characteristic partly
attributable to quasi-2 -I turbulence but magnified by rotat-
ing 3 '-convective turbulence, as contained in the ubiqui-
tous "vortical hot towers" (Frank and I bhnson, 19691 if i 06).
One can hardly imagine a more fascinating interactive, multi-
scale system in nature than this.

31 Tropical waves display moist propagation speed even when not
coupled to convection if background convection is present (' Iunker-
ton and I laldwin. 1995) so we may regard the incident easterly
waves as linearly moist waves prior to their diabatic activation by
a proto-vortei in the critical layer. Subsequent to activation, orga-
ni ation of convection by the wave-vortel !hybrid implies a "condi-
tional" or phase-dependent diabatic heating (Crum and Llunkerton,
1992. 1993).
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Fig. 111. Frequency response of temporal filters used in this study.
A low-pass filter (purple) periods longer than ^2.5 days) describes
the total ow evolution sans high-frequency component. A band-
pass filter (black periods between ^2.5 and 9 days) captures tropi-
cal waves in this frequency range for the purpose of estimating their
propagation speed in liovmoller diagrams. A low-frequency filter
(red periods longer than 9 days) provides an informal estimate of
critical latitudes as seen by the waves.

q ppendi qq

Data and methodology

01 q atasets and qters

The time period of interest encompasses a substantial frac-
tion of the hurricane seasons of 1998-2001, the years
when the two primary datasets used in our study overlapi.l
(i) A-40 6-hourly re-analyses were used to analy e tropi-
cal waves and nearby circulation. The data are available from
11CA at multiple pressure levels in T106 spectral resolution
(^-1.125 x 1.125°). Properties of 111 1A-40 and other analyses
(e.g., circulations and physical U1 es) were recently evalu-
ated and compared by rot ahn (2007). A 2.5-9 day band-
pass filter ( 'oblas- eyes and 'eque, 1998) was applied to
the original data to e( tract wave propagation signals, while a
2.5-day low-pass filtered wind field was used to define the to-
tal ow (i.e., wave mean fields) in the vicinity of the wave.
The response functions of the filters are shown in Fig. Al.
It is important to note that the band-pass data supply infor-
mation on wave packet structure and propagation, while the
total ow (e cept for its high-frequency component) defines
critical layers, stream function or streamlines, I agrangian
boundaries, and so forth. Low frequency data (periods longer
than 9 days) were used casually to estimate the mean ow
and its critical latitudes as seen by the waves, not by indi-
vidual parcels, which respond instead to the total ow sans
high frequency component. (Parcel displacements are rela-
tively insensitive to high frequency oscillations because they
are inversely proportional to intrinsic frequency in linear the-

T. I J I lunkerton et al.I Tropical cyclogenesis in tropical waves

ory.) (ii) lainfall data from TI :i i i 1 3 423-', available ev-
ery 3 h and having a spatial resolution of 0.25x0.25°, were
used in the study as a pro y for deep moist convection. The
level 3 gridded data are convenient for this purpose but oc-
casionally suffer gaps in coverage owing to the satellite or-
bit. 'A-40 re-analyses and TI II 1 1 1 rainfall are indepen-
dent data. The time period of 111 IA-40 used in this study
(1998-2001) derives from Stream 1 (1987-2002) which in-
corporates satellite data from ATOVS, SSI '/I and 1 1 is, in
addition to satellite data from VTPI I, TOVS and cloud mo-
tion winds used in Stream 3 (1972-1988). 111A-15 analyses
for tropical waves were validated against rawinsonde data by
I unkerton and ; aldwin (1995). We consider the C,, WF
product to be optimum for synoptic-scale waves, particularly
for the rotational component of hori i ontal winds in the lower
and upper troposphere and (presumably) for the associated
horn ontal transports of moisture in the lower troposphere as
analy ed in Stream 1. The divergent component is problem-
atic in global analyses, whether from C WF or elsewhere,
particularly when associated with deep convection. Vertical
motions are not observed directly, but are obtained from a cu-
mulus parameteri ation. egions of deep convection, more-
over, tend to concentrate vertical motions at the grid scale,
making the resulting ma innun upward velocities resolution-
dependent (in such a way as to conserve appro', imately the
total vertical fkux of mass, which is driven by the cumulus
scheme). Convective precipitation from T '' is a derived
product which we employ here, not for quantitative precipita-
tion, but for geolocation of convecting features relative to the
i_C; WF product. It was shown by ulian (1984) that a deep
cloud pro y (O ! 1! 1) is correlated with upper tropospheric di-
vergence. eedless to say, the TI ID 1 ! geolocation (^25 km)
is accurate enough for the purpose at hand. We therefore
regard the lu taposition of . ;A-40 and T. ,i I I data to be
a useful way of relating actual convection (an indicator of
T 1 development) to actual waves, in the discussion to fol-
low. Forecasterls best-track data provide a third independent
source for genesis location and storm track although as we
will argue, their identification of genesis time is sometimes
delayed, perhaps owing to a conservative mindset 33 . Storm
geolocation based on geostationary imagery is accurate to
within the nominal 4km pi. el resolution at the sub-satellite
point, superior to any of the other products used in our analy-
sis. August and September were chosen because they repre-
sent the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season (I limball and
L 1 ulekar, 2004).

32 httpigdisc.sci.gsfe.nasa.gov/1' . ,. i , /precipitation/trmm-intro.
shtm I

33 The best-track (retrospective) estimate of genesis time can be
earlier than the initial (real-time) estimate by as much as 2 days.
Our point is that, in some cases, even the best-track estimate is late,
relative to the analy ed i agrangian criteria. For westward propagat-
ing disturbances, the temporal offset implies a longitudinal offset,
which can be as large as ^20° in et treme cases.
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qq q ritical latitude de qnition

At the critical latitude or level, the intrinsic wave frequency
goes to ero. i i can i ow and wave phase speed in the direc-
tion of wave propagation are equal, i.e., c Ok q , where q is
the mean vector wind, and 0" is the unit wavevector. For on-
ally propagating waves, this equation can be simplified, and
the critical latitude is defined as the location where c = U,
where U is the onal component of mean vector wind.

00 Dave tracLing algorithm

For quasi-monochromic easterly waves, a semi-automated
algorithm was developed in order to track the incident waves
and to calculate their ' onal phase speeds. The tracking algo-
rithm is based on a Hovmoller diagram of 2.5-9 day band-
pass rneridional wind along the genesis latitude as identified
in the best-track data. The e act choice of latitude is rela-
tively unimportant, as nearby grid points give similar results.
What is more important is the choice of genesis time, as noted
below. First, the location of meridional wind anomalies was
determined at genesis time within ^16.9° (15 grid points)
on both sides of the genesis longitude (x). Anomalies were
then traced backward in time (t) from this point for 72 h. For
such an anomaly to be acceptable it was required that the lo-
cal ma imum and minimum wind perturbations last at least
12 h. To identify wind anomalies which are presumably most
directly related to genesis, the time series of mal imum and
minimum perturbations nearest in x surrounding the genesis
point were selected, and two phase speeds, c+ and c - , de-
rived based on a linear regression (t upon x) of the areas (in
the x, t plane) of southerly and northerly wind perturbations,
respectively, ei ceeding 1 ms -1 in absolute value. Two ad-
ditional estimates of phase speed were likewise obtained for
the period from -48 h to ! 24 h. This procedure for quantify-
ing wave characteristics semi-automatically is similar to that
shown in Fig. I 1 of i lunkerton and ialdwin (1995). The al-
gorithm as described above was found superior to an alterna-
tive procedure following only the local ma ima and minima
of u' instead of the full anomaly area. If the phase speeds
as determined by the tracking algorithm were found to repre-
sent adequately the observed wave propagation, as indicated
by the slopes of meridional wind anomalies in the Hovmoller
diagrams, their average (c,,,) was used to define the incident
wave phase speed at this altitude. tote that we do not mi
ad.acent altitudes for this purpose.

Our default was to select phase speeds based on a time pe-
riod 72 h before genesis. It is preferable to e elude data after
genesis because parent waves are often changed by the trop-
ical depression, and new waves e cited. In some cases the
pre-genesis lifespan of a parent wave is e ceptionally short.
We allow, therefore, and only where necessary, an alterna-
tive definition of phase speed based on data e tending from
48 h before best-track genesis to 24 h after genesis. This al-
ternative definition was adopted if and only if one or more

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

of the default values of phase speed were unsuitable, as de-
termined by a visual evaluation of the goodness of fit. It
should be noted that best-track data do not necessarily in-
dicate the a act moment of genesis because the time cho-
sen for the first advisory is based on a human decision. The
sub ective nature of the operational procedure will become
evident in one of the cases highlighted below (Chris 2000)
wherein a depression-strength closed gyre in the co-moving
frame ^-30 h prior to "genesis" in the arth-relative frame.

114 qertical structure

Prior to genesis, easterly waves are generally confined to
the lower troposphere at or below ^500 hPa, with equiva-
lent barotropic stricture or slight vertical phase tilt. In some
cases the phase tilt in the lower troposphere is observed to
change with time during the storm development stage. It is
instructive therefore to e amine their propagation at two rep-
resentative levels, 850 and 600 hPa. In most cases analy ed,
the same wave packet could be identified at both levels with
similar propagation characteristics. Their averaged phase
speeds on each level (c,,, as defined above) generally differ
- usually by a small amount, but sometimes significantly -
so in order to handle the latter contingency it is preferable
to use the phase speed at a particular level when analyf_+
ing data at that level, rather than a blend of phase speeds

.from differew levels to characteri' e the incident wave propa-
gation. The vertical structure of tropical waves participating
in TC genesis is an interesting part of the marsupial story,
and its evolution throughout the depth of the troposphere has
several typical characteristics. The transition of wave struc-
ture from a trapped i T disturbance to deep "first baroclinic
mode" structure immediately before genesis, subsequent vor-
te shedding in the lower troposphere and radiation of new
waves (if any) have been identified using multi-dimensional
visuali! ation software from Pil btec. Some aspects of vertical
structure are highlighted in Sect. 4.

qq Translating coordinate system

A key element in the analysis is the depiction of hori( bntal
i ow in a co-moving frame of reference, i.e., moving west-
ward with the parent easterly wave. It should be clear from
the opening remarks of Sect. 2 that the critical layer of a trav-
eling wave becomes stationary when viewed in a coordinate
system moving horn ontally at the phase speed of the wave.
The simplest case is a single wave with constant phase speed
that is uniform in time and space-'the translation speed is
then a constant, and whatever unsteadiness remains in the
wave field is attributable to amplitude evolution or structural
change, rather than phase propagation. An interesting e -
tension is to have a modest spread of frequencies about a
central frequency, with the possibility of horirbntal disper-
sion, forming a wave packet with group propagation differ-
ing from the phase propagation (for a general discussion of
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waves in uids see ighthill, 1978 ]for el amples of group
propagation in tropical waves see I iebmann and Hendon,
1990' 1 unkerton and I aldwin, 1995). As long as the packet
contains multiple phases in physical space, as implied by a
modest spread in spectral space, it is appropriate to translate
the coordinate system at the dominant phase speed, usually
resulting in a non- ero onal group propagation as viewed in
the co-moving frame. Cases of TC genesis involving the in-
tersection of two or more waves with substantially different
phase speeds, as sometimes observed in the western tropical
and subtropical Pacific, are outside the scope of this paper
and will be discussed elsewhere in this series.

The purpose of translating to a co-moving frame is to ren-
der wave phases appro imately stationary, in order to min-
imi e the temporal evolution of the I bw pattern. In steady

ow, streamlines are equivalent to tra ectories (Holton,
2004). If the ow pattern consists of a steady mean ow
and quasi-monochromatic wave, streamlines in a coordinate
system moving at the phase speed of the wave may then be
used as a surrogate for parcel tralectories. Allowing for a
modest dispersion or other kind of amplitude evolution, the
temporally evolving streamlines still provide a useful, albeit
appro imate, depiction of particle paths. For e ample, if a
wave packet in the co-moving frame were to creep slowly
eastward, forming new phases to the east while old ones de-
cay to the west (resembling surface waves on water), parcel
motions near the longitude of interest could be anticipated
simply by waiting for the packet to arrive at that longitude.

Similar reasoning applies to an isolated region ofenhanced
vorticity, as might be found at the peak amplitude of a wave
packet, or in a single wave phase where diabatic amplifica-
tion is e beptionally strong for whatever reason. Figure 3
illustrates streamlines of a point vorte) d with cyclonic cir-
culation, translating to the west (panel a), stationary (b) or
translating to the east (c) relative to the I uid. For sake of
illustration we are not concerned with why the vorte trans-
lates, other than to assume that some ei ternal agent is respon-
sible for the translation (since left to itself, the vorte would
be sub ect to magnus and advective forces). The vorte -
induced ' ow is a function of x - C p t - assumed steady, that
is, in a frame of reference moving with the vorte at its ve-
locity Cp l,l while the imposed background Low velocity is
Ub l.l The kinematic parcel displacement field is an intrinsic
' uid-dynamical property and therefore depends on the dif-
ference Cp - Ui, and not on the terms individually. The vor-
tei can be imagined to induce parcel displacements which
decrease in amplitude with increasing distance from the vor-
te center. When the vorte 'translates onally in one direc-
tion or the other, parcels a perience either a temporary in-
I uence of the passing vorte (far from center) or are per-
manently trapped in a vorte -induced gyre (close to center).
A bounding streamline separates these outer and inner re-
gions, and a stagnation point e ists where vortel l and ambi-
ent ows cancel. The stagnation point defines the dividing
streamline, it is also a saddle point of stream function in a

horil ontally non-divergent I bw. This I bw configuration is
the point-vorte' analogue of the discontinuous agrangian
mean ! bw associated with a steady wave critical layer de-
scribed in Section 2a. What is missing34 from the point-
vortei I I ow in Fig. 3 (panel b in particular) that was present
in the critical layer of Fig. I is the latitudinal shear (for con-
stant shear, a parabolic y-profile of ambient stream function)
that suppresses the meridional component of parcel displace-
ment at large distances from the centerline. Owing to latitu-
dinal shear, the catla eye has a bounding streamline, whereas
the stationary vorte) -, in a resting bw does not. (A train of
catia eyes can be formed by placing equally spaced point
vortices along an isotach in parallel shear , ow, as shown in
Fig. 2.10.1 of Po rikidis, 1997.) Panels (a) and (c) demon-
strate that trapping of parcels nevertheless can occur close
to vorte( center, without shear, because the nearby ini uence
of the vortei (a singular point) is stronger than that of the
vorte -relative background ow Uh . The streamline patterns
in Fig. 3 are steady in a frame of reference moving with ve-
locity Cp dnatching that of the vortex in the same way that
the streamline pattern of a nonlinear wave critical layer is
steady in a frame of reference moving with the wave at its
phase velocity C p 1.1 In the properly translating frame, stream-
lines are therefore equivalent to tra ectories.

We may also interpret the panels of Fig. 3 as depicting the
instantaneous view of streamlines obtained by observers in
different reference frames moving at velocity C,D- whether
"translating properly" or not. lote that proper translation re-
quires C, = C p whereupon the vortel +induced I ow becomes
a function of x,-.v -C,t =x -Cpt and the el elicit depen-
dence on t is eliminated. For e' ample, the viewpoint of
panel (c) is obtained in the ! 'arth-relative frame for a vor-
te (moving westward in this frame. It is important to note
that only one of these viewpoints is "proper" for a partic-
ular Ut, in the sense that streamlines are equivalent to tra-

l ectories only in the frame moving with the vorte'; because
the vorte! +induced i ow is steady in this frame only 35 . For

34 The critical layer and point vorte! lalso differ in their vorticity
distributions and the horn ontal 1 ows induced (via PV inversion) by
the distributions of vorticity. The steady asymptotic critical layer
consists of a constant background vorticity gradient plus an east-
west train of cabs eyes with homogeni. ed PV within the point vor-
te' I consists of an isolated  PV charge" and constant background
velocity (the constant cannot be obtained by PV inversion). When
the vorticity of the point vorte' i is distributed monotonically over
a finite circular area, a dividing strearline a ists if and only if the
background velocity does not ei ceed the mal imam wind at the edge
of the vorticity distribution.

35 We should therefore qualify manuel Is (2005. p. 127) recom-
mendation that streamlines - owing to their non-uniqueness - not
be used to locate a storm center because, as shown in this paper, a
translation speed determined by the parent wave provides a uniquely
"proper" view of translating (possibly closed) streamlines that agree
with parcel tra ectories over a time span of a few days and provide
an optimum view of the hori' ontal transport of adiabatic invariants.
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a westward-moving vorte ; the stationary ( arth-relative)
frame gives a misleading picture of ow kinematics. Figure 3
demonstrates, among other things, that the proper choice of
reference frame is essential in order to understand ow kine-
matics in the neighborhood of the vorte (Ide et al., 20021
'. Ide, personal communication). The number of closed

contours and the sense in which the vorte "connects" to
the ei terior 1 ow (i.e., at the nearest saddle point) obviously
depend on the choice of frame. The frame of reference is
therefore important for an optimal view of hori ontal trans-
port as well. In the conte' t of Atlantic easterly waves we
infer, for instance, that if environmental air were moist in
one direction (e.g., near the ITC ) but dry in another (e.g.,
near the equator), the orientation of the connection might sig-
nificantly affect diabatic processes regulating the subsequent
vortel development (1-12). I htrainment of absolute vorticity
would be affected similarly in the presence of a mean vortic-
ity gradient (HI). 'ote also that the translating views of a
point vortel (introduce a north-south asymmetry, reminiscent
of actual easterly wave troughs, that was not present in the
ideali ed critical layer of a shear ow in Fig. 1. The asym-
metric structure and a istence of a separatri on one or both
sides of the cat's eye proves to be a characteristic feature
in many observed genesis events, including western Pacific
events ( dson and ander, 2006).

qq q oriCbntal [bw potentials and the choice of Cgauge q

For synoptic i ows, even in the tropics, the hori) ontally ro-
tational part is much larger than the hori ontally divergent
part, with certain e ceptions, so that streamlines can be ap-
pro linated by a stream function using the Helmholt (de-
composition of the hori ontal velocity vector U. Crucial to
our analysis in Sect. 3 is that the stream function and ve-
locity potential, like any other potential, are known only up
to a "gauge", i.e., a function whose hori ontal I aplacian is
ero and therefore makes no contribution to relative vorticity

or divergence, which are alilean invariant! that is, invari-
ant to a uniform hori ontal translation of the coordinate sys-
tem, as contemplated here. i lemarkably, there are an infinite
number of stream functions (velocity potentials) that are per-
fectly consistent with the actual vorticity (divergence). For
a quasi-monochromatic wave superposed on a steady mean
I bw, however, only one choice of translation speed, or gauge,
makes sense; ;vii ^, that corresponding to a uniform horii on-
tal translation at the phase speed of the wave 36 . y viewing

This comment applies equally to genesis and mature stages, al-
though in a fully developed storm the time span is considerably
shorter.

36A more general construction of I agrangian boundaries from
an I ulerian diagnostic is possible in 2 1 and 3-1 i 1 bws ifor some
recent ideas see Haller and uan (2000) and ' Teen et al. (2006)
respectively. y contrast, a local "wave gauge" such as ours is de-
signed to be optimum in one region but not in another, depending
on the local wave spectrum. It nonetheless works well Im the quasi-

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

streamlines in a frame of reference moving with the wave
(the "co-moving" frame) we are able to visuali e the struc-
ture of recirculation regions, their formation and subsequent
modification by diabatic vortices, together with the evolution
of potential vorticity, moist entropy and other adiabatic in-
variants in such regions. It should be noted that the although
the proper gauge for quasi-monochromatic waves is struc-
turally simple, it is not a trivial constant. For onally prop-
agating waves, the gauge function varies linearly in latitude,
and therefore always changes the stream function pattern, un-
less ero everywhere (i.e., no translation).

lepending on whether the reader has a degree in physics
or meteorology (or both), two analogies may be offered for
clarification. One is from electromagnetism) I the familiar
equations of I a' well, and the introduction of potential func-
tions to calculate the remote in[ uence of charges that evolve
in time. The simplest choice of potential, or Coulomb gauge,
is not the best choice for this equation set, because it im-
plies (or seems to imply, at first sight) instantaneous action
at a distance) (given a certain charge at some point in space,
the entire space is seemingly affected at once by the charge,
and its time variation. This inference violates the theory of
special relativity, overlooking the finite speed of electromag-
netic wave propagation, on which the theory is based, as im-
plied by the equations themselves37 . An alternative potential,
or Lorenf gauge — which is also Lorentz invariant 38 — cor-
rectly accounts for the finite propagation speed by building
a temporal part into the definition of the potential function
- the so-called "retarded potential". This choice of gauge
is not obvious from the single equation for electric field in-
duced by a charge, but turns out to be the preferred choice
for the whole set of equations  in particular, for the radiation
of electromagnetic waves from time-varying distributions of
charge. In our case, the proper choice of gauge — a function
that converts the stream function into something appropriate
for visuali ing the ! agrangian I bw — is not obvious from a
Helmholt )decomposition of the qulerian i ow in a resting
frame. Its definition is motivated by the inclusion of a quasi-
monochromatic wave in the problem, if the phase speed of
this wave is known a priori.

monochromatic cases considered here, aided by the fact that we are
targeting a single genesis point in space-time.

37The inference is incorrect, and with el tra effort (I (rill and
I_loodman. 1967) the Coulomb gauge can be shown to be consistent
with the theory of special relativity, a result more easily obtained
if the brenl !gauge is adopted in the first place. It is remarkable
though overlooked initially that I insteinl^ theory of special relativ-
ity is contained in a well ^ equations, insofar as the electric and
magnetic permittivities, whose inverse product defines the speed of
light squared, are constants independent of the choice of coordinate
system, whether moving or not. The moral of this story, and the
present one, is that the laws of physics do not change with a co-
ordinate transformation, but some pathways to enlightenment are
considerably shorter than others q

38 httpi//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ qorenFigauge_condition
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A second and more familiar analogy is the popular "storm
relative velocity" used in the depiction and interpretation of

!oppler radar re ectivity from precipitation cells embedded
in mesoscale (convective or stratiform) systems that move
hori ontally with the synoptic-scale bw. I !y translating to a
co-moving frame defined by motion of the storm system as
a whole, it is possible to visuali e mesocyclones (important
for tornado genesis) and other circulation features associated
with the system. The ingredients in this situation are anal-
ogous to those of our translating tropical wave critical layer
and its incipient tropical depression la storm system that is
steered at more or less constant speed by the environmental

ow, evolving slowly in a frame of reference moving with
the ow. se of storm relative velocity is a simple way to
minimi a the translational evolution of the pattern of precip-
itation cells while retaining the evolution of the cells within
the translating pattern.

q ppendi qq

qdditional cases highlighted

I I ap sequences for the remaining storms highlighted in Fig. 4
are discussed in this Appendi , e tending the marsupial
paradigm to the west Atlantic, ulf of e ieo and central
Pacific.

q1 q est L)tlantic qtropical storm q hris

A similar story as I 'ebby may be told regarding the birth of
Chris, but with an odd twist closed gyres are evident at both
levels 12-30 It prior to the best-track genesis time, as shown
in Figs. l and .2, but by the time the first advisory was is-
sued, the streamlines (and stream function contours) opened
up. The genesis location is consistent with that el pected
from westward translation of the closed gyres from the time
of their disappearance. A principal separatri e isted 12-
30 h before genesis ( ust to the north of the closed gyre at
either level) but is either gone or displaced northward out of
the picture by the time genesis was officially declared. A sec-
ondary saddle point far to the WSW is present throughout the
sequence at either level. It seems odd that a closed gyre does
not appear around the best-track genesis point, even though
it was present a short time before. A possible e planation is
that A-40 data do not fully resolve the hori ontal struc-
ture of the tropical depression. ote however that the critical
latitude seen by the waves (red curve in final panel this quan-
tity is based on 9-day low-frequency data and changes little
in 30 h) together with the analy ed trough a is pinpoints the
best-track genesis location to within 100 km — as observed
at one or both levels in each of the five storms highlighted
here. The silver lining in this event may be that we are able
to detect a depression-strength closed gyre more than a day in
advance of the official time, simply bye amining streamlines

in the co-moving frame. A key consideration for operational
purposes is that for this technique to be useful in real time,
the easterly wave must be identifiable sufficiently in advance)
identifiable, that is, not only before the official genesis time
(since the depression at this time would be identified anyway
without knowledge of the translating streamlines) but before
an earlier point in time when we wish to issue a forecast
in advance of the first. In so many words, the co-moving
frame needs to be determined ahead of time. ittle would
be gained by issuing a forecast at the genesis time based on
wave information accumulated up to that point y such knowl-
edge is needed well in advance of the official time. With this
caveat, an earlier identification of tropical depressions seems
possible in cases like Chris.

Streamlines in the resting frame once again are almost use-
less for this system, as there are no closed streamlines any-
where (Fig. i 3). The best indication of possible develop-
ment might have been inferred from a trough e tending from
SW to i Ii- ; a tilted version of the "right-side-up" omega pat-
tern of an isolated vortel in the resting frame (Fig. 3). As in
I ebby, the translating but not resting streamlines provide a
reasonably consistent picture of the containment of cyclonic
vorticity by a closed gyre (e dept for its disappearance in
the analyses lust prior to genesis time). The Okubo-Weiss
parameter is shown in Fig. 12 at the 600 hPa level for the
genesis sequence. This quantity highlights regions of strong
rotational bw (curvature vorticity), while suppressing the
display of shear vorticity in regions of strong shearing de-
formation (third term of Sect. 4.1) anking the et al is39.

At both levels the center of the cyclonic OW anomaly co-
incides almost perfectly with the best-track genesis location.
A disadvantage of this quantity is that anticyclonic regions
are highlighted equally. In general, we e pect that OW will
be useful for pinpointing genesis, in situations where an elon-
gated vortel strip rolls up into one or more closed vortices,
by isolating the curved regions of Cow at the & pense of the
elongated features (viii, the vortei._Istrip that caused roll-up
in the first place). Perhaps the most important conclusion
to draw from the OW parameter inside the translating gyre
is that the !- bw within is relatively free of strain and shear
(I i cWilliams, 1984), favoring nominally the formation of
smaller proto-vortical structures within.

With regard to saturation fraction (Fig. 4) and precipita-
tion (Fig. 1 15) similar conclusions may be inferred as in the
previous case , convective precipitation moistens the column
along an a is el tending SW-ward from the gyre center while
advection carries this moisture to the I I , allowing some to
escape the domain while the remaining moisture is contained
in the northern half of the gyre. It is difficult to evaluate the
containment effect since precipitation is rather constant near
the genesis location throughout the sequence. The distribu-
tion of precipitation in relation to vorticity is interesting an

39 Curvature vorticity is useful for this purpose if calculated in the
co-moving frame, not the resting one.
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Chris: Zeta (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. q 1. Streamlines of hori ontal (rotational divergent) ow at 850 hPa, as seen in Ill iA-40 data, for sil Iconsecutive analyses leading
up to the best-track genesis time of Tropical Storm Chris (2000). Shading indicates relative vorticity (unitsl 110-5 s -1 ). The sequence
of frames translates westward at the onal propagation speed of the parent wave at 850 hPa as estimated from the Hovmoller method
(-9.111.1 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving fame note that relative vorticity itself is invariant with
respect to the translation. Isopleths of ero relative bnal ' ow are shown (purple) together with their uncertainty. In the final panel of the
sequence the critical latitude of the parent wave is also indicated (red) corresponding to isopleths of i ero relative onal bw in low-frequency
data with periods longer than 9 days. The wave s trough a is is shown for reference (black). fhe genesis location is indicated by the black
dot in the final panel.

Chris: OW (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. qq Stream function of hori i bntal ow for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm Chris as in Fig. 23, but at 600 hPa. Shading indicates
the Okubo-Weiss parameter (units 1 10-10S-2) as defined in i 4 . (2). This quantity, like vorticity, is invariant with respect to translation,
therefore identical in co-moving and resting frames. The sequence of frames translates westward at the 'onal propagation speed of the parent
wave at 600 hPa (-8.510.5 ms -1 ) and stream function is calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.
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Chris: Zeta (2.5—day LP, resting)

850 hPa	 600 hPa
21N	 21N
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15N	 15N -
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66W 60W 54W 48W 42W	 66W BOW 54W 48W 42W
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Fig. qq Streamlines of horiiontal ibw at (a) 850hPa and
(C) 600 hPa at the genesis time of Tropical Storm Chris, in the rest-

ing frame. Shading indicates relative vorticity (units! 10 -5 s — I )
which is invariant with respect to translation. therefore identical in
co-moving and resting frames (cp. final panel of Figs. 23, 24).

apparent spatial correlation with shear vorticity (but not OW)
early in the sequence, oriented to the SW of center (follow-
ing the trough a is black curve) followed by precipitation at
the center only (correlated with OW, but not shear vorticity).
There may have been some initial tendency for frontogenesis
in the distended -ow along the a is to the SW, possibly trig-
gering the deep convection, but as genesis time approached
this convective line was replaced by rotating convection, or
convection tied to the rotating i ow near the genesis location.

qq q ulf of q eEicoEltropical storm qeryl

Tropical storm eryl demonstrates that westward propagat-
ing anomalies of meridional velocity may in! uence TC gen-
esis as far north as the ulf of 1 ! el ico. In this case, however,
the incident wave was relatively weak compared to that of
the previous e amples, while propagating into a more com-
ple ! ow pattern in such a way as to enhance the prevail-
ing vortical ow, resulting in genesis. The full sequence of
events in the translating frame is shown in Figs. ! 6 and ' 7
at the 850 and 600 hPa levels, respectively. The viewpoint in
the resting frame at genesis time only is shown at these two
levels in Fig. 8. Since the translation speed is relatively

small in this case, compared to the previous e 9mples, ei-
ther reference frame (translating or resting) is able to capture
the closed gyre and correctly anticipate the genesis location
and time. Close inspection of Fig. 18, however, once again
reveals a slightly misaligned streamline pattern, implying a
first-order vorticity advection that does not e ist in the co-
moving frame. As noted in ebby, the arth-relative ow is
responsible, in part, for hori ontal translation of the pattern —
a detail that is irrelevant to the internal dynamics and tends to
obscure the in situ evolution. One could argue that a proper
frame of reference is superior, even in cases with smaller
translation speed, like ery1 40 . In the co-moving frame the

40The arth-relative frame, however, may be important for eval-
uation of surface ul es, as elaborated in our response to an Interac-

principal saddle point e ists to the 11 1 ! of the closed gyre and
a secondary saddle is located to the SW. A second and fairly
significant gyre ei ists in the SW corner of the figures, mak-
ing the entire pattern look like a critical layer aligned from
SW to i I tilted ^-45° relative to a latitude circle. The inci-
dent wave alone cannot e plain this pattern. Without further
analysis (outside the scope of this paper) it is difficult to say
how much of the ow kinematics should be attributed to the
prevailing I ow and to what e' tent this ow was altered by
the incident wave, other than to amplify the "pocket" of cy-
clonic vorticity that eventually became a closed circulation.
The transition from a linear vorticity pattern to a more circu-
lar one at the end of the sequence suggests that the incident
wave was instrumental not only in enhancing the local vor-
ticity ma imum but also in altering the I ow topology around
this mal imtun in such a way as to produce a much larger re-
gion of closed recirculating ow than was present initially.
This contribution is apparent at both levels. The prevailing
distributions of saturation fraction (Fig. ' 19) and precipita-
tion (Fig. LAO) display a persistent ribbon, or in i ;ewellls
terminology ( hu and ; ewell, 1999) a "river" of moisture
along the same SW-' ' a' is as the prevailing critical layer.
As with vorticity, the shape of the moist convecting region
is altered from an el tensive linear pattern (aligned from SW
to ) to a more confined circular patch — all of this be-

fore best-track genesis. We are evidently dealing with a more
complel situation than imagined in our simple scenario out-
lined in Sect. 2 and as illustrated by the preceding e amples
in the central Atlantic. onetheless, the gyre circulation in
this event displays a tantali ing relationship to the prevailing
moisture and convection that was also seen in the simpler
cases highlighted above the closed gyre evidently forms at,
or close to, a boundary between relatively wet and dry air.
I 'y the end of the sequence (genesis time) the moisture and
its associated convection have engulfed most of the enclosed
circulation. Is there something about the initial moisture gra-
dient that is instrumental either in the formation of a closed
circulation pattern or in the genesis to follow, IThe e ample
of Fabio (Sect. 3) from the eastern Pacific, provided another
illustration of this intriguing relationship and piques our cu-
riosity further.

qq qentral qaci q llsuper typhoon qlanshan

The sequence of events prior to the birth of Shanshan illus-
trates vortex roll-up similar to that of Fabio, but more clearly.
Also illustrated clearly is a vertical phase tilt of the par-
ent wave that changes in time, towards a vertically aligned
arrangement at genesis time. The 850 hPa ow, shown in
Fig. 11, consists of a band of vorticity that acquires a more
circular symmetry as time proceeds. It appears from Fig. 4i,

that a weak wave propagating at 850 hPa from the east in-
tersected a stronger wave (or instabilityl) to the west of

live Comment.
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Chris: SF (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. q4. Streamlines of hori` ontal ow at 850 hPa for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm Chris as in Fig. 23, with high values of [117A-40
saturation fiaction indicated by shading (units" percent).The sequence of fames translates westward at the onal propagation speed of the
parent wave at 850 hPa (-9. 1 ±1.1 ms-1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

Chris: TRMM (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. q Q Streamlines of hori, ontal ow at 600 hPa for the genesis sequence of fropical Storm Chris as in Fig. 24, with high values of TI It 111
3-h accumulated precipitation indicated by shading (units mm/day). The sequence of frames translates westward at the 1 onal propagation
speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa (-8.5±0.5 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

the genesis location, also with westward phase propagation,
but apparent eastward group propagation at 600 hPa. The
proper choice of translation speed is more difficult to deter-
mine in this case compared to the preceding e amples. As
e l pected from a relatively fast westward translation, the pat-
tern of 600 hPa streamlines in the co-moving frame, shown

in Fig. ' 112, looks markedly different than either the corre-
sponding pattern at 850 hPa (with slower translation speed)
or those at either level in the resting frame (as shown in
Fig. 13 for the genesis time only). The translating and
resting patterns at 850 hPa are similar because the translation
speed is slow - the slowest of any of the el amples thus far.
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Beryl: Zeta (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. OQ Streamlines ol'horiiontal (rotational 1 Idivergcm) ow at 850hPa, as seen in ILA-40 data, for sil Iconsecutive analyses leading
up to the best-track genesis time of Tropical Storm i leryl (2000). Shading indicates relative vorticity (units L1 10-5 s— I ). The sequence
of frames translates westward at the onal propagation speed of the parent wave at 850 hPa as estimated from the Hovmoller method
(-3.8±2.8 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame! -Mote that relative vorticity itself is invariant with
respect to the translation. Isopleths of ero relative onal I_ ow are shown (purple) together with their uncertainty. In the final panel of the
sequence the critical latitude of the parent wave is also indicated (red) corresponding to isopleths of I ero relative onal ow in low-frequency
data with periods longer than 9 days. The wave s trough al is is shown for reference (black). The genesis location is indicated by the black
dot in the final panel.

Beryl: Zeta (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 07. Streamlines of horil ontal ow for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm I leryl as in Fig. 28, but at 600 hPa. Shading indicates
relative vorticity (units 110 -5 s -1 ). The sequence of frames translates westward at the I onal propagation speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa
(-3.1±0.8 ms —I ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.
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Beryl: Zeta (2.5—day LP, resting)
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Fig. qq Streamlines of horilontal low at (a) 850hPa and
( q) 600 hPa at the genesis time of Tropical Storm eryl, in the rest-
ing frame. Shading indicates relative vorticity (units 10-5 s— l )
which is invariant with respect to translation, therefore identical in
co-moving and resting frames (cp. final panels of Figs. 28, 29).

ither choice, translating or resting, yields a closed gyre (al-
though the gyre at 600 hPa is much larger in the co-moving
frame) and the relationship of streamlines and vorticity con-
tours is plausible either way. The deciding factor at 600 hPa
is the e istence of a second gyre near 165° i that is absent
in the resting frame. In the left half of Fig. I i12f we see the
familiar cat s-eye pattern aligned in the onal direction, as in
the ideal case (Fig. I), The I II A-40 analyses in this case do
not seem able to capture much of the structure in saturation
fraction, other than a general moistening along the south-
ern half of the onally elongated closed gyre at 850 hPa (not
shown). The distribution and evolution of T precipi-
tation in this case is similar, nonetheless, to that of Fabio as
shown in Fig. 14, with ITC convection gradually replaced
by convection predominantly in the closed gyre as visuali ed
in the co-moving frame at 600 hPa. The el cellent correspon-
dence of convection and closed circulation in the co-moving
frame (absent in the resting frame) further supports our pref-
erence for the co-moving frame in this instance. It is not
uncommon for easterly waves and/or ITC 1 to a tend into
the central Pacific from the east, so it is plausible that gen-
esis occurred in a manner similar to the easterly wave cases
highlighted above. Whether characters ed primarily as "in-
cident waves from upstream" or as "in situ instability of the
ITC' P' their westward phase propagation plays a key role in
the genesis sequence.

qppendi qq

Topological aspects of the marsupial paradigm

The evolution to a tropical depression evidently requires for-
mation of closed streamlines in the co-moving frame, com-
prising a westward-moving cyclonic gyre at meso-a. In
111 IA-40 analyses, closed streamlines are observed prior to
TI i formation as declared officially, sometimes by 30 h or
more. In the quasi-monochromatic cases e amined here,

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

we have identified the tropical wave critical layer with these
closed streamlines, known in nonlinear critical layer theory
as " 'elvin cads eyes". One or more cats eyes aligned on-
ally are present prior to genesis in virtually all cases. Forma-
tion of closed streamlines is also common in quasi-2-1 I tur-
bulence and involves, as it were, the creation of new vorte
coordinate system when a hyperbolic critical point appears
in the ow. It is at this point that the I acobian of the map-
ping from isentropic PV (or isobaric vorticity) to physical co-
ordinates becomes singular as material contours connecting
the vorte to its parent I bw are distended into a thin, wispy
filament. For practical purposes (as accomplished, e.g., by
contour surgery) we end up with a detached vortel with its
own identity and closed isopleths of PV (vorticity). In the
co-moving frame the good agreement between vorticity iso-
pleths and streamlines or stream function contours, and the
near-coincidence of gyre center with eventual TC develop-

ment in most cases, confirms our choice of translation speed
or "gauge" and strongly suggests that the ow kinematics
within the critical layer ini uence mesoscale developments
subsequent to gyre formation. Our first hypothesis (HI) is
confirmed by these observations.

In a nonlinear critical layer the agrangian mean ' onal
ow is asymptotically discontinuous at the edge of the catfs

eyes (Fig. I I (Andrews and I cIntyre, 1978) indicating the
creation of three separate air masses. In cyclonic latitudinal
shear the cat s eyes themselves are cyclonic and their isola-
tion effectively separates air within from the a terior ow.
Thus, even though an easterly let (e.g., Al 1L) does not af-
ford the same barrier to meridional transport 41 as typical of
westerly ets in rotating planetary atmospheres (I lunkerton
and Scott, 2008) the critical layer south of the !et a is may
protect a proto-storm from dry air to the north, air often asso-
ciated with the Saharan Air i ayer (SAi ). Such protection is
available only if persistent waves e l ist on the et with ampli-
tude that is neither too small (as to be insignificant) nor too
large (as to draw air from the SAI I north of the fdt al is)42.

41 Among the reasons cited by I lunkerton and Scott for the appar-
ent transport barrier is the fact that a westerly let core on a stable
gradient of PV cannot be the locus of a free qossby wave criti-
cal level/latitude) (therefore, isopleths of PV tend to remain elastic
at this location (I I cIntyre, 2003) and irreversible displacements, if
any, are limited in meridional el tent (e.g., Panetta, 1993). This sit-
uation contrasts with an easterly idt core, which can serve as the lo-
cus of instability with critical level/latitude near the core ( find!en
et al., 1983) or (if stable) the locus of critical-layer development
owing to the weakness of shearing deformation along the Idt aJs
(I i runet and Warn, 19901 I Irunet and Haynes, 1995). Whatever bar-
riers to meridional transport that might arise on an easterly let will
depend on the inhomogeneity of stirring owing to the finite el tent
of the critical layer.

42 arge-amplitude easterly waves, that is, with large meridional
e tent, may be ineffective for TC genesis owing to the latter reason.
These waves are often observed to precede a new SAI I air mass as
it sweeps across the tropical Atlantic.
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Beryl: SF (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. qq Streamlines of hori' ontal 1 ow at 850 hPa for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm leryl as in Fig. 28. with high values of 1 11 A-40
saturation traction indicated by shading (units) 'percent).The sequence of frames translates westward at the 1 onal propagation speed of the
parent wave at 850 hPa (-3.8±2.8 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

Beryl: TRMM (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. q 1 q Streamlines of hori ontal ow at 600 hPa for the genesis sequence of Tropical Storm 1 eryl as in Fig. 29, with high values of
T 1 I 1 3-h accumulated precipitation indicated by shading (unitsllmm/day). The sequence of frames translates westward at the I onal
propagation speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa (-3.1±0.8 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

In real life the ideal critical layer sometimes appears, with
several elvin cats eyes in the row, but more often takes
the form of an isolated vorte surrounded by an asymmet-
ric "teardrop". For both types of streamline configuration,
the bw kinematics are very different when viewed in co-
moving and resting frames. The orientation of separatri',_I in
the co-moving frame, connecting the proto-vortel Ito the el -

terior bw to the east, north or west, but not south 43 of the

43 Streamlines ofthe resting frame are misleading in this respect
an upright omega pattern with separatril-I(if any) oriented south of
center is usually implied, consistent with Fig. 3c. The similarity
of this pattern to the distribution of moisture and low cloud is an
unfortunate coincidence, but with careful analysis, a I bnal phase
lag of 1/4 wavelength can be detected.
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Shanshan: Zeta (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 011. Streamlines of hori ontal (rotational divergent) ow at 850 hPa_ as seen in II 1A-40 data, for sit )consecutive analyses leading up
to the best-track genesis time of Super Typhoon Shanshan (2000). Shading indicates relative vorticity (units 10 -5 s-1 ). The sequence
of frames translates westward at the anal propagation speed of the parent wave at 850 hPa as estimated from the Hovmoller method
(-2.8±0.3 ms-1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame) note that relative vorticity itself is invariant with
respect to the translation. Isopleths of ero relative onal ow are shown (purple) together with their uncertainty. In the final panel of the
sequence the critical latitude of the parent wave is also indicated (red) corresponding to isopleths of i fro relative onal i ow in low-frequency
data with periods longer than 9 days. The waves trough a l is is shown for reference (black). The genesis location is indicated by the black
dot in the final panel.
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Fig. q 1 q Streamlines of hori ontal I ow for the genesis sequence of Super Typhoon Shanshan as in Fig. 33. but at 600 hPa. Shading indicates
relative vorticity (units 10 -5 s — I ). The sequence of frames translates westward at the onal propagation speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa
(-5.7±2.8 ms — I ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.
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Shanshan: Zeta (2.5—day LP, resting)
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Fig. q 1 q Streamlines of hori ontal i ow at (a) 850 hPa and
(E) 600 hPa at the genesis time of Super Typhoon Shanshan, in the
resting frame. Shading indicates relative vorticity (units) 10 -5 s—I )
which is invariant with respect to translation, therefore identical in
co-moving and resting frames (cp. final panels of Figs. 33, 34).

gyre center, has two implications) l

I. The critical latitude of stable waves lies equatorward
of the injection point where cyclonic vorticity is maL i-
mum, therefore the developing gyre is able to tap the rel-
atively high vorticity that a ists near the in ection point
closer to the a is of the et44

Air entering the gyre, for the most part, is not com-
ing from points far to the south, whether wet (as from
a distant ITCI ) or dry (as from the equator). Instead
— consistent with our comparison of the analy ed sat-
uration fraction and observed precipitation — moisture
is provided to the gyre by moist convection directly.
In some cases lateral entrainment of moisture from a
nearby ITC. b slightly south ofcenter, also promotes sat-
uration of the gyre.

oisture in ected into the free troposphere above the bound-
ary layer by deep convection is then transported hori on-
tally, some of it remaining in the gyre, some of it escaping
the region of interest. When ambient moisture is also avail-
able, it is entrained passively into the cat s eye along with

44A disturbance growing on an unstable meridional gradient of
PV would tap mean vorticity at the ini ection point equatorward of
its critical level. The observed distribution of separatri !location
does not preclude instability altogether, but seems to argue against
this simplest of instability configurations in the come t of TC gen-
esis. A separatri slightly south of centerline suggests instability
originating from a vorte strip to the south, as in ideal simulations
of the breakdown of the orthern Hemisphere ITCI I (Wang and

agnusdottir, 2005, 2006). ut in most cases there is some I onal
variation of the basic state to contend with. A broader definition of
"instability" should include (i) eddy shedding to the west of a moist
vorte strip (as in the African/Atlantic sector) or (ii) unstable inter-
action between a monsoon gyre and waves incident from the east
(as in the western Pacific). These scenarios, together with our neu-
tral wave scenario, help to account for separatril lorientations to the
east, north and west of gyre center.

cyclonic vorticity, from ad acent environments (convergence
one or monsoon gyre to the east or west) in which these

two variables are positively correlated above the boundary
layer. Whether or not entrainment of pre-e isting moisture
is significant, the agrangian boundaries of the developing
gyre serve to protect this region from lateral intrusions of

dry air. Thus, the same convection that aids the development
and concentration of cyclonic vorticity also provides mois-
ture to the column, maintaining the preference for convective
over stratiform precipitation — a preference, we have argued
above, that favors low-level development. Our second hy-
pothesis (H2) is confirmed, in part, by the wi taposition of
analy ed moisture (i li IA-40) and observed deep convective
precipitation (T' ' ) within the gyre. The morphology of
deep convective and stratiform cloud, and inferred profile of
diabatic heating in the gyre, also support H2.

In freely evolving 2 turbulence or in nonlinear waves
on a shear ow, closed recirculation regions occur as a result
of hori' ontal advection induced by the PV itself. Such fea-
tures are relatively long-lived and robust in their inner core
("coherent structures") while contributing to deformation (or
instability) on their anks and in the neighboring ow. In
some sense, coherent structures can be said "to contribute
to the forward enstrophy cascade while remaining immune
from its immediate effects." In the ideal nonlinear ossby-
wave critical layer it is remarkable that the PV responsible
for the elvin cat s eye is located in the outer, not inner, re-
gion) )associated, that is, with the large-scale wave and not
with the evolving spiral of PV in the cats eye. This property
arises from the morphology of the displacement field near
the critical latitude' its local amplification owing to small
intrinsic frequency. The same consideration forming the ba-
sis of our third hypothesis (1-13) is also responsible for the
predetermined "wire-frame" structure of streamlines in and
around the elvin cat s eye. In the conte t of TC genesis we
infer, then, that the details of potential vorticity and PV con-
centration in the proto-vorte are of secondary importance
to the critical layer itself. This organi ing principle has a
finite lifespan and is eventually superceded in the TC inten-
sification phase when the storms own PV begins to control
the outer environment, leading to the demise of the parent
wave and possible a citation of new waves. Our analysis
of pre-genesis environments has demonstrated (i) the robust-
ness of the tropical wave critical layer as well as (ii) its con-
tribution to vorticity/moisture entrainment/containment and
(iii) protection of the proto-vorte from the a terior . ow.
These properties suggest a role for the forward enstrophy
cascade in TC genesis e tending beyond the formation of
a tropical wave critical layer in the first place. In the real
world, however, simple analogies with waves and 2- tur-
bulence are inadequate, owing to moist diabatic processes
associated with deep convection, an essential ingredient in
proto-vorte development. Hori l ontal advection by synoptic
and meso-a motions alone cannot account for TC formation,
even though they are el pected to create variance at meso-P
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Shanshan: TRMM (2.5—day LP)
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Fig. 014. Streamlines of hori ontal ow at 600 hPa for the genesis sequence of Super Typhoon Shanshan as in Fig. 34, with high values
of TI II 1 1 1 3-h accumulated precipitation indicated by shading. initsl Imm/day. The sequence of frames translates westward at the ! onal
propagation speed of the parent wave at 600 hPa (-5.7±2.8 ms -1 ) and streamlines are calculated and displayed in the co-moving frame.

via the forward enstrophy cascade. In discussing vorticity
evolution and the topology of streamlines it is essential to
distinguish the tropical cyclone from the sub-synoptic gyre
in which it forms!

In tropical cyclones, isolated vortices are significantly
amplified by diabatic processes associated with deep
moist convection. It is impossible to obtain the val-
ues of vorticity observed in these systems by advec-
tive rearrangement alone cloud system processes en-
hance vorticity by tilting and stretching of vorte tubes
(on the order of 100 times ambient values 06). This
chain of events is itemi ed in our response to Interactive
Comment 4. It is thought by nearly everyone (by top-
down and bottom-up schools, in diabatic kman turbu-
lence and VHT pathways) that vortices created on the
cloud-system scale undergo hori ontal upscale aggrega-
tion subsequently to form the tropical cyclone this ag-
gregation further organi es deep convection and vorte -
scale convergence due to the radial overturning circula-
tion.

In the marsupial paradigm, the creation of an isolated
vortical air mass by advection in the hori ontal plane
pertains not to the tropical cyclone itself, but to the
gyre in which TIC formation may subsequently occur.
(The role of upscale aggregation in the critical layer will
be discussed in our modeling study.) We believe that
whereas upscale aggregation of vorticity and its amplifi-
cation by deep convection are essential to TC formation,
they are not entirely responsible for the formation of a

closed tropical depression in the first place. This for-
mation is at least partly due to the dynamics of moist
waves and involves a direct enstrophy cascade from

larger synoptic-scale disturbances to mesoscale vortic-
ity anomalies. This argument rests on the coherent re-
lationship observed between the critical layers of trop-
ical waves and tropical cyclogenesis events occurring
in such regions. Storm formation at or near the center
of the translating gyre in many cases seems almost un-
canny and suggests to Our minds an invisible "guiding
hand" from synoptic and meso-a scales.

It should be noted that a predominant role of the elvin catl^
eye is assigned to the time period leading up to and imme-
diately following genesis. An intensifying storm is distin-
guished by its increasingly intense concentration of potential
vorticity substance, and increasing autonomy as a result. It
is a remarkable property of the point-vortel itrain in parallel
shear ow (Po rikidis, 1997) that a similar catl§ eye pattern is
produced without any outer disturbance at all. This similar-
ity suggests an almost seamless transition from tropical wave
critical layer to (one or more) tropical depressions. We con-
ecture that the emergence of a developing storm and demise

of the parent wave may be identified with such a transition,
and quantified by its vorticity concentration relative to that
of the original critical layer (as measured, say, by rms values
within). This area of research merits further study.

Firmly established in our observations of gyres in the co-
moving frame is that the advective rearrangement of vor-
ticity draws air with cyclonic vorticity into the cat s eye
from an in ection point north of the critical latitude (in
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hydrodynamically stable cases) supporting H 1. Such a trans-
port pathway, visible in the co-moving frame but oblivious
to observers in the resting frame, does not immediately sug-
gest moistening of the gyre by hori ontal advection from a
distant ITC , to the south, nor drying from the equator. The
topology of unstable cases differs, with one or more con-
nections slightly south of centerline, suggesting that a de-
veloping gyre may entrain moisture from a nearby ITC' Ito
the south. When this pathway is available, entrained mois-
ture accelerates the approach to column saturation. It was
suggested in Sect. 2.2 that chaotic advection associated with
mesoscale circulation anomalies may dilute or delay moist-
ening of the cats eye by deep moist convection. We ne-
glected to say at that point, by way of speculation, that the
same anomalies may create low-level vorticity boundaries
within the cat s eye that stimulate deep convection via I_k-
man pumping, providing in situ moistening of the column,
an essential ingredient in H2. This is one of a limited num-
ber of mesoscale mechanisms that may link chronologically
the formation of a closed gyre at meso-a with TC genesis at
meso-P. Another mechanism relies on lateral confinement of
small-scale waves e cited by convection in the proto-vorte I
( 'itchie et al., 2003). A third mechanism assists develop-
ment by lateral confinement of out ow boundaries (1 106).
All three mechanisms involve some degree of "imbalance"
due to boundary-layer drag, inertia-gravity waves or density
currents in the lower troposphere. The first mechanism (I k-
man triggering) is likely to dominate in a rotating environ-
ment approaching column saturation, while the latter mech-
anisms (involving waves or density currents) typify convec-
tive clouds in a sub-saturated environment, with their down-
drafts and cold-pool outl ow. Out ow boundaries in SA
imagery are distinctly absent in the inner core of developing
storms but commonly seen in the outer bands (I atsaros et
al., 2000, lack et al., 2005 1 unkerton et al., 2009b). From
these precious observations we inter that successful devel-
opment entails a transition from (i) a canonical i , CS mii t
ture of updrafts and downdrafts (with unbalanced motions
in all a imuthal directions having a negative net impact on
boundary-layer moist entropy) to (ii) a smoother and more
al ially symmetric in-up-out meridional overturning circula-
tion organi ed and maintained by a combination of interior
heating and kman convergence. The radial in ow and re-
sulting tangential circulation assist further development by
wind-induced surface evaporation.

A curious observation especially over the eastern Pacific
is that the location of TC genesis often lies on or very near
a boundary between moist and dry air in the environmental

ow. Without further study it is unclear what impact this
moisture boundary has either on the dynamics of the inci-
dent wave (instability) or the development of coherent struc-
tures on the mesoscale. It seems possible that the ambient
moisture and its hori ontal transport in such situations have
a greater role to play than implied in the preceding discus-
sion. A closed gyre with ^-50 overlap of an initially moist

region inevitably will entrain the e' isting moisture in addi-
tion to any further moistening by deep convection triggered
by the development of the gyre. Such entrainment, as already
noted, shortens the time required to saturate the column. This
argument does not account, however, for the overlap of gyre
and moisture gradient in the first place. Perhaps the moisture
gradient is helping to define the effective moist PV gradient
(Sobel et al., 2001) seen by the incident wave (instability)
and the resulting selection of phase speed, hence, critical lat-
itude. I ore investigation of this observation is warranted.

An over-arching conclusion emerging from this study
regarding easterly waves — whether neutral waves, quasi-
modes, or hydrodynamic instabilities — is that the u tapo-
sition of wave critical latitude, in ection point, and mois-
ture gradient (if any) is centrally important to genesis. The
first and most easily appreciated conclusion is that the crit-
ical latitude south (not north) of the easterly et ai is is the
locus of cyclonic vorticity and its subsequent amplification.
The second and less obvious conclusion, which becomes ob-
vious in the co-moving frame, is that a neutral or slowly-
decaying quasi-mode having its dominant phase speed out-
side the range of mean ow speeds within the region of re-
versed potential vorticity gradient is able to tap the mean
cyclonic vorticity near the inl ection point of the Idt. In
stable cases ( jorthern Hemisphere) streamlines in the co-
moving frame connect northward (via the hyperbolic point)
— not southward, as implied in the resting frame. Standard
meteorological charts in the arth-relative frame completely
obscure the point. This situation contrasts with that of an
unstable disturbance with critical latitude inside this range,
closer to the 'et a is. In unstable cases, streamlines in the co-
moving frame connect to the south, although the separatri q

orientation may be shallow (—Sior WSW) once the distur-
bances reach finite amplitude, forming a "curved teardrop"
shape poleward of the original location of the ITC !. A possi-
bly significant role for hydrodynamically stable waves in this
contei_t is counter-intuitive !one might be tempted to think
that large-scale instability implies a more vigorous sequence
of events that would lead to genesis more readily than what
might be triggered by a neutral or slowly decaying wave. I lut
we must be willing to entertain less intuitive ideas in order
to understand the possible preference for neutral or slowly
decaying modes in TC genesis. (i) These modes are main-
tained by diabatic heating (H3) in addition to their "dry"
maintenance (compact spectral content). (ii) i ienesis is an
interactive multi-scale process and not simply a consequence
of moist hydrodynamic instability. If the quasi-mode config-
uration as described above favors mesoscale development,
then it may actually be more favorable for genesis than a
more vigorous unstable wave. Oddly enough, the fact that
the instability paradigm in reality applies only to a minority
of cases seems to support such counter-intuitive thinking.
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Fig. 01. Streamlines of surface ow obtained from ' luikSCAT images of Hurricane Felil](2007) in late August 2007. (a, c) I testing framel I
(q d) co-moving frame (Cp i ^6.7±0.5 ms -1 ). i legions of possible rain contamination are indicated by cyan shading.

q ppendi qq

Translation of non-seEluential imagery

Our method for translation of analyses and imagery into a
co-moving frame of reference following the parent wave is
easily applied to non-sequential images (e.g., sparse or ir-
regular temporal sampling from polar-orbiting satellites) if
the wavers propagation speed and direction are known from
other data sources. For historical cases a retrospective es-

timate of Cp is straightforward (see to t) whereas in real-
time applications a one-sided estimate should suffice. In ei-
ther event, analyses from meteorological centers and global
forecast models will provide the requisite information about
waves. The e istence of a closed gyre is insensitive to small
(^-I ms -1 ) errors in the estimate of CP while its e act lo-
cation and orientation of ow separatri: late more sensitive
to this choice. arger errors are fatal as demonstrated in
Sect. 3, ma or differences generally e ist between stream-
line and stream function patterns in a resting frame (C P 1 10)

www.atmos-cheni-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

and a frame of reference moving westward at a speed typi-
cal of Atlantic easterly waves (CP —5 to —10ms -1 ). We
suggest a rule of thumb that a priori information of waves
be good enough (sufficiently large and/or persistent waves,
plus reliable analysis) to specify CE, to within 1-2ms-1.
If this criterion is met, a simple correction to the resting
view of non-sequential imagery can be made if the speed
of incident waves is reasonably constant. We illustrate the
effect of translation on the surface wind field obtained from
a i IuikSCAT image of Hurricane Felil 1(2007) in the west-
ern Atlantic/eastern Caribbean Sea (Fig. I il). Felil_iwas born
within an easterly wave with phase speed typical of central
Atlantic waves (Cp _ —6.7±0.5 ms-1 ). ly the time of best-
track genesis on 31 August (panels c, d) there was consid-
erable rain contamination of retrieved winds (cyan shading).
Similar to what was observed in Chris 2000, a closed gyre
is seen in the co-moving frame (b) 48 h prior to "genesis"
whereas the resting frame (a) on 29 August gives the appear-
ance of an open wave. Once again the resting frame is mis-
leading and misses a key element in the genesis sequence
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the closure of near-surface circulation. Although our anal-
ysis of Feli jis retrospective, no temporal filter was needed
either in Fig. I II or in the derivation of phase speed C p on
which the onal translation is based. , jain contamination
was not an issue at this time, e cept in the 1 _I I quadrant of
the gyre. ' uikSCAT imagery evidently can play an impor-
tant role in identifying a closed surface circulation in the co-
moving frame, particularly in the earliest stages of genesis
when deep convective precipitation is less prevalent or in-
tense than in later stages. It was noted previously by Sharp
et al. (2002) that vorticity anomalies in ]uikSCAT data can
identify storms prior to their best-track genesis time. Vor-
ticity is alilean invariant but a noisy quantityi_Itranslating
streamlines provide an alternative measure that is less sub'ect
to retrieval errors, unresolved finestructure and rain contam-
ination, provided that the speed of translation is known from
other data sources.

qppendi q q

[3» plications of climate change

The role of off-equatorial circulations as a link between hur-
ricanes and climate change is recogni: ed in the papers cited.
These topics, along with air quality, are the most important
in contemporary atmospheric science and their relationship
deserves scrutiny at a dynamical, not merely statistical, level
of understanding. The effect of climate change on hurri-
canes is not simply to increase the potential intensity (PI)
of a hurricane and thereby increase hurricane intensity ipso
facto. I eaving aside frontier matters concerning the formu-
lation and accuracy of current PI theory (,manuel, 2005i_I
. ontgomery et al., 2006a Smith et al., 2008) actual hur-

ricane intensities form a continuous probability distribution
function (PI IF) bounded above by a limiting intensity. SST
is but one of several factors el plaining the PUT and its vari-
ation ( e aria et al., 2005) so it is not merely a question
of how PI varies with SST. or can we ignore the number of
storms reaching tropical depression status and how this might
change in the futures the percentage of developers versus
wave-troughs is small in the present climate — nowhere near
saturation. Though little attention has been given to the is-
sue, perhaps for lack of evidence, the number of storms gen-
erated is an integral part of the climate-change question. We
consider it unlikely that nature will somehow produce more
storms of high intensity without producing more storms at
all levels of intensity. A counterpoint was advanced by Held
(2007) based on results obtained with a simple f ICI_I I Held
and collaborators suggested that while the ma imum inten-
sity would increase, the number of intense storms would de-

crease, as if to suggest a bound on cumulative storm energy,
perhaps owing to available moisture (see also enggston et
al., 20071 1 nutson, 2007 I nutson et al., 2007, 2008). How-
ever, at a recent workshop ender (2008) presented new re-

sults for the Atlantic basin, using higher resolution to obtain
more accurate intensity estimates, indicating that both the in-
tensity and number of intense storms would increase signifi-
cantly in a "warmer world" scenario. Here, the wings of the
intensity distribution are elevated by borrowing from the cen-
ter of the distribution. ( umber conservation is constrained
by the el perimental design, not predicted.) Owing to the
nonlinear relation between the cube of intensity and cumu-
lative storm energy ( manuel, 2005) such a change cannot
occur if available moisture is a limiting factor on intensity.
Interestingly, the increase in intense storms was confined pri-
marily to the main development region of the Atlantic basin.
Although some theoreticians have e pressed acceptance of
the "moisture supply" theory, the newer results of ender
and collaborators are consistent with our reasoning. Two rea-
sons underlying this "common sense" viewpoint are (i) it is
likely for physical and statistical reasons that if more storms
are generated, the number of intense storms will increase —
"more eggs" once fertili' ed "imply more chicks, implying
more chickens" given enough food — and (ii) regions ofgene-
sis and highest intensity are (for the most part) well separated
spatially, thanks to the onal motion of storms, restricting the
ability of intense storms to inhibit new storms in their wake
to distances of less than 1000 km (Schumacher et al., 2009).
In this respect, storms of the real world differ from those of
a hori ontally periodic geometry, in which the inhibition can
be significant.

q lossary

qbttom-up development q A pathway to tropical cyclo-
genesis that assigns logical and chronological precedence
to phenomena in the lower troposphere prior to the upward
growth of a tropical depression-strength vorte' ! These phe-
nomena may occur at meso-a (e.g., critical layer formation in
an easterly wave), meso- (e.g., low-level convergence due
to a convective heating profile, kman convergence induced
by boundary-layer drag) or meso-y (convective heating pro-
file associated with one or more vortical hot towers).

coherent structure q In geophysical (quasi-2 -L I ) turbu-
lence, an unusually large or long-lived . ow feature (e.g.,
solitary wave, isolated hori ontal eddy, or train of ielvin
cats eyes in a nonlinear critical layer) that disrupts locally
or episodically the turbulent aspects of the owllvil7, dis-
order, particle dispersion, and energy or enstrophy cascades.
The reat i ed Spot on upiter is a well-known e ample.

co-moving frame qA frame of reference translating hori-
ontally at the velocity of the parent wave or proto-vorte .

Streamlines or stream function appear different in resting
versus co-moving frames, unless the translation speed is ero
trivially. The proper choice of translation speed may vary
with height owing to vertical shear and wave- vortei !interac-
tion.

critical IayerETFhe region surrounding a nonlinear wavelS
critical latitude or level in shear ow. In the enclosed iJelvin
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cat s eye, particles are trapped and recirculate, rather than
being swept one way of the other by the surrounding shear.
I (eversible undulations of particles immediately adlAcent to
the cats eye on either side are included in the definition.

critical points q In 2 i i ow, the points where both com-
ponents of hori ontal velocity vector vanish. The nature of
a critical point is determined by the local velocity gradient
tensor. Two a amples are (i) a gyre center, to or from which
particles may converge or diverge I(ii) a saddle, or hyper-
bolic point, where a closed gyre is connected to the outer
' bw, and particles simultaneously converge (along one a' is)
and diverge (along the orthogonal a is).

diaQitic activation q A term introduced in this paper to
describe how a propagating ossby-like wave (e.g., easterly
wave) is maintained or amplified by a diabatic ossby vor-
te within. Without diabatic activation, such a wave e ists
as a dynamical feature in the lower troposphere, whose sig-
nature may be seen in low cloud or deep-layer water vapor,
but with deep moist convection that is either absent or poorly
organi'ed.

dia qatic q oss qy waveNortei EA hybrid structure consist-
ing of a low-level vorte d e cited and maintained by moist
diabatic heating in the lower troposphere, co-e isting with
a quasi-balanced wave in this layer, such that the wave and
vortel interact in a mutually beneficial way Their speeds of
horii ontal propagation, though not necessarily identical, are
similar enough over the lifespan ofthe disturbance so that the
vorte' remains in appro imately the same phase of the wave.

dividing streamline q In steady 2- ow, the streamline
intersecting a nearby saddle point. Particles on opposite sides
of the dividing streamline belong to different manifolds of
the ow.

easterly wave qA prominent synoptic-scale feature of the
summer tropics, centered ten or more degrees off the equator
lust poleward of the ITC! ^ originating and propagating west-
ward across tropical Africa, the tropical Atlantic, and eastern
or central tropical Pacific. They are usually accompanied by
cloudiness near the trough, and have been documented in ra-
diosonde data and satellite imagery since the early 1950s and
1970s, respectively.

forward enstrophy cascade qA process in quasi-2- tur-
bulence whereby strong vortical eddies irreversibly deform
weaker eddies into filaments on progressively smaller scales.

gauge function qAs used here, a scalar function with ero
hori ontal aplacian that can be added to stream function or
velocity potential, without altering the vertical component of
vorticity, or hori bntal divergence. auge theories and trans-
formations are widely used in classical and quantum electro-
dynamics, but have a more general mathematical meaning.

heating pro qe q In this conte t, the vertical profile of
moist diabatic heating. Heating profiles in the tropics are
defined and labeled according to their association with typ-
ical precipitating cloud structures, such as deep convective,
congestus, stratiform, anvil and shallow cumulus cloud.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/5587/2009/

hydrodynamic instaFility of LT qqqIn theoretical litera-
ture the Intertropical Convergence one (ITCI -) is ideali ed
as an east-west vorte q strip which, once perturbed, may un-
dergo subsequently a (dry or moist) form of barotropic insta-
bility, resulting in a citation of I onally propagating waves
and coherent vortices of finite hori ontal sii e embedded
therein. According to the marsupial paradigm, a quasi-closed
gyre generated by large-scale instability may become the
"mother pouch" of an incipient tropical cyclone if environ-
ment and mesoscale processes allow.

inverse energy cascade q A process in quasi-2-1 I turbu-
lence whereby small vortical features merge to form progres-
sively larger features, such as large eddies, L ;ossby waves and
onal ets. For such a cascade to be maintained, energy input

at small scales is necessary.
marsupial paradigm q A conceptual framework intro-

duced in this paper to describe how a hybrid diabatic jossby
wave/vortel i(e isting in a wave critical layer or in isolation)
may become a tropical depression and thereafter, a tropical
cyclone. The marsupial paradigm embraces three new hy-
potheses regarding (H 1) the vortical organ l ation of the criti-
cal layer at meso-a, (H2) moisture supply to the proto-vortel
and protection from dry or dusty air outside, and (H3) a mu-
tually beneficial interaction of wave and vortel 1 The simpler
term pouch theory has been introduced to encompass H2.

mesoscale convective vol byproduct of deep moist
convection observed in the tropics and summer midlatitudes
when an organii ed mesoscale convective system (1 - I CS) ei i
cites hori ontal vortical motion in the interior troposphere.
The altitude where such motion ma imi es depends on the
vertical profile of moist diabatic heating. Convection always
develops upward, but when accompanied by stratiform cloud
at mid-levels (with evaporative cooling below) the resulting
profile of moist diabatic heating becomes top-heavy, e citing
vortical motion in the mid-troposphere. In tropical cyclogen-
esis, merger of ad Eicent I I CVs is thought to create a starting
point for top-down development.

multi-scale interaction q A mathematical and theoretical
concept describing how processes on different scales interact
simultaneously, and in some cases, synergistically to sup-
port one another. An important result of multi-scale inter-
action is that turbulent cascades are interrupted or "short-
circuited" by instantaneous communication across widely
separated scales. Another is long-range interaction, whereby
waves communicate information to large distances, faster
than is possible in advective turbulence. The co-e istence
and possible synergy of waves and turbulence (or of waves
and vortices) is arguably the most important form of multi-
scale interaction in geophysical uid dynamics.

q DuEl eiss parameter q A measure of the shape-
preserving component of a vortical ow, in comparison to
(i) the shape-destroying component associated with shearing
deformation, and (ii) straining deformation. The sign con-
vention is arbitraryl i "positive" may be chosen to empha-
si e the former, in shape-preserving phenomena (e.g., TC
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genesis) or the latter, in fi lamentary phenomena (e.g., stirring
and mi' ing).

organiad deep moist convection q Tropical convection,
particularly over the oceans, is often organi ed on sub-
seasonal time scales by atmospheric dynamics rather than
by fi ed features such as coasts and topography. The
form of organi ation varies widely, and may be associated
with mesoscale convective systems, density currents, gravity
waves, equatorial waves, and e tratropical intrusions. When
convection is phase-locked to the underlying dynamic struc-
ture to such an a tent that this structure cannot be understood
without the effect(s) of the convection, we have a convec-

tively coupled disturbance.
q rr mechanism q In shear ow, a wave tilted initially

against the shear is rotated to an upright alignment, leading to
wave growth, and further rotated i nto the shear, causing wave
decay. The growth rate is determined by the shear, which in
some cases may e ceed the growth rate of the most unstable
eigenmode.

proto-vortem The initial vortical structure within a hy-
brid diabatic 1 ;ossby wave/vorte , which may subsequently
grow to a tropical depression-strength vorte i The finestruc-
ture of a proto-vorte !is seldom observed directly even the
best meteorological analyses visuali , e such a disturbance as
if "under a pane of knobbly glass" in the famous words of

ichael 1 1 clntyre.
Duasi-mode q ' lot an a act eigenmode, but a long-lived su-

perposition of modes having appro , imately the same phase
speed[ hence, approl imately the same critical latitude or
level.

saturation fraction q A column-integrated measure of
moisture relative to what the column can hold, given the ob-
served temperature versus pressure in the column.

spontaneous aggregation q In ideali ed studies of tropi-
cal cyclogenesis or diabatic kman turbulence in hori on-
tally uniform environments without waves or sweet spots, a
mechanism whereby ad.dcent vortical elements merge adia-
batically via the inverse energy cascade, or diabatically via
nonadvective transport of PV substance, and grow subse-
quently to form a tropical cyclone.

strati qed turElulence paradigm qLased on the pioneering
works of . im iley, ioug illy and ! im . I eWilliams (in the
conte t of geophysical turbulence) and as applied to tropi-
cal meteorology (invoking the scale analysis of Ale Charney
and im Holton), a concept that describes the seemingly ran-
dom relationship of lower and upper tropospheric ows when
deep coupling is absent. For e ample, when an e tratropical
disturbance intrudes the tropical upper troposphere, without
altering a pre-e l fisting disturbance in the tropical lower tro-
posphere, a vertical shear may be generated that is either fa-
vorable or inimical to tropical cyclogenesis the point being,
the superposition is a result of separate processes having no
immediate relationship to one another.

top-down development qA pathway to tropical cyclogen-
esis that assigns logical and chronological precedence to phe-

nomena in the middle troposphere prior to their downward
e tension to the lower troposphere or boundary layer. As
with bottom-up development, these phenomena may occur
at meso-a (e.g., downward gyre development in an easterly
wave, thermal capping in the cat s eye) or ml (e.g., de-
scending showerhead, downward burrowing of merged mid-
level convective vortices). I ipward and downward pathways
are not mutually ei elusive, insofar as the meso-a develop-
ment may occur in one direction, while the ml develop-
ment occurs in another.

translating closed gyre q A structure that may be identi-
fied in meteorological analyses of stream function, stream-
lines or tra ectories, by viewing a tropical wave critical layer
in its co-moving frame, i.e., a frame of reference moving at
the phase speed of the wave. For stream function, the transla-
tion can be achieved directly by adding the appropriate gauge
function.

tropical depression q Although no formal definition can
be found, a tropical depression-strength vorte is thought
to el ist when circular horil ontal winds approach 30 knots
and deep, persistent convection is well-organi ed by a puta-
tive closed circulation. It can be said that forecasters regard
a proto-structure with features loosely resembling a mature
hurricane as a good candidate for a "depression" — the more
such features, the better. Their classification evidently guar-
antees (in all but a few instances) subsequent growth to a
named tropical storm. It is not only the statistical narrow-
ness of the tropical depression classification, but a physical
threshold for instability leading to intensification, that is re-
sponsible for their success. In other words, "tropical depres-
sion" is a physically meaningful, albeit imprecisely defined,
concept.

vortical hot towers q seep moist convective clouds that
rotate as an entity and/or contain updrafts that rotate in heli-
cal fashion (as in rotating ' 'ayleigh- enard convection). Al-
though early observations suggested that VHTs are neither
necessary nor sufficient for tropical cyclogenesis, it is be-
coming increasingly clear from cloud-representing numer-
ical simulations that moist vortical updrafts are the essen-
tial building blocks of the tropical storm within the rotating
proto-vorte: These hot vortical plume structures amplify
pre-e isting cyclonic vorticity and equivalently induce con-
centrations of vorticity substance much larger than that of the
aggregate vorte .

wave refraction q When a wave propagates in a back-
ground state with spatio-temporal variation, its wavenumber
and frequency change owing to refraction. In shear ow,
wave phase may be imagined to open or close like a Vene-
tian blind this process occurs in the two spatial dimensions
orthogonal to the wave vector. Phases may be stretched or
compressed, as a piece of taffy this process occurs in the
spatial dimension parallel to the wave vector. The Orr mech-
anism arises from the first effect, whereas "wave accumula-
tion" or "wave capture" arise from the second. A local in-
crease ofwave amplitude at first order caused by linear wave
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refraction may result in wave breaking, or transfer of energy
to other waves, vortices and turbulence.
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